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COMMENCEMENT MAY3AND4, 2013 
Celebrating 125 Years of Learning, Discovery and Engagement 
FOUNDED 1888 
Utah State University is one of the nation's premier student-centered land-grant and space-grant universities. We foster the 
principle that academics come first; we cultivate diversity of thought and culture; and we serve the public through learning, 
discovery and engagement. 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
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FruoAY, MAY 3, 2013 GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT AND HOODING CEREMONY 
12:30 P.M. Assembly of candidates, Nelson Field House 
1:00 P.M. Academic procession from Nelson Field House ro Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
1:30 P.M. Ceremony begins, Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
SATURDAY, MAY 4, 2013 ACADEMIC ASSEMBLY 
8:30 A.M. Undergraduate Students and Faculty assemble on the University Quad 
ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
9:00 A.M. Taggart Student Center and University Quad ro Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY 
9:30 A.M. Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
COLLEGE CONVOCATIONS 
12:00 NOON Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
College of Engineering - Kent Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center 
S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources - Morgan Theatre, Chase Fine Arts Center 
College of Science - Evan N Stevenson Ballroom, Taggart Student Center 
2:00 P.M. College of Agriculture - Kent Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
4:00 P.M. Caine College of the Arts - Kent Concert Hall, Chase Fine Arts Center 
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business - Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT AND 
HOODING CEREMONY 
Friday, May 3, 2013 DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM 
1:00 p.m. ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Nelson Field House to Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
USU Scotsman Pipe and Drum Corps 
Director James Pitts, Assistant Professor of Biology 
Pipers Alex Kelley, Ryan Moeller, Athalie Maughan, Andrew Ermer, Jake Rindlisbacher, 
Matthew Judd, Bradley Beckstead 
Drummers Justin Stubbs, Emily Ashcroft, Steve Buy 
1:30 p.m. PROCESSIONAL 
USU Brass and Percussion Ensemble 
Conductor: Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer 
PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
Air Force ROTC 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
"The Star Spangled Banner," Francis Scott Key 
Makenzie Matthews 
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 
Mark R. Mclellan, Vice President for Research and Dean of the School of Graduate Studies 
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR AWARD 
Stan L. Albrecht, President 
HOODING 
Master's Candidates by Graduate Council Members 
Doctoral Candidates by College Dean and Major Professors 
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Stan L. Albrecht, President 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Mark R. Mclellan, Vice President for Research and Dean of the School of Graduate Studies 
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UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY 
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Saturday, May 4, 2013 President Stan L. Albrecht, Conducting 
9:00 A.M. ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
USU Scotsman Pipe and Drum Corps 
Director James Pins, Assistant Professor of Biology 
Pipers James Pitts, Alex Kelley, Ryan Moeller, Athalie Maughan, Andrew Ermer, Jake Rindlisbacher, 
Matthew Judd, Bradley Beckstead 
Drummers Justin Stubbs, Emily Ashcroft, Steve Buys 
9:30 A.M. PROCESSIONAL 
"Highland Cathedral,'' Traditional; arr. Chad A. Steffey 
featuring USU Scotsman Pipe and Drum Corps 
USU Symphonic Band, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer 
USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. James Michael Bankhead 
PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
Air Force ROTC 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
"Star Spangled Banner," Francis Scott Key 
Makenzie Matthews 
PRESIDENT'S GREETING 
President Stan L. Albrecht 
ADDRESSTO GRADUATES 
Charles D. Denson 
RECOGNITION OF SPECIAL AWARDS 
President Stan L. Albrecht 
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES 
President Stan L. Albrecht 
Samuel Alba, citation read by Jody K. Burnett, Trustee 
Charles D. Denson, citation read by Scott R. Watterson, Trustee 
Orrin G. Hatch, citation read by Susan D. Johnson, Trustee 
Mathana Santiwat, citation read by Suzanne Pierce-Moore, Trustee 
ADDRESSTOTHE GRADUATES 
Heather Ann Larson, Valedictorian - College of Agriculture 
REMARKS AND PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION 
Raymond T. Coward, Provost 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
President Stan L. Albrecht 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
President Stan L. Albrecht 
MUSICAL SELECTIONS 
"Heal Our Land," Janice Kapp Perry; text, Orrin G. Hatch 
USU Chamber Singers, directed by Dr. James Michael Bankhead 
"Alma Marer Hymn," Theodore M. Burton 
USU Chamber Singers and USU Symphonic Band, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer 
RECESSIONAL 
"Regal Procession," Clifron Williams 
USU Symphonic Band, directed by Dr. Thomas P. Rohrer 
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY'S CEREMONIAL MACE 
The top of the mace depicts a flame 
of crystal tinted with Aggie blue and 
modeled after the "lamp of learning," 
the classical symbol of knowledge and 
freedom. lmbedded within it is a brushed 
copper disk emblazoned with the 
University's seal. 
The copper bezel below this crystal has 13 
sunstones set into it. These symbolize the 
13 presidents who guided the institution 
through its first century. 
The white oak shaft comes from wood 
that was originally pat t of the banistets of 
Old Main and rescued from the building 
after the fire of I 983. 
The base consists of limestone provided 
by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints and taken from the same quarry 
that was used to build the Logan Temple. 
Thus, the mace represents the essence of 
our land-grant institution: seated in the 
bedrock of our community, striving and 
growing ever higher, crowned by the light 
of learning. 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF MACES 
Maces have long been part of academic 
heraldry, though their function was not 
always ceremonial. Originally weapons of 
war, maces are featured often in ancient 
Egyptian art where kings are shown ritually 
smiting their foes. This original function 
has not been entirely lost. Campus officials 
in the Middle Ages more than once 
kept students in line by employing their 
university's mace in a manner recalling its 
primitive function. Even in the modern 
age, it is not unknown for a university 
mace to be used in this way. For instance, 
during the commencement ceremonies 
at Cornell in 1973, when a professor of 
medieval studies who was carrying the 
university's mace in a procession was 
confronted by protesters, he wielded his 
academic training and the mace in its 
original fashion. 
But university maces today are, for the 
most part, created as decorative emblems 
~ymbolizing the institution'~ authority. 
Seen most often at commencement and 
other solemn occasions, they remind 
those in attendance of the deep traditions 
inherent in a student's journey through 
university studies. Like the word for the 
ceremony itself, "commencement,"-
which admonishes its participants to 
remember that this is a celebration of 
beginnings, not endings-the mace 
turns the eye forward to the life to come 
by recalling the rich academic heritage 
of higher learning and the promise of 
attainment that comes through education 
and self-betterment. Our mace, thus, 
combines elements of both the old and 
the new, traditional features like gems 
and stone enhanced with modern designs 
such as arcs of faceted crystal. Both an 
impressive work of art and a hallmark of 
the university's history, this mace brings 
to light everything that is best about 
Utah State University. 
ACADEMIC HERALDRY 
The history of academic heraldry reaches 
back into the early days of the university. 
A statute of 1321 required that all 
"Doctors, Licentiates and Bachelors" of 
the University of Coimbra wear gowns. 
In England, in the fourteenth century, 
the statures of certain colleges forbade 
"excess in apparel" and prescribed the 
wearing of a long gown, necessary, no 
doubt, for warmth in the unheated 
buildings frequented by medieval 
scholars. Hoods were used to cover the 
head until replaced by rhe skull cap and 
later academic caps. Boch Cambridge 
and Oxford have made academic dress 
a matter of university control down to 
the most minor detail; and in Oxford 
during the seventeenth century any 
tailor who changed the authorized design 
"even by a nail's breadth" was punished 
by the vice-chancellor of the university. 
When American colleges and universities 
decided to adopt some suitable system of 
academic apparel, it seemed best to agree 
on one char all might follow. Accordingly, 
there was held on May 16, 1895, at 
Columbia University, a conference of 
representatives of the boards of various 
interested institutions. From char meeting 
came a code of academic dress for the 
colleges and universities of the United 
States, which most institutions of higher 
learning have adopted. 
GOWNS 
The academic gown for the bachelor's 
degree has poin red sleeves and is designed to 
be worn closed. The gown for the master's 
degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the 
wrist. The sleeve base hangs down in the 
traditional manner. The rear part of its 
oblong shape is square cur, and the front 
part has an arc cut away. It is designed 
this way so that it can be worn open or 
closed. The gown for the doctoral degree 
has bell-shaped sleeves and may be worn 
open or closed. 
COLORS 
For all academic purposes, including 
trimmings of doctoral gowns, edging 
of hoods and tassels of caps, the colors 
associated with the different academic 




Education and Human Services, 
Light Blue 
Engineering, Orange 
Humanities and Social Sciences, 
White 
Natural Resources, Russet 
Science, GoLd-YeLLow 
School of Graduate Studies, Black 
The white ribbon with the Greek key 
on the robe of a graduate identifies an 
inductee into Phi Kappa Phi, the National 
Scholastic Society. Those wearing gray 
collars and a medallion are Mortar 
Board Senior Honor Society members. A 
gold braided cord draped over the cowl 
distinguishes a graduate of Honors. 
HOODS 
Academic hoods are worn by recipients 
of advanced degrees. The master's degree 
hoods are three-and-one-halffeet in length 
and are lined with the official color or colors 
of the college or university conferring the 
degree, which at Utah State University are 
navy blue and white, displayed in a heraldic 
chevron. The doctoral hood consists of a 
larger and longer assemblage ofinsri tutional 
color draped over the recipient's shoulders 
and falling well down the back. The 
binding or edging of the hoods is of velvet 
or velveteen, three inches wide for the 
master's degree and five inches wide for 
the doctoral degree. 
CAPS 
Academic caps come in two forms: the 
traditional mortarboard (from Oxford) or 
square cap; and a soft cap rhat resembles 
an oversized beret (from Cambridge). The 
mortarboard used by Ural1 State University 
is worn with a tassel. Black tassels designate 
the graduate's major field of learning, 
and gold tassels indicate doctors and the 
governing officials of institutions. 
ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The commencement procession originates 
at the University Quad and the line of 
march proceeds to the Dee Glen Smith 
Spectrum. The procession is composed of 
three divisions: (I) color guard, University 
President, Regents and the Board of 
Trustees, administrative officers and special 
guests; (2) the faculty; and (3) candidates 
for degrees. The procession stops at the 
runnel entrance to the Spectrum, the first 
two divisions dividing so chat the candidates 
for graduation pass between them and enter 
the hall first. 
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Celebrating 125 Years of Learning, Discovery and Engagement 
THE LUND ACT MARCH 8, 1888 
In 1888, the Territory of Utah rook advantage of the provisions of the Morrill Act rhar established the 
land-grant system of public colleges and universities. On March 8, 1888, the Utah Territorial Assembly 
passed, and territorial Governor Caleb West signed, the Lund Act that created the Agricultural College 
ofUrah. 
The Lund bill, named after Anthon H. Lund of the Utah Territorial Legislature, stared rhar "The leading 
objective of the Agricultural College of Utah shall be to reach such branches of learning as are rel a red to 
agriculture and the mechanical arts, and such other scientific and classical studies as shall promote the 
liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life." 
Utah Stare Universiry is proud to celebrate 125 years of reaching and research excellence rhar starred with 
a vision in 1888 to provide educational opportunities for the people of Utah. We are proud to extend 
that vision as Utah Stare Universiry has grown robe a premier research institution that is nationally and 
internationally recognized. 
A MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT STAN L. ALBRECHT 
Congratulations, graduates, on rhe many things you have accomplished to reach this 
special occasion. Today, you both complete an important life journey and embark 
on another. For some, that will mean beginning a new career; for others it will 
mean continuing graduate or professional school training. I wish you great success 
in whatever comes next and trust that your experience at Urah Stare University has 
prepared you well for what is ahead. 
Earlier this year we celebrated rhe university's 125th birthday. The birthday is a 
reminder of the many dreams made possible becauseofrhe foresight and vision ofour 
Utah Terrirory leaders in 1888. Anthon H. Lund, of the Utah Terrirorial Legislature, 
introduced the bill ro establish an agricultural college in Utah as provided for in 
rhe Morrill Act. After much debate and political wrangling, it was decided that the 
college should be built in Cache County. The Lund Act, authorizing formation of 
a land-grant college, was signed March 8, 1888, thus establishing the Agricultural 
College of Utah later to become Utah Stare University. 
These commencement ceremonies are, for me, an affirmation of human potential, 
an affirmation of hope for communities everywhere. A world-class faculty has helped 
you learn the derails of your chosen professions. Bur in addition to that critically 
important preparation for your life's work, we hope we have also instilled in you other ideals, as well. 
I hope we have fanned the fires of caring, of giving, of raking responsibility. I hope we have cultivated 
passion, adventure, and understanding. You are a different person today than you were four or more 
years ago when you first walked across the Quad in front of Old Main. We hope you see your elf as a 
better person as well. 
President 
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COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE 
CHARLES D. DENSON 
Internationally known businessman Charlie Denson is 
responsible for leading the strategy of the world's most distinctive, 
authentic and connected brand in spores. As president of Nike 
Brand, Mr. Denson is responsible for the company's major, 
global categories, including Action Spores, Basketball, Football 
(Soccer), Men's Training, Running, Sportswear and Women's 
Training, as well as rhe Jordan Brand and Nike Golf. 
In a career chat spans more than 30 years, Mr. Denson began 
with Nike in 1979 after graduating from Utah Scare University 
with a bachelor's degree in business administration in 1978. 
Scarring as assisran t store manager of"The Athletics Deparrmen r" 
ar Nike's first retail store in Portland, Oregon, Mr. Denson 
quickly moved up the ranks. He has held many positions over 
the years, including time as vice president of United States and 
European sales and as general manager of Nike USA. As an 
innovator in developing sales and distribution strategies, Mr. 
Denson has been the driving force for Nike's global growth as 
Nike has expanded into more than 190 countries, including 
China, India and Brazil. 
Mr. Denson credits scarring from the ground up, as well as 
his global experience, as a springboard for his success with 
Nike. His beginning with the company taught Mr. Denson the importance of creating and maintaining a strong connection with 
consumers bur, he says, che turning point in his career came when he went to work in Amsterdam for Nike's European operations. 
The appointment caught him sensitivity to other cultures and philosophies which, he maintains, is paramount to his further success. 
An avid Aggie fan, Mr. Denson was instrumental in Utah State's unveiling of ics new athletic logo in the spring of2012. The university 
worked in collaboration with Nike on a 15-month re-branding campaign that was made possible by the generosity of Mr. Denson 
and the long-standing association between Utah Scare Athletics and the Nike brand. 
While attending Utah State University, Mr. Denson was a football letter winner for the Aggies. He enjoys golfing, running, tennis 
and skiing. He and his wife, Trina, have three children. 
For his innovative and well-known business acumen, Utah Scace University is proud to bestow upon Charlie Denson the honorary 




Utah Scare University alum Samuel Alba has had a long and 
storied career in rhe law profession. After establishing himself in 
both the public and private sectors, Mr. Alba was appoinred as 
a Uni red Scares Magistrate Judge for rhe Uni red Scares District 
Court for Utah. 
During his rime as Magistrate Judge, Mr. Alba was extremely 
well-respected and presided over a large and diverse roster of 
cases. He served as a Magistrate Judge for 20 years, five of which 
were spenr serving as rhe Chief Magistrate Judge. Mr. Alba was 
rhe scare of Utah's first Larina federal judge. 
Mr. Alba has extensive experience in handling both civil and 
criminal marcers and began his career working with rhe Federal 
Public Defenders office in Arizona. He rhen went on ro work 
with a personal injury and criminal defense firm and lacer 
joined che United Scares Attorney's Office as a first assistant 
and chief of rhe criminal section. Mr. Alba followed his rime 
with rhe U.S. Arcorney's office by returning ro private practice 
where he focused on commercial lirigarion and white collar 
criminal defense cases in both scare and federal courts. He was 
rhen appointed as a Magistrate Judge and after retiring from 
his appointment in June of2012, Mr. Alba returned ro private 
practice where he is currently a shareholder with Snow, Christensen and Martineau. 
A product of an immigrant family char migrated from Mexico ro find seasonal work in rhe Un ired Stares, Mr. Alba's parents saw ro 
ir char he and his siblings were well educated. After settling in rhe West, Mr. Alba arcended USU where, in 1969, he graduated with 
a bachelor's in political science. He then went on ro earn a Juris Doctorate from Arizona Scare University's Law School in 1972. 
Mr. Alba's prominence and success in the field of law garnered him many accolades over rhe years. In 2005, rhe Utah Minority Bar 
Association honored him as one of che first 50 minority lawyers in Utah and, in 2009, Mr. Alba was included in Latinos in Utah, a 
book recognizing the contributions made by Latinos in rhe scare of Utah. Mr. Alba delivered a speech in 2010 on "The Changing 
Face of Law in Larin America" as part ofUSU's College of Humanities and Social Sciences Distinguished Alumni Speaker series. In 
2013, Mr. Alba was named as one of Utah's Legal Elite in the area of Criminal Law by Urah Business Magazine. 
For his drive, passion and determination Utah Scare University is proud ro bestow upon Samuel Alba the honorary degree, Doctor 




ORRIN G. HATCH 
Urah Senaror Orrin Harch is known for his service, hard work 
and perseverance. As rhe senare represenrarive for rhe srare of 
Urah, Senaror Harch is a leader in developing srrong legislation 
chat has impacted the lives of every American. 
Now serving his sevenrh rerm, Senaror Hatch is the most senior 
Republican in rhe United Srares Senate. He is dedicated ro Utah 
and fights for rhe ideals rhar define rhe srare and irs people. 
His years of experience in rhe Senare have allowed Senaror 
Hatch ro develop several key areas of legislarion for Utah and 
for the United Stares governmenr. Senaror Harch currently 
serves on several commirrees and is rhe ranking member of the 
Senare Commirtee on Finance. He is a member of the Judiciary 
Commirtee; rhe Senare Health, Educarion, Labor and Pensions 
Commirree; and rhe Joinr Commirree on Taxation. He also has 
rhe honor of serving on the board of direcrors for the Holocaust 
Memorial Museum in Washingron, D.C. 
Throughout his long renure in rhe Senare, Senaror Hatch has 
also been a srrong supporrer of Utah Srare Universiry. He has 
been an effective advocare for US U's research capabiliries and has 
been a leader in assisting the universiry ro significanrly expand 
its robusr research porrfolio. He has helped open doors for new and exciring opporrunities for USU and irs srudenrs. Wherher by his 
frequenr visits ro campus, or by employing USU inrerns in his Washingron, D.C., and Urah offices, Senaror Harch has conrinually 
demonstrated his commirmenr and support for USU scudenrs. 
Senaror Hatch began his career as a lawyer afrer graduaring from Brigham Young Universiry with a bachelor's in hisrory and from the 
Universiry of Picrsburgh with a Juris Docrorare. He spenr 14 years as a lawyer before being elecred ro rhe Un ired Srates Senate in 1977. 
Senaror Harch is married ro Elaine Hansen Hatch ofNewron, Utah. The couple are rhe proud parents of six children, 23 grandchildren 
and 10 grear-grandchildren. 
For his dedicarion ro the scare of Utah and for his service ro the people of America, Urah Srare Universiry is proud ro besrow upon 
Orrin Harch rhe honorary degree, Docror of Humane Leners. 
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HONORARY DEGREE 
MATH A NTIWAT 
Marhana Santiwar knew she was good with arithmetic from 
an early age. Growing up in a traditional Thai household in 
Bangkok, Dr. Santiwat was formally educated at a private 
Catholic school for her early education and then moved on to 
a Thai preparatory school. Her western education, combined 
with her eastern upbringing, would benefit her successful career 
in accounting and academics. 
Dr. Santiwat currently serves as Bangkok Universiry's president 
and has enjoyed a productive career in higher education in 
Thailand. After graduating from Thammasat Universiry with 
an undergraduate degree, Dr. Santiwar joined what was then 
known as Bangkok College. For three years she served as a 
lecturer's assistant, where she aided senior students in their 
advanced accounting class and was the advisor for student 
activities, while also working as a part-time Certified Public 
Accountant. Ir was during this time that her love for teaching 
and education became evident. 
Deciding to further her education, Dr. Sanriwar was given a 
scholarship from Bangkok College to attend Utah State Universiry 
where she came in 1976 to earn a master's in accounting. Her 
education and experience allowed Dr. Santiwat to return to 
Bangkok College where she was appointed dean of the School of Accounting. After serving as dean for three years, Dr. Santiwat was 
offered another scholarship to pursue a doctoral degree at the University of Kansas where she studied higher education administration, 
with business administration as a minor. 
On her return to Thailand in 1985, Or. Santiwat resumed her position as dean of the School of Accounting at the newly named 
Bangkok Universiry. Ir was a period of rapid growth for the universiry and Dr. Santiwar moved on to become the vice president for 
planning and development, a position she held for one year. She was then promoted to serve as vice president for academic affairs, a 
position she held for 19 years until she was appointed as Bangkok Universiry's president in May of 2007. Throughout her career in 
higher education, Dr. Santiwat has travelled the world as a visiting lecturer. Using her prominent position, Dr. Santiwar helps 
women in Thailand, and worldwide, who find themselves victims of violence. She has served on the board for Thai Women Watch 
and, in 2000, was among the Thailand delegates to attend the annual meeting of the Commission on the Status of Women at the 
United Nations in New York. 
Dr. Santiwat lives in Bangkok, Thailand, and, in her spare time, enjoys reading, playing golf and outdoor physical activities. 
For her successful career and influence in the world of higher education, Utah Stare Universiry is proud to bestow upon Mathana 
Santiwat the honorary degree, Doctor of Business. 
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D. WYNNE THORNE CAREER RESEARCH AWARD 
JOHN NEELY 
Throughout his 29-yearcareer at Utah State University, Professor 
of Art John Neely has contributed a body of physical work and 
knowledge that has made a significant impact on the world of 
ceramic art. 
Professor Neely specializes in tableware, primarily drinking and 
pouring vessels, that have been described as having a strong, 
contemporary feel. He is known as a master of atmospheric 
firing, a category that includes a range of firing techniques. He is 
especially committed to the technology of ceramics and creating 
a wealth of technical information, which he has disseminated 
over the more than 30 years of his career as a ceramic artist. 
His most significant contribution to the field of ceramics is 
indisputably his development of a "train-kiln," a name that 
suggests the form of a traditional steam locomotive. This 
new, wood-fired kiln is a modern design that achieves the 
aesthetic firing qualities of a traditional Japanese Anagama kiln, 
but it is easier to build, much easier to fire and much more 
environmentally friendly. 
Professor Neely has a sustained record of producing and showing 
his work in the most important and well-recognized exhibition 
venues in the world. An active and long-standing member of the international community of ceramic artists, he is well represented 
in collections around the world, with work in more than I 00 important collections. He has given workshops and lectures at 30 
worldwide institutions. 
More than 50 students have worked with Professor Neely at the graduate level and have been inspired by his unique approach ro 
the ceramics process. Because of his reputation in the ceramics community, many more students apply each year to USU's MFA 
program than are admitted. 
Professor Neely has published the results of his creative and scientific research in professional journals and workshops, as well as via 
the traditional venue of the gallery exhibition. His work has appeared in such publications as Ceramics Technical, Ceramics Monthly, 
NCECA journal, Purple Sands Magazine, Studio Potters and Ceramics: Art and Perception. 
Professor Neely earned his BFA from Alfred University in New York in 1975, followed by an MFA from Ohio University in 1982. 
He is well deserving of the 2013 D. Wynne Thorne Career Research Award. 
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ELDON J. GARDNERTEACHING AWARD 
MARLENE ISRAELSEN 
Marlene Israelsen is a clinical assistant professor in the Nutrition, 
Dietetics and Food Sciences Department in the College of 
Agriculture. She has established a reputation for innovation, 
enthusiasm and rigor in her reaching; and her students describe 
her as approachable, enthusiastic, fair, extremely organized 
and dedicated. 
In her short, six-year, reaching career at USU, Dr. Israelsen has 
taught more than 4,200 students in 50 courses. She has also 
spent rime serving as rhe academic advisor for all undergraduate 
students in the NDFS Department. She is known for using 
technology in rheclassroom and enjoys the challenge of delivering 
content in a variety of formats. 
It is clear co all who work with Dr. Israelsen chat she has given 
her heart to reaching 
"Good educarors do two things-teach and reach," Dr. Israelsen 
said. "Those who TEACH empower students with knowledge, 
skills, resources and rools. Bur chose who REACH inspire 
students with purpose, vision, direction and hope. Teachers 
must be competent and understand course content - bur they 
must also learn how ro make real-life connections if they want 
ro make a difference." 
Dr. Israelsen does a remarkable job, nor only in teaching, bur particularly in reaching her students. Utah State University is fortunate 
ro have such an energetic and dedicated student mentor in its community. 
For her outstanding work and demonstrated success in the classroom, Professor Marlene Israelsen is the 2013 Eldon J. Gardner 
Teacher of rhe Year. 
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E.G. PETERSON EXTENSION AWARD 
CHARLES W. GAY 
The E.G. Peterson Extension Award honors the Utah State 
University Extension professional who, in keeping with the 
mission and goals of USU, provides outstanding service to the 
state ofUtah. The 2013 recipient of the E.G. Peterson Extension 
Award is Dr. Charles (Chuck) Gay. 
For 45 years, Dr. Gay has learned, served and worked with 
USU's Cooperative Extension in several important functions. 
He has viewed Extension from a variety of angles, with an eye 
on the past and a vision for the future. 
Upon finishing graduate school, Dr. Gay became the first 
Extension Range Management Specialist in che history of 
New Mexico State University. Following that, Dr. Gay became 
involved in international Extension and then transitioned into 
administration. 
Dr. Gay currently holds the tide of Associate Vice President for 
University Extension at Ural, State University and his leadership 
has improved the lives of individuals, families and entire 
communities. His role at USU is to develop partnerships across 
university departments and colleges, federal and state agencies 
and offices and non-governmental organizations. Dr. Gay has 
been hugely successful with this assignment, creating dialogues and programs with a wide variety of stakeholders. These efforts have 
led to many important initiatives at USU, such as the Rangeland Resource group and the emphasis on economic development in 
rural communities. 
Dr. Gay is a master presenter and an entertaining storyteller with insight that can only be gained from many years' experience. He 
is as comfortable in Washington, D.C., or at a cultural event, as he is on a horse. He cares deeply about people, their communities, 
the university and extension. One could say that he is a citizen of the world. 
Dr. Gay is known on a first-name basis by hundreds of people, including all the Utah congressmen, the administration of federal and 
state agencies, agricultural commodity groups and natural resource activists. He has accomplished this wide recognition because of 
his savvy, ability to read people, forward thinking and amazing recall of facts and people. However, the most compelling reason that 
people know and recognize Dr. Gay is because he is such a wonderful person. 
Ir is therefore fitting that Dr. Charles W. Gay, Jr. be recognized as the 20 I 3 recipient of the E.G. Peterson Extension Award for Utah 
Stare University. The prestigious award is the highest honor given to extension personnel and, based on Dr. Gay's long career of 
exceptional service and leadership in USU Extension, he is certainly deserving of the recognition. 
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INTERNATIONAL PROFESSOR OFTHEYEAR 
DEEVON BAILEY 
For more than 25 years, Dr. DeeVon Bailey has conducted 
international research in applied aspecrs of agricultural 
economics. Focus areas for his studies include traceability of 
meat conraminanrs, capital equipmenr investment decisions, 
livestock pricing, the pricing of milk and more. His work in 
these areas has impacted producer groups and public entities in 
North and South America, Asia, Africa and Europe. 
Dr. Bailey has shown national-level leadership in international 
agriculture through his service as the chair of the International 
Development and Agriculture Coordinating Committee for 
the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities. He has 
also served as an external reviewer for programs associated with 
the United States Department of Agriculture and the National 
Institute of Food and Agriculture. 
Undergraduate and graduate students at Utah State University 
are beneficiaries of Dr. Bailey's passion for international research. 
In addition to supervising many student research projects, 
Dr. Bailey played a key role in the developmenr of a joint 
graduate degree program with the Royal Agricultural College 
in Cirencester, England. More than 60 students have received 
degrees through this unique program that builds on the strengths 
of two strong agricultural institutions. 
Dr. Bailey rallied interest in international research at USU while serving for almost four years as the Associate Vice President for 
International Research. He facilitated institutional relationships with universities and government organizations in countries from 
Mongolia to Mali and from Singapore to Syria. He is a widely recognized researcher whose work has been published in several 
academic and trade journals and he has received awards for his research both on and off campus. 
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OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MENTOR AWARD 
MIMI RECKER 
Over her 13-year career at Utah State University, Dr. Mimi 
Recker has taken a keen interest in helping graduate students 
make the transition from beginning their studies to becoming 
successful graduates who go on to productive careers. 
In her years as a USU faculty member in the Instructional 
Technology and Learning Sciences Department, Dr. Recker has 
served as the advisor of 10 completed doctoral students and as 
a committee member of 10 more graduated doctoral students. 
She has advised 38 non-thesis master's students and has been 
proactive in promoting student scholarship and intellectual 
growth by co-authoring 12 journal articles, seven book chapters 
and 11 articles in refereed conference proceedings with her 
graduate students. 
Dr. Reeker's research focuses on helping educators and students 
reap the benefits ofcyber-learningthrough access to high quality, 
interactive and free online learning resources. Through her 
work in these areas, Dr. Recker has received eight grants from 
the National Science Foundation since 2000. The grants have 
provided graduate assistantships for 13 graduate students and one post-doctoral fellow and resulted in several completed dissertations. 
Under her mentorship, Dr. Reeker's students have won "Outstanding Graduate Student" and "Outstanding Research Assistant" 
awards from the Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences Department and from the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education 
and Human Services. She has also funded student travel to national conferences and meetings to support students in presenting 
their research, networking and preparing for the job market. In 2000, Dr. Recker began a bi-weekly research group meeting for her 
graduate students and colleagues chat provides a critical forum for discussion and peer mentoring. As a result of her efforts, Dr. Reeker's 
students have been very successful in finding jobs in their chosen careers and have praised her support and dedication of their pursuits. 
Dr. Recker received her bachelor's in computer mathematics from the University of Pennsylvania and worked as a software engineer 
in Silicon Valley for several years before earning her doctorate in education from the University of California, Berkeley. She came 
to USU as an associate professor in 1999, after holding positions at the Georgia Institute ofTechnology and Victoria University of 
Wellington in New Zealand. She currently serves as department head of Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences. 
For her dedication to seeing her students achieve success, Dr. Mimi Recker is well deserving of the 2013 Graduate Mentor of the 
Year Award. 
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TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARDS 
Through an extensive selection process involving both students and faculry in the various academic colleges, eight members of 
the faculry have been designated for special recognition for excellence in teaching representing the eight colleges of the Universiry: 
Agriculture; Caine College of the Ans; Jon M. Huntsman School of Business; Emma Eccles Jones College Education and Human 
Services; Engineering; Humanities and Social Sciences; Natural Resources; and Science. From among the eight, The Eldon J. Gardner 
Teaching Award recipient is chosen; the seven remaining follow: 
Caine College of the Arts 
MIKE CHRISTIANSEN 
Those who can, teach. Those who can't teach have to settle for something less. That 
is the mantra of Michael Christiansen, professor of guitar at Utah State Universiry. 
Professor Christiansen serves as director of guitar studies in the Music Department 
in the Caine College of the Arrs. And, without exception, the entire guitar program 
at USU was developed and built by Christiansen in 1977. Today, students can earn a 
bachelor's degree in guitar performance but also in guitar education - among the first 
such program in the nation and today still among only a handful. That is why Professor 
Christiansen's students are sought and, in this still difficult economic environment, 
extremely employable. 
Throughout his career, Professor Christiansen has combined a passion for teaching 
and performing. He is a noted guitarist and has performed in solo situations and with 
entertainment and industry giants. 
Since beginning his tenure at USU, Professor Christiansen has given more than 75,000 
private lessons, taught workshops at many schools around the world and is a frequent clinician for 
guitarists and educators at various conferences throughout the United States. He averages more than 
130 performances annually as a soloist, with the group Mirage and with the Lighrwood Duo, a clarinet-
guitar duo which has released six recordings. He has performed and recorded with many internationally 
known artists, including Jack Petersen, Glen Frey of the Eagles, Joe Diorio, Sid Jacobs, Jose Posadas, 
Johnny Hilland, Natalie Cole and the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. 
His teaching excellence has garnered Professor Christiansen several awards over the years, most recently 
being named as the state of Utah's 2012 Carnegie Professor of the Year. In 1994, Professor Christiansen 
was selected as Professor of the Year at Utah State Universiry and he received the American String Teachers 
Association Utah Chapter Outstanding Collegiate Educator of the Year Award in 2006. 
Professor Christiansen is the author and/or co-author of 44 books and has authored two new books, 
Guitar Fundamentals (Books One and Two), that are being used in the guitar blended-learning curriculum 
produced by Consonus Music. He has also developed curriculum and lesson plans and appears on more 
than 300 instructional videos used with the Consonus program. An accomplished artist, Professor 
Christiansen has recorded 31 music CDs and has had articles published in several magazines, including 
Acoustic Guitar, Fingerstyle and Soundboard. 
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Jon M. Huntsman School of Business 
DANIEL HOLLAND 
Professor Daniel V. Holland is an assistant professor of entrepreneurship at Utah State 
University. 
An educator who loves to teach, Professor Holland says he thoroughly enjoys his many 
and varied experiences with the students in the Huntsman School of Business. He focuses 
on teaching creativity and innovation and tries to apply such principles in his classes 
involving entrepreneurship, strategy and management. 
In che Humsman School ofBusiness, Professor Holland's research focuses on entrepreneurial 
decision-making, ethics and pedagogy. He is a well-respected expert in the entrepreneurial 
subject and has been published in outlets such as Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, 
International Small Business journal and Frontiers of Entrepreneurship Research. 
Before joining the Huntsman School of Business, Professor Holland worked for 12 years 
in a variety of engineering, marketing and management roles at such high-end firms as 
EDS, Novell, Iomega and Zero Mwufacturing. 
Professor Holland received his bachelor's in electrical engineering and an MBA from Brigham Young 
University. He later earned a doctorate in entrepreneurship from Indiana University. 
Professor Holland is married to Carole Jensen Holland and they are rhe parents of five children. His 
interests include sports, traveling and trying to keep up with his kids. 
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 
JULIE GAST 
Dr. Julie Gast is an associate professor of health education in the Department of Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation. 
Dr. Gasr's reaching philosophy is centered on applications of health education concepts 
and university-community collaborations. She involves herselfand her students in several 
projects, including helping her students plan, implement and evaluate health education 
programs for migrant farm workers, LGBTQ university students, kindergarten through 
eighth-grade charter school students and USU student athletes, to name just a few. 
Students under Dr. Cast's mentorship consistently attribute their stellar educational 
experience to her enthusiasm, knowledge, variety of teaching strategies, derailed feedback 
and, especially, her high expectations in her coursework. Those students lucky enough 
to rake a class from Dr. Gast leave her classroom well prepared and enthusiastic about 
making their contributions in the ever-changing field of health education. 
In the practical realm, Dr. Gase has conducted several research based school health 
prevention programs, including the Planned Approach to Health Schools program and Honor Your Health 
program, a disordered earing prevention program for Hispanic middle school girls in Cache Valley. An 
accomplished researcher, Dr. Gast has published extensively on health issues related to students, including 
active transport to school, disordered eating behaviors, effective teaching strategies in health education 
and gender and ethnicity differences in the perception and behavior of physical activity. 
Dr. Gast has received many awards and accolades for her dedication to her profession. In the spring of 
2013, she received the Catherine Summerhays Distinguished Service Award from the Health Education 
Association of Utah. The award is given to a person or program chat has promoted the advancement of 
quality health education in the state of Utah. Dr. Gast has been the "Teacher of the Year" for the HPER 
department three times and was twice selected as a teaching mentor for the USU Teaching Academy. She 
has served in leadership roles with the School Health Education and Services Section of the American 
Public Health Association -which focuses on the health needs of students kindergarten through college. 
College of Engineering 
ROBERT SPALL 
Or. Robert Spall is a mechanical and aerospace engineering professor who demonstrates 
a sincere passion for working with students. 
Although Or. Spall's normal reaching load includes 100-student classes, he has a 
remarkable ability to know each student by name and how they are performing. His 
influence on students is independent of class standing and he shows equal concern for 
each and every student. 
"Or. Spall is an excellent professor," commenced one student. "He is tough and hard, 
but prepares us well." 
From the front stage in the classroom to behind the scenes mentoring students, Dr. 
Spall has made a long-term and positive influence in the Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering Department. 
"Dr. Spall has an amazing and total understanding of anything he talks about in class," said another 
student. "His straightforward answers are incredibly refreshing and he is willing to rake the time to help 
with any questions outside of the classroom." 
As a professor, Dr. Spall maintains a healthy research agenda that emphasizes computational fluid 
dynamics. Many of his peer reviewed publications are co-authored with his students, both undergraduate 
and graduate. He has integrated student learning projects into his research and he has been the principle 
investigator for several National Science Foundation grants chat have provided summer research experiences 
for numerous students. 
"Beyond learning the fundamentals caught in a specific course, I believe what's most important for 
graduates is that their college experience teaches them to develop strong problem-solving and life-long 
learning skills and to chink critically," Or. Spall said. "Given the rapid pace in which technologies are 
advancing, these skills are particularly important for engineering graduates." 
A former student of Dr. Spall's said there are very few individuals who truly changed the course of his 




College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
PATRICIA M. GANTT 
Patricia M. Gantt is a professor of English and an associate dean in the College of 
Humanities and Social Sciences. 
A truly gifted teacher who has made a lasting impact on Utah Scare University, Professor 
Gane really does feel char students come first. The combination of her way with words, 
her passion for what she does and her true consideration for chose around her is truly 
inspiring. Her love is working with students and she delights in all of their achievements. 
Professor Gantt specializes in diversity literature, especially writers of color and women 
writers. She reaches courses in English education, multicultural American literature and 
the American South. She co-directed the Women and Gender Studies Program from 
2002-05 and she continues to teach for the program. Professor Cant's memoirs, often 
based on her 47 years of teaching, appear from time to rime on Utah Public Radio. 
Students call Professor Gane "a model for teachers" and say "she makes you believe in 
yourself" and rhar she "always has rime to help and inspire those with whom she comes 
Since coming to USU in 1999 Professor Gant has twice been named Mortar Board "Top Prof." She 
received the President's Diversity Award in 2002 and was named the English Department's Teacher of the 
Year for 2006-07. She was invited to present the "Last Lecture" by the USU Honors program in 2007. 
Professor Gant received her doctorate with Honors from the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, where she specialized in American literature and in folklore. 
S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources 
DAVID KOONS 
Dr. David Koons joined the Department of Wildland Resources in the S.J. & Jessie 
E. Quinney College of Natural Resources in 2007, and has since been an inspirational 
educator for both graduate and undergraduate students. Students in his classes consistently 
praise his hands-on teaching style and ability to explain quantitative concepts in 
understandable ways that address their career interests. 
"I know that most of my students do nor want to be mathematical biologists, but 
mathematics and statistics fundamentally help us understand and manage the natural 
resources so many of us value," Or. Koons said. "I reach students rhe fundamental 
quantitative concepts they'll need in their careers and a few tricks for applying these 
concepts successfully." 
Students consistently rate Or. Koons's teaching and his classes with high marks, even 
though his series in population ecology is among the most quantitative and difficult. His 
excellence as a teacher and researcher garnered Dr. Koons the honor of being named the 
2012-13 Quinney College of Natural Resources Researcher of the Year Award. 
Those studying under Dr. Koons note that his experience and passion for wildlife research shines through 
in the classroom as he applies concepts to real-world problems and makes the learning experience more 
enjoyable. Dr. Koons is an example chat excellent teaching and research go hand-in-hand at Utah Seate 
University. 
College of Science 
FRANK MESSINA 
As a professor in USU's Department of Biology who reaches both introductory and 
advanced 'capstone' courses, Frank Messina jokes he gets to see "the biology majors 
both coming and going." 
"Ir's rewarding ro watch these students grow in understanding," said Dr. Messina, who 
joined USU's faculty in 1986. 'Tve been extremely fortunate to have bright, enthusiastic 
students." 
The personable New England native makes a poinrof gerring to know his students, which 
is no small task; Messina reaches the department's intensive, rwo-semesrer Introductory 
Biology sequence to roughly 700 freshmen, as well as the required Evolutionary Biology 
course ro more than 70 biology majors. 
"No other faculty member sees virtually all ofour majors at both of these critical junctures 
in their undergraduate training, and ir is a testament to Dr. Messina's formidable 
reaching skills rhar (his students) respond with overwhelmingly positive comments and 
evaluations," said Alan Savirzky, biology department head. 
Many of Dr. Messina's students comment on his passion for biology and unflagging sense of humor. 
"Dr. Messina showed me ir is possible to laugh and have fun while learning a very difficult subject," 
wrote one student. Others praise his relaxed, uninrimidaring classroom atmosphere and his patience in 
explaining complicated topics. Dr. Messina, they say, encourages students to ask questions and urges 
them to hone their communications skills. 
In addition to a formidable reaching load, Messina maintains an active research program on rhe evolution 
and ecology of herbivorous insects, notably seed-earing beetles. 
"My research allows us to collect lots of data quickly and is especially amenable to undergraduate research," 
Dr. Messina says." or counting undergraduate lab technicians, I've mentored 37 undergraduate researchers." 
One of those researchers, Jake Jones, the College of Science's 2009 valedictorian, is completing medical 
school at the University of Ural1. 
"With Dr. Messina, I published three research papers in peer reviewed journals," Mr. Jones said. "My 
undergrad research experiences taught me the patience and persistence required to advance scientific 
knowledge and helped me develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills." 
Along with reaching and mentoring aspiring scientists, Dr. Messina is a calm and stalwart advocate of 
scientific literacy. Frequenrlyencounteringskepricism and occasional hostility toward evolution, he spends 
countless hours in discussion with students struggling to reconcile scientific findings with personal beliefs. 
"I have worked hard ro appreciate the range and source of student misunderstandings about evolution 
and welcome questions," he said. "Though I'm respectful of different viewpoints, I remain unflinching 
in presenting exactly what we know about the history oflife and how we know it. To do otherwise would 
be a serious disservice to our students." 
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DEPARTMENTTEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
The unique approach to teaching and learning by rhe Utah State University Department of Economics 
and Finance is based on rhe reality that in today's society most people will encounter significant change 
in their personal and professional lives. 
The Department of Economics and Finance focuses on "pragmatic teaching" rhar provides students wirh 
different ways of chinking as well as analytical tools to help chem cope in an ever-changing environment. 
Add to rhar an emphasis on current events and real-world examples of changes that impact business and 
society and rhe department has a recipe for success that has been repeatedly experienced by students. 
Students studying economics and finance ar Utah State have outstanding opportunities to learn about rhe 
diversity of global societies to help prepare for engagement on the world stage. The department sets high 
expectations for its award-winning faculty with regard to reaching. Rigorous programs of peer mentoring 
and self-assessment help faculty in the Department of Economics and Finance continually improve rheir 
teaching and the quality of instruction delivered to students. Thus, students learn more and are better 
prepared for careers and life in general. 
Therefore, in recognition of the outstanding achievements in education and instruction and for its 
exemplary devotion to student success, Urah State University presents the 2013 Department Teaching 
Excellence Award to the Department of Economics and Finance. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION LETTER 
Dear Utah State University Graduate: 
Congrarularions on your graduation from Utah State University! The attainment of 
your degree is a significant accomplishment chat represents many hours, days and 
years of hard work and sacrifice. 
The formal awarding of degrees rakes place in a ceremony called "Commencement," 
which means "beginning." Why do we call the end of your formal schooling the 
"beginning"? I chink it is because the educational process is, and should be, a 
lifelong proposition. 
This also marks the beginning of a new phase in your life - the beginning of a new 
career, the opportunity ro apply what you have learned, or perhaps the beginning 
of an advanced degree. All of which are new beginnings. 
I would ask chat chis day be the beginning, as well, of your lifelong connection ro 
Utah Scare University. Let it be the commencement of a commitment ro a lifetime 
of continued association with USU. 
The mission of the Utah State University Alumni Association is "to enhance the Utah State University 
experience ch rough lifelong engagement." I invite you to rake full advantage of the services and benefits 
the Alumni Association has to offer. Last year we initiated two exciting new programs char will be available 
to help you in the coming years. We have started a new Alumni Career Service which will be of benefit 
to you nor only as you look for char first job bur ch rough the coming years as well. Our other exciting 
program is the Aggie Alumni Network. This network is a group of alumni representatives throughout 
the country who are willing to share their knowledge and expertise not only about their careers but about 
the companies for which they work, the communities in which they live and their personal experiences 
as an Aggie since graduation. This is just one example of Aggies helping Aggies. 
To hear more about these and ocher Alumni programs, it is important we have current contact information 
for you. Please visit our website at www.usu.edu/alumni and update your information now and each time 
it changes. We want to hear from you too. Let us know what you think about our new programs. Please 
give us a call at 1-800-297-ALUM, or stop by the David B. Haight Alumni Center. 
For chose of you who had the opportunity to hear Eric Greitens' commencement address last year 
emphasizing the importance of serving a cause greater than yourself, I hope like me you were inspired 
to become a more engaged alumnus. We all have much to offer to the USU community in terms of 
our time, talents and financial resources. Please continue your involvement with Utah Seate University 
and find simple ways in which to "give back" to your alma mater. Your support will ensure that we can 
continue to live by the motto of"Stand Up. Get Involved. You're an Aggie." 
Good luck and much success. 
Proud to be an Aggie, 
Jody K Burnett 
Utah State University Alumni Association President 
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE CONVOCATION 
May 4, 2013 KENT CONCERT HALL, CHASE FINE ARTS CENTER 
2:00 p.m. PRELUDE 
Diane Jensen 
2013 GRADUATING CLASS PROCESSION INTO KENT CONCERT HALL 
INTRODUCTIONS & ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Janet Anderson, Associate Dean, College of Agriculture 
VALEDICTORIAN 
Heather Ann Larson, Plants Soils and Climate 
Valedictorian Faculty Escort: Larry Rupp, Professor 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Noelle E. Cockett, Dean, College of Agriculture 
2013 GRADUATING CLASS PROCESSION FROM KENT CONCERT HALL 
POSTLUDE 
Diane Jensen 
2013 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AWARD RECIPIENTS 
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OFTHEYEAR 
V. Philip Rasmussen, Plants, Soils and Climate 
TEACHEROFTHEYEAR 
Marlene Israelsen, Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences 
FACULTY RESEARCHER OFTHEYEAR 
Scott Jones, Plants, Soils and Climate 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OFTHEYEAR 
Rhonda Miller, School of Applied Systems Technology and Education 
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY ADVISOR OFTHEYEAR 
Kerry Rood, Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences 
GRADUATE MENTOR OFTHEYEAR 
Dan Drost, Plants, Soils and Climate 
INTERNATIONAL PROFESSOR OFTHEYEAR 
DeeVon Bailey, Applied Economics 
ASUSU COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE SENATOR 
Ashlee Diamond, Agricultural Systems Technology and Education 
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CAINE COLLEGE OFTHE ARTS CONVOCATION 
May 4, 2013 KENT CONCERT HALL, CHASE FINE ARTS CENTER 
4:00 p.m. PRELUDE 
Caine Brass Quintet 
Erik Horne, trumpet; Sherie Lynn Clarke, trumpet; Robert Jones, horn; 
Eric Walker, trombone; Kevin Cook, tuba 
Featuring Jason Nicholson, timpani; Lynn Thomas, organ 
PROCESSIONAL 
USU Scotsman Pipe and Drum Corps 
Director James Pitts, Assistant Professor of Biology 
Pipers Alex Kelley, Ryan Moeller, Athalie Maughan, Andrew Ermer, Jake Rindlisbacher, 
Matthew Judd, Bradley Beckstead 
Drummers Justin Stubbs, Emily Ashcroft, Steve Buys 
WELCOME 
Craig Jessop, Dean 
INTRODUCTION OF ANDREA DECKER MORENO, VALEDICTORIAN 
Cindy Dewey, Associate Professor of Music 
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 
Andrea Decker Moreno 
INTRODUCTION OF MICHAEL CHRISTIANSEN,TEACHER OFTHEYEAR 
Craig Jessop, Dean 
TEACHER OFTHEYEAR ADDRESS 
Michael Christiansen, Professor of Music 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
Alan Hashimoto, in memoriam 
RECOGNITION OF 2013 CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREE 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Craig Jessop, Dean 
RECESSIONAL 
2013 CAINE COLLEGE OFTHE ARTS AWARD RECIPIENTS: 
Teacher of the Year: Michael Christiansen; USU Carnegie Professor of the Year: Michael Christiansen; D. Wynne Thorne Research 
Career Award: John Neely; Scholar/Creative Artist of the Year: Jason Nicholson; Outstanding Undergraduate Research Mentor 
of the Year: Kathy Puzey; International Professor of the Year: Sylvia Munsen; Outstanding Graduate Instructor of the Year: Louis 
Reilly; Undergraduate Researcher of the Year: Millie Struve; Undergraduate Teaching Fellow of the Year: Kyle McKenna; Scholar of 
the Year: Machaela Burt; Legacy of Utah State Award: Kaitlyn McDonald; Outstanding Seniors, Department of Art & Design: Erin 
Buynak, Jonathan Christensen, Sarah King; Outstanding Seniors, Department of Music: Bridger Burt, Shaundra Kaye Cragun, 
Daniel Tate; Outstanding Seniors, Department of Theatre Arts: Julienne Bailey, Liz Gabbitas, Timothy Roghaar. 
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JON M. HUNTSMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
CONVOCATION 
May 4, 2013 DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM 
4:00 p.m. PROCESSIONAL 
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 




Mathana Santiwat '78, President, Bangkok University 
AWARDING OF DIPLOMAS 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Douglas D. Anderson '73, Dean, Jon M. Huntsman School of Business 
JON M. HUNTSMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AWARD RECOGNITION 
VALEDICTORIAN: Zachary Maxfield 
SCHOLAR OFTHEYEAR: Brooke Siler 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OFTHEYEAR: Megan Hansen 
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW: Mike Burnham 
GRADUATE ASSISTANT OFTHEYEAR: Gina Baldazzi 
LEGACY OF UTAH STATE: Luis Patino 
DISTINGUISHED EXECUTIVE ALUMNUS: Gary E. Stevenson '79 
TEACHER OFTHEYEAR: Dan Holland 
RESEARCHER OFTHEYEAR: Ben Blau '02 
INTERNATIONAL PROFESSOR OFTHEYEAR: John Gilbert 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OF THE YEAR: Chad Albrecht 
GRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OFTHEYEAR: Tyler Brough 
FACULTY ADVISOR OFTHEYEAR: Frank Shuman '88 
EMPLOYEE OFTHEYEAR, NON-EXEMPT: Taci Watterson-Balls 
EMPLOYEE OFTHEYEAR, EXEMPT: Ruth Harrison '89 
VALEDICTORIAN ESCORT: Paul Fjeldsted '86, Economics and Finance Department 
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EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
AND HUMAN SERVICES CONVOCATION 
May 4, 2013 DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM 
12:00 p.m. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 
Bech E. Foley, Dean 
COLLEGE VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS 
Katherine Lovendale, School ofTeacher Education and Leadership 
EDITH BOWEN LABORATORY SCHOOL HONOR CHOIR 
*Choral Director: Jill DeVilbiss "Read Me a Memory" "The Scotsman" 
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMA COVERS 
Beth E. Foley, Dean 
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education: Kim Corbin-Lewis 
Family, Consumer and Human Development: Scot Allgood 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation: Dennis Dolny 
Psychology: Gretchen Peacock 
School ofTeacher Education and Leadership: Manha Dever 
Special Education and Rehabilitation: Ben Lignugaris-Krafr 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Bech E. Foley, Dean 
2012-13 EMMA ECCLES JONES COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES AWARD RECIPIENTS: 
TEACHER OFTHEYEAR: Julie Gase, Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR: Kristi Blaiser, Communicative Disorders and Dea/Education 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OFTHEYEAR: Sara Hegsred, Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education 
SCHOLAR OFTHEYEAR: Sara Hegsred, Communicative Disorders and Dea/Education 
RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR: Cindy Jones, School of Teacher Education and Leadership 
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING FELLOW: Jamie Felix, Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education 
COLLEGE SENATOR: Michael Rees, Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
*The Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services expresses deep appreciation co the 
Emma Eccles Jones Foundation and to the Sorenson Legacy Foundation for their support of arts education. 
**The U.S. News and World Report has ranked the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 24th on its annual 
list of "Best Graduate Schools of Education" in the nation. This places the College in the top 2 percent of more than I ,400 colleges 
of education for the 14th consecutive year. The College rook the No. 4 spot on the list for research funding, receiving $42.8 million 
to support research, training and service projects that benefit our students, community, state and nation. USU is the only School of 
Education in Utah to place in the top fifty. 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CONVOCATION 
May 4, 2013 KENT CONCERT HALL, CHASE FINE ARTS CENTER 
12:00 p.m. WELCOME 
H. Scott Hinton, Dean 
INTRODUCTION OFVALEDICTORIAN 
Thomas H. Fronk 
VALEDICTORIAN 
Ruth A. Miller 
AWARDING OF DIPLOMAS 
By DEPARTMENT HEADS 
Biological Engineering: Ronald C. Sims 
Civil and Environmental Engineering: Craig D. Adams 
Computer Science: Daniel W. Watson 
Electrical and Computer Engineering: Todd K. Moon 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering: Byard D. Wood 
CLOSING REMARKS 
H. Scott Hinton, Dean 
2013 COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AWARD RECIPIENTS 
ADVISOR OFTHEYEAR 




Robert E. Spall 
OUTSTANDING SENIOR 
Mitchell R. Dabling 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
CONVOCATION 
May 4, 2013 DEE GLEN SMITH SPECTRUM 
2:00 p.m. PROCESSIONAL 
James M. Drake, Professor (Retired), Department of Music 
WELCOME 
John C. Allen, Dean 
INTRODUCTION OF ANNA MARIA GUADARRAMA ESTRADA, VALEDICTORIAN 
J.P. Spicer-Escalante, Professor of Spanish, Department of Languages, Philosophy and 
Communication Studies 
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 
Anna Maria Guadarrama Estrada 
INTRODUCTION OF PATRICIA M. GANTT, OVERALL TEACHER OFTHEYEAR 
John C. Allen, Dean 
TEACHER OFTHEYEAR ADDRESS 
Patricia M. Gantt 
RECOGNITION OF 2013 CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREE 
CLOSING REMARKS 
John C. Allen, Dean 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES AWARD RECIPIENTS 
OVERALL TEACHER OFTHEYEAR: Patricia M. Gantt 
RESEARCHER OFTHEYEAR: Joyce Kinkead 
LECTURER OFTHEYEAR: Dustin Crawford 
OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE OFTHEYEAR (CLASSIFIED): Margaret Garr 
OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE OFTHEYEAR (PROFESSIONAL): Susan Parkinson 
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OFTHEYEAR: Taylor Halversen 
OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH MENTOR OFTHEYEAR: Matthew Sanders 
INTERNATIONAL PROFESSOR OFTHEYEAR: Christy Glass 
FACULTY ADVISOR OFTHEYEAR: Ryan Moeller 
GRADUATE INSTRUCTOR OFTHEYEAR: Diantha Smith 
GRADUATE RESEARCHER OFTHEYEAR: Paul Jacobs 
R. EDWARD GLATFELTER FACULTY SERVICE: Karin deJonge-Kannan 
R. EDWARD GLATFELTER STAFF SERVICE: Shelly Schiess 
SCHOLAR OFTHEYEAR NOMINEE: Ashlyn Tolman 
LEGACY AWARD NOMINEE: Kasondra Payne 
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S.J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY COLLEGE OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES CONVOCATION 
Reception for Quinney College of Natural Resources (QCNR) Graduates, Family and Friends in the QCNR Atrium immediately following 
the convocation. 
May 4, 2013 MORGAN THEATRE, CHASE FINE ARTS CENTER 
12:00 p.m. PROCESSIONAL 
VALEDICTORIAN AND ESCORT 
Chelsea DeMarco, Department ofWildland Resources 
Escorted by Frank E. "Fee" Busby, Department of Wildland Resources 
WELCOME 
Chris Luecke, Dean 
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 
Chelsea DeMarco 
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES 
Chris Luecke, Dean 
Karen Mock, Associate Dean 
WORDS OF INSPIRATION 
Frank E. "Fee" Busby 
RECESSIONAL 
2012-2013 SENIOR AWARDS 
DEPARTMENTAL OUTSTANDING SENIORS 
Hesper Kohler, Department of Environment and Society 
Chance Broderius, Department of Watershed Sciences 
George Fawson, Department of Wildland Resources 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES OUTSTANDING SENIOR 
Hesper Kohler, Department of Environment and Society 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES SCHOLAR OFTHEYEAR 
Chelsea DeMarco, Department ofWildland Resources 
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCE CONVOCATION 
May 4, 2013 EVAN N. STEVENSON BALLROOM, TAGGART STUDENT CENTER 
12:00 p.m. PROCESSIONAL 
USU Scotsman Pipe and Drum Corps 
Director James Pitts, Assistant Professor of Biology 
Pipers Alex Kelley, Ryan Moeller, Athalie Maughan, Andrew Ermer, Jake Rindlisbacher, 
Matthew Judd, Bradley Beckstead 
Drummers Justin Stubbs, Emily Ashcroft, Steve Buys 
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 
James A. MacMahon, Dean 
INTRODUCTION OF BRIAN J. SANDERS, VALEDICTORIAN 
Sean Johnson, Assistant Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry 
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 
Brian J. Sanders 
AWARDING OF DIPLOMAS 
James A. MacMahon, Dean 
Biology graduates announced by Alan Savitzky, Department Head 
Chemistry and Biochemistry graduates announced by Alvan Hengge, Department Head 
Geology graduates announced by W. David Liddell, Department Head 
Mathematics and Statistics graduates announced by Richard Cutler, Department Head 
Physics graduates announced by Jan J. Sojka, Department Head 
Interdisciplinary Studies graduates announced by Richard J. Mueller, Associate Dean 
CLOSING REMARKS 
James A. MacMahon, Dean 
RECESSIONAL 
2012-2013 COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AWARD RECIPIENTS 
UNDERGRADAUTE RESEARCH MENTOR OFTHEYEAR: Michelle A. Baker, Biology 
FACULTY RESEARCHER OFTHEYEAR: Nathan C. Geer, Mathematics and Statistics 
TEACHER OF THE YEAR: Frank J. Messina, Biology 
FACULTY ADVISOR OFTHEYEAR: Daniel C. Coster, Mathematics and Statistics 
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SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
Dr. Mark R. Mclellan 
Vice President for Research and Dean of the School of Graduate Studies 
DOCTORAL DEGREES 
(Doctor of Philosophy unless noted) 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Amakor, Xystus N. 
Logan, Utah 
Soil Science 
Dr. Astrid R. Jacobson and 
Dr. Grant E. Cardon 
Dissertation: Using Electromagnetic 
Induction Sensing to Understand the 
Dynamics and Interacting Factors 
Controlling Soil Saliniry 
Bayles, Ammon Hanson 
Franklin, Idaho 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Dr. Kenneth L. White 
Dissertation: Mechanisms and Signal 
Transduction Pathways Involved in 
Bovine Oocyte Activation 
Brown, Katie Nicole 
Ogden, Utah 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
Dr. Heidi J. Wengreen 
Dissertation: Nutrition Education to 
Minimize Health Risk: Approaches for 
Teaching College Students and Female 
High School Athletes 
Hanks, Dallas A. 
Cottonwood Heights, Utah 
Plant Science 
Dr. Ralph E. Whitesides 
Dissertation: A Baseline Study of Biofuel 
Feedstock Growth on Nontraditional 
Agronomic Land in Utah 
Holt, Michael Shane 
Enterprise, Utah 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Dr. Jong-Su Eun 
Dissertation: Strategic Approaches to 
Develop Optimal Feeding Program of 
Brown Midrib Corn Silage ro Lactating 
Dairy Cows in the lntermountain West 
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Sessions, Benjamin Rand 
Peterson, Utah 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Dr. Kenneth L. White 
Dissertation: Characterization of 
the Involvement of Incegrins, Focal 
Adhesion Kinase, and Phospholipase 
C Enzymes Endogenous to the Oocyte 




Nutrition and Food Science 
Dr. Daren P. Cornforth 
Dissertation: Chemical Characterization 
of Meat Related to Animal Diet 
Wagh, Ashwini 
Indore, India 
Nutrition and Food Science 
Dr. Mare K. Walsh 
Dissertation: Characterization of Lactose 
Monolaurate for Its Antimicrobial 
Emulsification Properties and Its 
Effect on Crystallization Behavior of 
Anhydrous Milk Fat 
Watterson, Todd Lynn 
West Jordan, Utah 
Toxicology 
Dr. Roger A. Coulombe, Jr. 
Dissertation: Effects of Cache Valley 
Particulate Matter (PM) on Human 
Lung Cells 
EMMA ECCLES JONES 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Aardema, Thomas Palmer 
Heber Ciry, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Francine F. Johnson 
Dissertation: Student Engagement in 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints (LOS) Seminaries 
Arseneault, Bridget Lee 
Mansfield, Washington 
Doctor of Audiology 
Dr. Lauri H. Nelson 
Clinical Research: Current Practices 
of FM and Sound Field Amplification 
Systems in Preschool Classrooms 
Bickmore, Ronda L. 
Honeyville, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Sherry Marx 
Dissertation: Spanish-Speaking Parents' 
Negotiation of Language and Culture 
with their Children's Schools 
Bohman, Paul Ryan 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Education 
Dr. J. Nicholls Eastmond and 
Dr. Cynthia J. Rowland 
Dissertation: Teaching Accessibiliry 
and Design-for-All in the Information 
and Communication Technology 
(ICT) Curriculum: Three Case Studies 
of Universities in the United States, 
England, and Austria 
Burns, Marlies 
Wamego, Kansas 
Doctor of Education 
Dr. Sylvia Read 
Dissertation: A History of the 
Development of Charter School 
Legislation in Utah 
Goldewicht, Natalie 
San Jose, Costa Rica 
Doctor of Audiology 
Dr. Karen F. Munoz 
Clinical Research: Early Hearing 
Detection and Intervention: Diagnostic 
Hearing Assessment Practices 
Groskreutz, Nicole Christine 
Madison, Connecticut 
Disability Disciplines 
Dr. Timothy A. Slocum and 
Dr. Sarah E. Bloom 
Dissertation: Generalization of 
Negatively Reinforced Mands in 
Children with Developmental 
Disabilities 
Gunnell, Vance K. 
Weston, Idaho 
Doctor of Audiology 
Dr. Jeffery B. Larsen 
Clinical Research: Vocal Performance 
Teachers and Hearing Loss 
Hansen, Ryan C. 
Layton, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Michael K. Freeman 
Dissertation: Exploring the Effects 
of 1: 1 Laptop Implementation on 
Quantifiable Student Outcomes in 
Junior High School Science Classes 
Between Demographic Subpopulations 
of Students 
Hatch, Daniel Joseph 
Logan, Utah 
Psychology 
Dr. Maria C. Norton 
Dissertation: The Influence of 
Widowhood and Sociodemographic 
Moderators on Dementia and 
Alzheimer's Disease Risk 
Hauck, Nancy E. 
Sr. George, Utah 
Education 
Dr. D. Todd Campbell 
Dissertation: The Effects of Sustained 
Teacher Professional Development on 
the Classroom Science Instruction of 
Elementary School Teachers 
Heaton, Dennis M. 
Cedar City, Urah 
Doctor of Education 
Dr. Sherry Marx 
Dissertation: Resilience and 
Resistance in Academically 
Successful Latino Students 
Houghton, Robert Foster 
Santa Rosa, California 
Education 
Dr. Zsolr Ugray 
Dissertation: The Chain-Link Fence 
Model: A Framework for Creating 
Security Procedures 
Hren, Steven Frank 
Leadville, Colorado 
Education 
Dr. Scott L. Hunsaker 
Dissertation: A Mulricase Study of the 
Impact of Perceived Gender Roles on the 
Career Decisions of Women in Science-
Related Careers 
Johnson, Barbara Anton 
Sale Lake City, Utah 
Disability Disciplines 
Dr. Charles L. Salzberg and 
Dr. Judith Markham Holt 
Dissertation: Evaluation of the 
Optimum Duration and Effectiveness 
of a Plyomerric Training Program for 
Improving the Morar Abilities of Youth 
with Cerebral Palsy 
Johnson, Patrick Steven 
Orlando, Florida 
Psychology 
Dr. Gregory J. Madden 
Dissertation: Behavioral Mechanisms 
of Pramipexole-Induced Impulsivity: 
Discrimination Processes Underlying 
Decision-Making 
Kearl, Christine Allen 
Laketown, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Deborah A. Byrnes and 
Dr. Cathy Maahs-Fladung 
Dissertation: A Study of Utah's New 
Century Scholarship (NCS) Program 
Kelley, Kristen Noell 
San Marcos, California 
Disabilities Disciplines 
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee 
Dissertation: The Effects of 
Simultaneous Script-Training and Fading 
Procedures on the Mand Variability of 
Children with Autism 
Kelsey, Daniel Joseph 
Menomonie, Wisconsin 
Disability Disciplines 
Dr. Julie Smart 
Dissertation: The Development and 
Exploratory Validation of the Awareness 
of Social Justice for Individuals with 
Disabilities Scale 
Landon-Hays, Melanie Marie 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Education 
Dr. Sylvia Read 
Dissertation: "I Would Teach Ir If 
I Knew How": Inquiry Modeling, 
Shared Writing, Collaborative Writing, 
and Independent Writing (IMSCI), a 
Model for Increasing Secondary Teacher 
Self-Efficacy in Integrating Writing 
Instruction in the Content Areas 
Larsen, Rebecca C. 
Lake Oswego, Oregon 
Doctor of Audiology 
Dr. Karen F. Munoz 
Clinical Research: Early Hearing 
Detection and Intervention: Parent 
Experience with Diagnostic Hearing 
Assessment 
Malmberg, Jessica Lyn 
North Logan, Utah 
Psychology 
Dr. Clint Field 
Dissertation: Preventative Behavioral 
Parent Training in a Primary Care 
Context: Initial Evaluation of a Universal 
Prevention Program for Disruptive 
Behavior Disorders 
Manley, Matthew Taylor 
Providence, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Yong Seog Kim 
Dissertation: Exitus: An Agent-Based 
Evacuation Simulation Model for 
Heterogeneous Populations 
Mason, Mark Daniel 
Bountiful, Utah 
Instructional Technology and 
Learning Sciences 
Dr. J. Nicholls Eastmond 
Dissertation: A Phenomenological 
Study of Professional Identity Change in 
Released-Time Seminary Teachers 
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Mathews, Mark Alan 
Brigham City, Utah 
Education 
Dr. L. Joseph Matthews 
Dissertation: A Descriptive Analysis of 
the Effectiveness of Faculty Inservice in 
Latter-day Saint (LOS) Seminaries 
McMullin, Keith D. 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Doctor of Education 
Dr. Edward M. Reeve 
Dissertation: Identifying Perceptions 
That Contribute to the Development 
of Successful Project Lead the Way Pre-
Engineering Programs in Utah 
Mendez-Rodriguez, Elisaida 
Cabo Rojo, Puerto Rico 
Psychology 
Dr. Melanie M. Domenech Rodriguez 
Dissertation: Perceptions of Interethnic 
Dating among College Students 
Miner, Amy Baird 
Lindon, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Steven P. Camicia 
Dissertation: Democratic Inclusive 
Educators 
Murray, Deanne Rigby 
St. George, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Sylvia Read 
Dissertation: Exploring Three Fifth 
Grade Teachers' Understanding of 
Historical Thinking: A Case Study 
Murray, Gregory V. 
St. George, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Patricia S. Moyer-Packenham 
Dissertation: Relationships Between 
Classroom Schedule Types and 
Performance on the Algebra I Criterion-
Referenced Test 
Myler, Cory John 
Inkom, Idaho 
Psychology 
Dr. Melanie Domenech Rodriguez 
Dissertation: Increasing Psychological 
Flexibility Regarding Interpersonal 
Conflict Between Religious Beliefs and 
Attitudes Towards Several Minorities: An 
ACT Intervention 
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Palmer, Bart Carl 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Dr. Mimi M. Recker 
Dissertation: Web Usage Mining: 
Application to an Online Educational 
Digital Library Service 
Petersen, Michael J. 
North Logan, Utah 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Dr. J. Nicholls Eastmond 
Dissertation: The Application of 
Instructional Design Principles in 
the Development of Sporcsmanship 
Education Software and Its Impact on 
Children's Acquisition of Sportsm~nlike 
Attitudes and Behaviors 
Phillips, Curtis Nolan 
Logan, Utah 
Disability Disciplines 
Dr. Judith M. Holt 
Dissertation: Modern Technology and an 
Aging Population: Can the Use of the Wii 
Fit Gaming System Improve Functional 
Balance in Community Dwelling Seniors? 
Pollard, Joy S. 
Alamocordo, New Mexico 
Disability Disciplines 
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee 
Dissertation: An Evaluation of an 
E-Learning Training Course to Teach 
Instructors to Implement Discrete 
Trial Learning 
Pratt, Kimberly Michele 
Boone, North Carolina 
Psychology 
Dr. M. Scott DeBerard 
Dissertation: Evaluating Complementary 
and Alternative Medicine (CAM) 
Utilization in a College Sample: 
A Multisite Application of the 
Sociobehavioral Model of Healthcare 
Utilization 
Reagon, Kara Anne 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
Disability Disciplines 
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee 
Dissertation: Using Script-Fading 
Procedures to Teach Children with 
Autism to Initiate During Free Play 
Robertshaw, M. Brooke 
Eugene, Oregon 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Dr. Mimi M. Recker 
Dissertation: Mixing the Ernie and Eric 
Perspectives: Exploring Development 
of Fixed-Answer Questions to Measure 
Inservice Teachers' Technological 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Seymour, Susan Rene 
Heber, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Martha L. Whitaker 
Dissertation: The Use of Life History 
Collage to Explore Learning Related co 
the Enactment of Social Consciousness 
in Female Nonprofit Leaders 
Spielmaker, Debra M. 
North Logan, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Deborah A. Byrnes 
Dissertation: Evaluating the Effectiveness 
of the Utal1 Career and Technical 
Education Introduction Course 
Stevens, Karl B. 
Cedar City, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Gary S. Straquadine 
Dissertation: A Case Study of Professors' 
and Instructional Designers' Experience 
in the Development of Online Courses 
Thrailkill, Eric Allen 
Chandler, Arizona 
Psychology 
Dr. Timothy A. Slocum 
Dissertation: Token Reinforcement 
and Resistance to Change 
Vaterlaus, John M. 
Boise, Idaho 
Family and Human Development 
Dr. Randall M. Jones 
Dissertation: Late Adolescents' 
Perceptions of a Digital Generation Gap 
and Perceived Parent-Child Relations 
Wernersbach, Brenna M. 
Champlin, Minnesota 
Psychology 
Dr. Renee V. Galliher 
Dissertation: Healthy Sexuality: 
Evaluating a Psychoeducational Group 
Promoting Knowledge, Communication, 
and Positive Experiences 
Westenskow, Arla Jean 
North Salt Lake, Utah 
Education 
Dr. Patricia S. Moyer-Packenham 
Dissertation: Equivalent Learning 
Trajectories for Students with 
Mathematical Difficulties When 
Using Manipulatives 
Wilkey, Gregory G. 
Pleasant View, Utah 
Doctor of Education 
Dr. Michael K. Freeman 
Dissertation: Research into the 
Characteristics of Effective High School 
Principals: A Case Study of Leadership 
Practices in the High School Setting 
Woidneck, Michelle Rose 
Houston, Texas 
Psychology 
Dr. Michael P. Twohig 
Dissertation: Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy for the 
Treatment of Posttraumatic Stress 
among Adolescents 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Anayah, Fathi M.A. 
Qalqilia, Palestine 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Jagath J. Kaluarachchi 
Dissertation: Improving Complementary 
Methods to Predict Evapotranspiration 
for Data Deficit Conditions and Global 
Applications under Climate Change 
Andriyas, Sanyogita 
Allahabad, India 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Mac McKee 
Dissertation: Analysis of Irrigation 
Decision Behavior and Forecasting 
Future Irrigation Decisions 
Byrd, Aaron Range 
Orem, Utah 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. David Tarboton 
Dissertation: Functional Ontologies 
and Their Application to Hydrologic 
Modeling: Development of an Integrated 
Semantic and Procedural Knowledge 
Model and Reasoning Engine 
Chaiprakaikeow, Susit 
Krathumban, Thailand 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. James A. Bay 
Dissertation: New Methods for 
Engineering Site Characterization 
Using ReAection and Surface Wave 
Seismic Surveys 
Christensen, Jacob Holt 
Hyde Park, Utah 
Computer Science 
Dr. Scott R. Cannon 
Dissertation: Spare Plug-and-Play 
Architecture Networking: A Self-
Configuring Heterogeneous Network 
Architecture 
Ellis, Joshua T. 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Biological Engineering 
Dr. Charles D. Miller 
Dissertation: Utilizing Municipal and 
Industrial Wastes for the Production 





Dr. Heng Ban 
Dissertation: Hybrid Photothermal 
Technique for Microscale Thermal 
Conductivity Measurement 
Khader, Abdelhaleem Ibraheem 
Nablus, Palestine 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Mac McKee 
Dissertation: Value ofinformation 
in Design of Groundwater Quality 
Monitoring Network under Uncertainty 
Kim, Jongkwan 
Buan, South Korea 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Mac McKee 
Dissertation: The Calibration and 
Uncertainty of Evaluation of Spatially 
Distributed Hydrological Models 
Reuben, Thomas Nyanda 
Lumbadzi, Malawi 
Irrigation Engineering 
Dr. Darwin L. Sorensen 
Dissertation: Nutrient Contribution 
of the Shallow Unconfined Aquifer to 
Pineview Reservoir 
Rose, Michael Benjamin 
Moroni, Utah 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. David K. Geller 
Dissertation: Statistical Methods for 
Launch Vehicle Guidance, Navigation, 
and Control (GN&C) System Design 
and Analysis 
Shaban, Mohammed Zhudi 
Amman, Jordan 
Irrigation Engineering 
Dr. Gary P. Merkley 
Dissertation: On-Farm Water 
Management Game with Heuristic 
Capabilities 
Shrestha, Niroj Kumar 
Parbat, Nepal 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Gilberto E. Urroz 
Dissertation: Identification of InAuential 
Climate Indicators, Prediction of Long-
Term StreamAow and Great Salt Lake 




Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. David S. Bowles 
Dissertation: A Computational 
Framework for Dam Safety Risk 





Dr. Gary P. Merkley 
Dissertation: Unified Rating Equations 
for Cutthroat Flumes Derived from a 




Dr. Hcng-Da Cheng 
Dissertation: A Novel and Effective 
Short Track Speed Skating 
Tracking System 
Wilson, Brandon Merrill 
West Jordan, Utah 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Barton L. Smith 
Dissertation: Unsteady Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFO) Validation and 
Uncertainty Quantification for Flow 
Through a Confined Bank of Cylinders 




Dr. Bedri Cetiner 
Dissertation: Multi-Functional 
Reconfigurable Antenna Development 




Dr. Jixun Zhan 
Dissertation: Investigation of 
Polyketide Synthases and Associated 
Tailoring Enzymes 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES 
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Martinez, Diane L. 
Cullowhee, North Carolina 
Theory and Practice of Professional 
Communication 
Dr. Keith A. Grant-Davie 
Dissertation: Developing Global 
Communication Skills for Technical 
Communication in the 21st Century: 
Researching the Language of 
Collaboration and Cooperation in the 
Bologna Process 
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Dr. Phaedra Budy 
Dissertation: A Mu!tiscale Investigation 





Dr. Todd A. Crowl 
Dissertation: Morphological, Genetic, 
and Ecological Investigations into the 
Utah Lake, Utah Sucker Complex with 
Comparisons to the Jackson Lake, 




Dr. Peter B. Adler 
Dissertation: Climate Change and Plant 
Demography in the Sagebrush Steppe 
Erwin, Susannah O'Brien 
Albany, New York 
Watershed Science 
Dr. John C. Schmidt 
Dissertation: Development of Sediment 
Budgets at Multiple Scales: Investigations 
into the Influence of Sediment Supply 
on Channel Morphology 
Hill, Ryan Arthur 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Watershed Science 
Dr. Charles P. Hawkins 
Dissertation: Modeling USA Scream 
Temperatures for Stream Biodiversity 
and Climate Change Assessments 
Manners, Rebecca Blanche 
Tampa, Florida 
Watershed Science 
Dr. John C. Schmidt 
Dissertation: Mechanisms of Vegetation-
Induced Channel Narrowing on an 
Unregulated Canyon-Bound River 
Moore, Patrick Terrence 
East St. Louis, Illinois 
Ecology 
Dr. Helga Yan Miegroet 
Dissertation: Forest Recovery, Nutrient 
Cycling, and Carbon Sequestration in a 
Southern Appalachian Spruce-Fir Forest 
Olson, John Robert 
Smithfield, Utah 
Watershed Science 
Dr. Charles P. Hawkins 
Dissertation: The Influence of Geology 
and Other Environmental Factors on 
Stream Water Chemistry and Benthic 
Invertebrate Assemblages 
Spain, William Scott 
Pleasant Hill, California 
Human Dimensions of Ecosystem 
Science and Management 
Dr. Steven W Burr 
Dissertation: A Multi-Phase Mixed 
Method Regional Analysis of Lake-
and Reservoir-Based Recreational 




Dr. Michael A. White 
Dissertation: Integrating Remote Sensing 
and Ecosystem Models for Terrestrial 
Vegetation Analysis: Phenology, Biomass, 
and Stand Age 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
Cefalo, Angela D. 
Brigham City, Utah 
Biology 
Dr. Dennis L. Welker 
Dissertation: Characterization of 
the Function and Interaction of 
Proteins Involved in Exopolysaccharide 
Synthesis in Streptococcus thermophilus, 
Streptococcus iniae, and Lactococcus lactis 
Subsp. cremoris 
Chauhan, Kripa Nidhan 
New Delhi, India 
Physics 
Dr. D. Mark Riffe 
Dissertation: Carrier Dynamics in 
InGaAs/GaAs Quantum Dots Excited by 
Femtosecond Laser Pulses 
Datwyler, Richard F. 
Logan, Utah 
Physics 
Dr. W. Farrell Edwards 
Dissertation: A Numerical Algorithm for 
Simulating Two Species Plasma 
Fosso Yatchang, Marina 
Douala, Cameroon 
Chemistry 
Dr. Cheng-Wei Tom Chang 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Biological 
Activity of Aminoglycosides and 
1,4-Naphthoquinone Derivatives 
Garlick, Martha Jones 
Wellsville, Utah 
Mathematical Sciences 
Dr. James Powell and 
Dr. Mevin B. Hooten 
Dissertation: Homogenization of Large-
Scale Movement Models in Ecology with 
Application to the Spread of Chronic 




Dr. Piotr Kokoszka 





Dr. Joan M. Hevel 
Dissertation: Characterization of 
the Product Specificity and Kinetic 
Mechanism of Protein Arginine 
Methyl transferase 1 
Haney, Mark P. 
Logan, Utah 
Chemistry 
Dr. Alvan C. Hengge 
Dissertation: The Phosphoramidase 
Competency of Prototypical 
Catalytic Motifs 
Hart II, Vern Philip 
Lindon, Utah 
Physics 
Dr. Timothy E. Doyle 
Dissertation: The Application of 
Tomographic Reconstruction 
Techniques to Ill-Conditioned Inverse 
Problems in Atmospheric Science and 
Biomedical Imaging 
Jackson, Ryan Neal 
Mendon, Utah 
Biochemistry 
Dr. Sean J. Johnson 
Dissertation: Structural and Functional 





Dr. Vernon D. Parker 
Dissertation: The Kinetics and 
Mechanisms of Some Fundamental 
Organic Reactions of Nitro Compounds 
Oh, Hyoung II 
Logan, Utah 
Biology 
Dr. David A. York 
Dissertation: Fatty Acid Induced Insulin 
Resistance in rhe Brain 
Olson, Michael Enoch 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
Physics 
Dr. Bela G. Fejer 
Dissertation: The Effects on the 
Equatorial Electrodynamics During 
Sudden Stratospheric Warming Events 
Sharif, Abbass lsmiel 
Beirut, Lebanon 
Mathematical Sciences 
Dr. Jiiergen Symanzik 
Dissertation: Visual Dara 
Mining Techniques for Functional 
Actigraphy Dara: An Object Oriented 
Approach in R 
Sharma, Mukta 
New Delhi, India 
Physics 
Dr. Eric D. Held 
Dissertation: Parallel Hear Transport in 
Magnetized Plasma 
Spencer, Joseph Andrew 
Vernal, Utah 
Physics 
Dr. Eric Held 
Dissertation: A 2D Finite Element/ ID 
Fourier Solution to the Fokker-Planck 
Equation 
Supp, Sarah R. 
Hastings, Nebraska 
Ecology 
Dr. S.K. Morgan Ernest 
Dissertation: Local and Regional Drivers 
of Biodiversity: From Life-History Traits 




Dr. Zhi-Qiang Wang 
Dissertation: Existence and 
Multiplicity Results on Standing Wave 
Solutions of Some Coupled Nonlinear 
Schrodinger Equations 
Wahlen, Bradley David 
Aberdeen, Idaho 
Biochemistry 
Dr. Lance C. Seefeldt 
Dissertation: I. Improving the Yield of 
Biodiesel from Microalgae and Other 
Lipids. 2. Studies of the Wax Ester 
Biosyntheric Pathway and Potential 
Biotechnological Application 
Willis, Robert Malone 
Odin, Illinois 
Biochemistry 
Dr. Lance C. Seefeldt 
Dissertation: Increased Production and 
Extraction Efficiency ofTriacylglycerides 
from Microorganisms and an Enhanced 
Understanding of the Pathways Involved 
in the Production ofTriacylgycerides 




Dr. Piotr Kokoszka 
Dissertation: Empirical Properties 
of Functional Regression Models 




Andersen, Jeanne Farley 
Pleasant View, Utah 
Curriculum and Instruction 
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Basinger, Jason Christopher 
Layton, Utah 
Psychology 
Dr. Donna Gilbertson 
Thesis: Perspective and Practices to 
Address Rough-and-Tumble Play in the 
School Setting: A Survey of School-Wide 
Positive Behavior Support Teams in Utah 
Benware, Jared 
South Jordan, Utah 
Psychology 
Dr. Gretchen G. Peacock 
Thesis: Predictors of Father-Child 
and Mother-Child Attachment in 
Two-Par('nr Families 
Denison, Aaron John 
Hyrum, Utah 
Psychology 
Dr. Donna Gilberrson 
Thesis: Utility of an Error Analysis and 
Performance Deficit Assessment for 





Dr. Donna Gilbertson 
Thesis: An Exploration of Aggregated 
Patterns of Student Curriculum-Based-
Measurement Outcome Dara Within a 
Response to Intervention Program 
Greene, Ryan L. 
Logan, Utah 
Psychology 
Dr. Clint Field 
Thesis: Development of the Parental 
Acceptance Questionnaire (6-PAQ) 
Gutoff, Omar V. 
Duchesne, Utah 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Hoyt, Joshua D. 
Kanab, Utah 
Psychology 
Dr. David M. Stein 
Thesis: Juvenile Drug Court: 
Predictors of Graduation and Non-
Graduation Srarus 
Marble, Jonathan G. 
Tooele, Utah 
Curriculum and Instruction 
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Popescue, Elizabeth Ashley 
Glendale, Arizona 
Psychology 
Dr. Donna Gilbertson 
Thesis: Agreement of Peer Comparison 
Dara Between Direct Behavior 
Raring Scales and Systematic Direct 
Observation Methods 
Stanger, Jason Eric 
American Falls, Idaho 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Toone, Stephanie Layne 
Afton, Wyoming 
Psychology 
Dr. Donna Gilbertson 
Thesis: A Synthesis of Math 
Interventions for Elementary Students 
Thomas, Kathryn J. 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Westover, Michael Alan 
Salem, Oregon 
Curriculum and Instruction 
MASTER'S DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Abbott, Stacy Lynn 
Price, Utah 
Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Adams, Katheryn Renee 
LaGrange, Texas 
Master of Dietetics Administration 
Allen, Tyler Randy 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Bioregional Planning 
Anazia, Chris Nnamdi 
Onicha-Ugbo, Nigeria 
Master of Science 
Applied Economics 
Anderson, Elliot Jordan 
Pleasant Grove, Utal1 
Master of Science 
Applied Economics 
Dr. Arthur J. Caplan 
Thesis: Environmental Cost 
of Hypocrisy 
Anderson, Holly Jean 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
Master of Dietetics Administration 
Barth, Neal K. 
Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
Beck, Sara Anne 
McCammon, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Agriculrural Systems Technology 
Dr. Lindsey M. Shirley 
Thesis: The Use of Family and 
Consumer Sciences County Extension 
Faculty to Provide Emergency 
Preparedness Education in the Western 
Region of the United States 
Blanchard, Kimberly A. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Dr. Lee F. Rickards 
Thesis: Analysis of Single Nucleotide 




Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Dr. Lindsey M. Shirley 
Thesis: Food Environments: What Is 
the Role of Demographics in Fijian's 
Decision Making Related to Food 
Choice and Overall Nutrition Behavior 
Creech, Cody Falslev 
Cornish, Utah 
Master of Science 
Plant Science 
Dr. Corey Y. Ransom 
Thesis: Effects of Planting Date, 
Harvest Date, and Environmental 
Conditions on Germination of Forage 
Kochia Accessions 
Crites, Dayton J. 
San Francisco, California 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
Dunn, Jarod James 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Applied Economics 
Or. Arthur J. Caplan 
Thesis: A Willingness to Switch and 
Willingness to Accept: Reusable 
Bag Economics 
Dzikowski, Jeffrey Edward 
Maitland, Florida 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
Elwood, Heather 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Planr Science 
Or. Corey V. Ransom 
Thesis: Integrated Management of 
Downy Brome (Bromus tectorum) 
in Rangelands 
Erickson, Richard Jacob 
Mesa, Arizona 
Master of Science 
International Food and Agribusiness 
Or. DeeVon Bailey 
Thesis: Nutritional and Economic 
Analysis of Small-Scale Agriculture in 
Imbabura, Ecuador 
Ernst, Taunya 
Cedar Hills, Utal1 
Master of Science 
Plant Science 
Or. Daniel T. Drost 
Thesis: Optimizing Winter Spinach 
Production in High Tunnels 
Espinoza, Gayla Suzanne 
LaJolla, California 
Master of Dietetics Administration 
Fortune, Kathleen 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Science 
Agriculture Systems Technology 
Frandsen, Kyle G. 
Richmond, Utah 
Master of Professional Studies 
in Horticulture 
Fugett, Karina Anne 
La Mirada, California 
Master of Dietetics Administration 
Ghosh, Prabuddha 
Pama, India 
Master of Science 
Applied Economics 
Goodwin, Amanda A. 
Westminster, Massachusetts 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
Or. Bo Yang 
Thesis: An Evaluation of Current 
Stormwater Best Management Practice 
Relationships Between Design and 
Efficiency: A Series of Local and 
National Case Studies 
Grace, Carly Elizabeth 
Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Master of Dietetics Administration 
Hamarstrom, Jeffrey Curtis 
Westwood, New Jersey 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
Or. Keith M. Christensen 
Thesis: Perceptions of Naturalized 
Playgrounds: A Qualitative Study 
Hansen, Trace W. 
Morgan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Or. Brian K. Warnick 
Thesis: The Effect of Daily 
Released-Time Religious Education on 
Academic Achievement 
Haslam, Megan J. 
Morgan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Hatton, Taylor Stephen 
Taylorsville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Bioveterinary Science 
Or. Kamal A. Rashid 
Thesis: Productivity Studies Utilizing 
Recombinant Chinese Hamster 
Ovary (CHO) Cells in Stirred-Tank 
Bioreacrors: A Comparative Study 
Between the Pitch-Blade and Packed-
Bed Bioreactor Systems 
Healy, Brett J. 
Taylorsville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
Dr. Korry J. Hintze 
Thesis: Diet-Induced Obesity Decreases 
Liver Iron Stores in Mice Fed Iron 
Deficient, Adequate, or Excessive Diets 
Holt, Sheldon D. 
Enterprise, Utah 
Master of Science 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Or. Allen J. Young 
Thesis: Ambient Temperature, Calf 
Intakes, and Weight Gains on Preweaned 
Dairy Calves 
Hurst, Brett L. 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Dr. E. Barr Tarbet 
Thesis: In Vitro and In Vivo 
Comparison of the Pathogeniciry of Four 
Influenza Virus Strains 
Hurst, Laurie B. 
Grantsville, Utah 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
David L. Bell 
Thesis: Evidence of Agrarian Urbanism: 
Land Use Preferences of Residents 
Living on Small Acreage Farms or 
Large Lots with Animal Rights in Cache 
Valley, Utah 
Irish, David A. 
Logan, Utal1 
Master of Food Safety and Quality 
Janislampi, Kaerleis Wolfgang 
McMinnville, Oregon 
Master of Science 
Plant Science 
Or. Bruce Bugbee 
Thesis: Effect of Silicon on Plant 
Growth and Drought Stress Tolerance 
Karnes, Lori Lynn 
Sumner, Washington 
Master of Food Safety and Quality 
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Kohler, Jennifer C. 
South Jordan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Agriculcural Systems Technology 
Dr. Lindsey M. Shirley 
Thesis: Performance Characteristics 
of Rayon from Bamboo in Bed Sheets 
Through Laundering 
Larsen, Davin Michael 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Dr. Lee F. Rickords 
Thesis: Evaluation of the Effects of 
the Small Molecule RepSox on the 
Expression of Pathways Associated with 
Pluripocency in Murine and Bovine Cells 
Lewis, Sarah 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Master of Dietetics Administration 
Li, Hao 
Jining, China 
Master of Science 
Economics and Statistics 
Lu, Ying 
Nanchang, China 
Master of Science 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
Dr. Donald J. McMahon 
Thesis: Effects of Sodium Chloride 
Salting and Substitution with Potassium 
Chloride on Whey Expulsion of Cheese 
Ma, Yingmei 
Ledou, China 
Master of Science 
Plant Science 
Dr. Paul G. Johnson 
Thesis: Genetic Characterization of 
Fescuca Valesiaca Germplasm and 
Evaluation ofTheir Relationship co the 
Festuca Ovina Complex 
Mohd Pad.zit, Nur Aida 
Kajang, Malaysia 
Master of Food Safety and Quality 
Murray, Jerry Amo 
Arcata, California 
Master of Science 
Technology and Engineering Education 
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Nelson, Ryan Lee 
Benson, Utah 
Master of Science 
Plant Science 
Dr. Cory V. Ransom 
Thesis: Small Burnet (Sanguisorba minor 
Scop.) Response co Herbicides Applied 
Poscemergence 
Olsen, Davey John Robert 
Perch, Washington 
Master of Science 
Soil Science 
Dr. Jennifer Reeve 
Thesis: Determining Compost Carryover 




Master of Science 
Applied Economics 
Dr. Man-Keun Kim 
Thesis: Feasibility and Co-Benefits of 
Biomass Co-Firing: Case in Ucah 
Permyakov, Evgeny Valentinovich 
Yekaterinburg, Russia 
Master of Food Safety and Quality 
Poe, Stephen Christopher 
Shepherdstown, West Virginia 
Master of Dietetics Adminiscracion 
Reigle, Ryan John 
Campbellsport, WI 
Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Richley, Kenneth Carl 
Spokane, Washington 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
Rowley, Sean D. 
Santaquin, Ucah 
Master of Science 
Plant Science 
Dr. Grant E. Cardon 
Thesis: Phosphorus (P) and Potassium 
(K) Fertility Management for 
Maximizing Tart Cherry Fruit Quality 
and Productivity on Alkaline Soils 
Schults, Daniel Willard 
Sale Lake City, Ucah 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
Sefing, Eric John 
Hyrum, Ucal1 
Master of Science 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Dr. Brian B. Gowen 
Thesis: Modulation of che Host 
Response co Tacaribe Arenavirus 
Infection in AG 129 Mice by My-24 
Shepherd Weir, Mary 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Internacional Food and Agribusiness 
Dr. Kynda R. Curtis 
Thesis: Success and Profitability Factors 
for Small-Scale Diversified Farms 
Shumway, Karah Lynn 
Blanding, Ucah 
Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Dr. Michael L. Pace 
Thesis: Needs Assessment for Promoting 
Livestock and Equine Safety for Dine 
Youth 
Smith, Kasee Lynn 
Santaquin, Ucah 
Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Dr. Rebecca G. Lawver 
Thesis: Coping Mechanisms and 
Level of Occupational Stress among 
Agriculcure Teachers and Other Teaching 
Populations 
Stephens, Jenna Tulane 
Farmington, Utah 
Master of Dietetics Administration 
Suasnavas, Edison A. 
Quito, Ecuador 
Master of Science 
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences 
Dr. S. Clay Isom 
Thesis: Characterization and Potential 
Utility of Porcine Trophoblast-Derived 
Seem-Like Cells 
Vandenbos, Sara Nicole 
Meridian, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Dr. Rebecca G. Lawver 
Thesis: Factors that Influence Secondary 
Students co Join the Collegiate Future 
Farmers of America (FFA) 
Villar-Fornes, Fernando Antonio 
Carolina, Puerto Rico 
Master of Science 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
Dr. Rhonda L. Miller 
Thesis: The Effects of a Flushing Diet on 
the Lambing Rate of Ewes in an Open 
Range Management System 
Wang, Lijun 
Ganzhou, China 
Master of Science 
Plant Science 
Dr. Paul G. Johnson 
Thesis: Physiological Response of 
Kentucky Bluegrass under Salinity Stress 
Wang, Xiaoxi 
Dunhua Jilin, China 
Master of Science 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
Dr. Conly L. Hansen 
Thesis: Isolation and Purification 
of Anthocyanins from Black Bean 
Wastewater Using Macroporous Resins 
Young, Holli D.W. 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Dietetics Administration 
Zhang, Yue 
Xi'an, China 
Master of Landscape Architecture 
Zhong, Haoyuan 
Chongqing, China 
Master of Science 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
Dr. Silvana Martini and 
Dr. Karin E. Allen 
Thesis: Effect of Lipid Source on the 
Physical and Sensory Quality of Baked 
Products 
CAINE COLLEGE OFTHE ARTS 
Bailey, Emily Dawn 
Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Music 
Burdzy, Andrea Lyman 
Blanding, Utah 
Master of Fine Arts 
Theatre Arts 
Frazier, Ryan C. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Music 
Kie, Andrew Sydney 
Murray, Utah 




Master of Music 
Mitchell, Megan Rae 
Gilmanton, New Hampshire 
Master of Fine Arts 
Art 
Somers, Haley 
St. George, Utah 
Master of Music 
Strickland, Joseph Gabriel 
Harrisburg, North Carolina 








Master of Music 
Wtlson, Carl Ray 
Parkersburg, West Virginia 




Master of Music 
JON M. HUNTSMAN 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Aghababyan, Ani 
Yerevan, Armenia 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Ahluwalia, Dilpreet Singh 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Alfonseca Perez, Leonardo Emilio 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Allen, Parker Roberts 
Farmington, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Allred, Kelly Shawn 
Afton, Wyoming 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Allred, Stephen Gary 
Taylorsville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Anderson, Shaun Alan 
Roy, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Aoki, Jill Heather 
Farmington, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Ashment, Thomas J. 
Rexburg, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Bailey, Sean Glenn 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Balls, Raymond Lynn 
Maple Valley, Washington 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Baral, Nibedita 
East Rochester, New York 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Barnard, Joe J. 
Nibley, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Barnard, W. Scott 
Blackfoot, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
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Barnes, Ralf Patrick 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Barrett, Michael Scott 
Pleasant View, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Barrus, Lisa Ilene 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Batista, Carlos Alberto 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Baugh, Kevin Jack 
Taylorsville, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Beal, Anthony Burns 
Midvale, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Bell, James H. 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Bennett, Ryan Kenneth 
Heber City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Bermudez, William Alexander 
Los Angeles, California 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Beus, Ryan Spencer 
Riverton, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Bischoff, Chad David 
Brigham City, Utah 




Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
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Black, Jeffrey Andrew 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Black, Kyle R. 
Syracuse, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Booth, Marty Raymond 
Centerville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Borrowman, Thomas L. 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Boucher, Kevin Bruce 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Brian, Jacob Tyson 
Plain City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Brown, Brett Anson 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Brown, David Merrill 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Brown, Rod 
West Haven, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Brown, Zachary Scott 
Stansbury Park, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Brundage, Lyndon Kirk 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Bunnell, Devin 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Bylund, Alexander James 
Boise, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Financial Economics 
Caldwell, Brett Vaughn 
Perry, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Callisaya, Valerio Fortunato 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Campbell, Brian Scott 
Highland, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Carlisle, Tristan Michael 
Logan, Utah 
Maser of Accounting 
Carter, Benjamin David 
Afton, Wyoming 
Master of Business Administration 
Carter, Brent D. 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Chamberlain, Christopher David 
Eagle, Idaho 
Master of Business Administration 
Chamberlain, Ned Frost 
American Fork, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Childress, Kevin Fred 
Provo, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Christensen, Alan Rondo 
Centerville, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Christensen, Jeremy Scott 
College Ward, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Christensen, Kirk Louis 
West Bountiful, Utal1 
Master of Business Administration 
Christensen, Lacy Shantel 
Taylorsville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Financial Economics 
Clark, Darin Michael 
Boise, Idaho 
Master of Business Administration 
Clerveau, Veronica Betancourt 
Sebring, Florida 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Coleman, Dustin Bruce 
Wellsville, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Cox, Michael Warren 
South Jordan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Cutler, David Robert 
Herriman, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Dabb, Forrest Larry 
South Jordan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Davis, Clinton Worthy 
Perry, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Denney, Daniel B. 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Dickey, Teresa Anne 
Perry, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Dido Restituyo, Elvis Roman 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Dominguez, Mario Edson 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Dominguez, Orlando A. 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Dorigatti, James Ryan 
Hyrum, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Edlund, Chet Oscar 
Mendon, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Edwards, Aaron 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Edwards, Daniel C. 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Master of Accounting 
Edwards, Kristopher William 
Provo, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Erekson, Cassie 
South Jordan, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Esplin, Blaine C. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Fernandez de Castro Suarez, Natalie 
Maria 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Figueir6, Gabriel Perguer 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Finley, Phillip Steven 
Washington, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Fitzgerald, Kyle Garff 
Highland, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Florence, Matthew Reid 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Flores, Daniel David 
St. George, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Folsom, Jacob D. 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Forsgren, Michael Scott 
Gilbert, Arizona 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Foster, Jennifer Marie 
Roy, Utah 
Master of Science 
Economics 
Frisby, Thomas J. 
West Haven, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Fry, Bradley Mark 
Brighton, Michigan 
Master of Business Administration 
Gangov, Bristo Elisavetov 
Pazardjik, Bulgaria 
Master of Accounting 
Gardner, Joshua S. 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Gamer, Jaclyn Ann 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Gibb, Tanner Gary 
Lindon, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Gramse, Shelton Eugene 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Graves, Jeremiah Austin 
Springville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Greenhalgh, Garrick Rand 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Griffith, Todd Gardner 
Longmont, Colorado 
Master of Science 
Financial Economics 
Guiliani Cortinas, Juan Mauricio 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 




Master of Business Administration 
Haigh, Naomi 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Halvorsen, Eric A. 
Lehi, Utah 




Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Harding, Tyson A. 
Pocatello, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Harper, Benjamin W. 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Harris, R. Ivonne 
Wellsville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Harris, Timothy Frank 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Economics 
Haymore, Rachelle Nina 
Syracuse, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Henderson, Thomas Jay 
Salt Lake Ciry, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Hendricks, Michael D. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Hernandez Munoz, Diogenes Amauris 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Hernandez Velasquez, Jairo 
Bogota, Colombia 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Hill, Daniel Baum 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Hill, Kevin Christopher 
Rexburg, Idaho 
Master of Business Administration 
Hogan, Donald Brent 
Stockton, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
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Hokanson, Sharon Kay 
Roy, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Horton, Christopher T. 
Pocatello, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Hoskins, Amanda Lee 
Salt Lake City, Utal1 
Master of Business Administration 
Howell, Justin R. 
Nibley, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Hudson, Shayne Kirwan 
Provo, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Hume, Benjamin N. 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
Master of Business Administration 
Huntsman, John 
American Fork, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Israelsen, Eric T. 
North Logan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Ivins, Christian Redd 
Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Jacob, Amanda Anne 
Magna, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Jacobs, Erin Christine 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Jensen, Jesse Carl 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Jensen, Wesley 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Jex, William Mark 
Highland, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Jiang Jiehong 
Yulin, China 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Jones, Derrick]. 
Salt Lake Ciry, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Juturi, Rajya Lakshmi 
Tenali, India 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Kano, Thomas Takashi 
Brigham Ciry, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Kasperick, Kelsey Marie 
Salt Lake Ciry, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Katseanes, Jonathan George 
Salt Lake Ciry, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Kern, Brandon Tyler 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Killpack, Kent Tyler 
Ferron, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Kitchen, Jeremyn M. 
Washington Terrace, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Kjar, Shaun Steven 
Ephraim, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Lambert, Chad Robert 
St. George, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Langston, Grant Mack 
Salt Lake Ciry, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Larsen, Nathan J. 
Springville, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Larsen, Tia Kay 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Law, Derek W. 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Leatham, Benjamin Joseph 
Carson City, Nevada 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Leishman, Courtney Davis 
Hyrum, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Leo, Shawna 
Provo, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Liu, Xin 
Beijing, hina 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Lloyd, Tyson Andrew 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Long, Kenneth Reed 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Loveland, Brittany Ann 
Pocatello, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Lucherini, Tyson Jack 
North Logan, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Lybrand, Patrick 
Soldotna, Alaska 
Master of Business Administration 
Lyng, Hunter Kennedy 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
Master of Business Administration 
Lyon, Richard Anthony 
Tooele, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Madsen, Matthew Jared 
North Salt Lake, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Marchant, David Lloyd 
Peoa, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Marcheschi, Samuel Boyd 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Marriott, William T. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Martinez, Kelsei Rae 
Layton, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Mason, Richard Glen 
Ephraim, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Masud, Abdullah Al 
Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Master of Science 
Financial Economics 
Maughan, Steven G. 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
McBride, Jane Amanda 
Pleasant View, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
McDaniel, Callie 
Farr West, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Means, Laura Marie 
Heber City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Menlove, Ross William 
Garland, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Meryhew, Michael R.J. 
West Valley City, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Mickelson, Sara Marie 
El Segundo, California 
Master of Business Administration 
Mills, Craig J. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Mills, Mark S. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Moronta, Dinorah A. 
Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Morris, Stetson Jade 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Mortensen, Alex John 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Mukhopadhyay, Vaishnavi 
Pathankot, India 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Nash, Paul Evans 
Sale Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Nelson, Spencer Howells 
Pocatello, Idaho 
Master of Business Administration 
Nelson, Stephanie Lyn 
North Ogden, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Nie, Bo 
Oeyang, China 
Master of Business Administration 
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Nielsen, Ron W. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Nielsen, Tyler Coston 
Mesa, Arizona 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Noble, Philip Thomas 
Vale, Oregon 
Master of Accounting 
Norman, Richard Garry 
North Ogden, Ucah 
Master of Business Administration 
Olson, David P. 
Salt Lake Ciry, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Oman, Daniel Scott 
Bluffdale, Ucah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Orsak, Trey Weston 
Lehi, Ucah 
Master of Business Administration 
Osborn, Jason Jay 
Cut Bank, Montana 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Ostermiller, Scott D. 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Ostler, Blake W. 
Perry, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Palmer, Taylor James 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Parker, Russell D. 
Syracuse, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Parson, Terrance Oliver 
Teton, Idaho 
Master of Business Administration 
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Parsons, Samantha A.M. 
Eagle River, Alaska 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Payne, Eric Oliver 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Peguero Rasario, Felix Manuel 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Pennington, Carlie Marie 
Eagle, Idaho 
Master of Business Administration 
Perez, Lidia Virginia 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Perkins, J. Wade 
Kanosh, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Peterson, Brent Richard 
Sale Lake Ciry, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Peterson, David Alan 
Herriman, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Peterson, David Jack 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Peterson, Jacob William 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Peterson, Jason G. 
Shelley, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Managemenc Information Systems 
Peterson, Jordan Shawn 
Spanish Fork, Ucah 
Master of Business Administration 
Peterson, Matthew Jared 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Philipp, Craig S. 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Phillips, Eric Lee 
Salt Lake Ciry, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Pieper, Karl Fredrick 
Ephraim, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Porter, Jacob Brian 
Centerville, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Price, Deborah Lynn 
Cedar Hills, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Putnam, Nathan J. 
Bunkerville, Nevada 
Master of Business Administration 
Ramirez Marzan, Nathaly Nevada 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Rasmussen, Christopher D. 
Eagle Mountain, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Rawlings, Nicholas Sidney 
Show Low, Arizona 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Rawlinson, Casey H. 
Tremonton, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Reed, Daniel J. 
Ely, Nevada 
Master of Business Administration 
Revell, Kyle D. 
Saratoga Springs, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Rex, Nicholas Dean 
North Las Vegas, Nevada 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Richins, Gregory Tanner 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Rickard, Cory Robert 
Nine Mile Falls, Washington 
Master of Business Administration 
Roseman, Brian Scott 
Springville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Financial Economics 
Santos Nuiiez, Francisco Antonio 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Schmidt, Andrew Robert 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 
Master of Business Administration 
Schroeder, Kirsten Louise 
Porrland, Oregon 




Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Shore, Benjamin James 
Logan, Urah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Silvester, Ryan William 
Riverside, Utah 
Master of Science 
Financial Economics 
Simmons, Ian Andrew 
Sandy, Utah 




Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Smith, Annie 
Statesville, North Carolina 
Master of Business Administration 
Soelberg, Brent Budge 
Pleasant View, Utah 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Soman, Shantanu Sudhir 
Nagpur, India 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Spencer, Scott Michael 
Saratoga Springs, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Spencer, William Clayton 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Spicer, Benjamin Wayne 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Stark, Ryan Alan 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Master of Business Administration 
Stewart, Harold F. 
Grantsville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Stratford, Brian Walchli 
South Ogden, Ural1 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Sturgess, Andrew B. 
Minden, Nevada 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Sudweeks, Hillary Kress 
Sandy, Urah 




Master of Business Administration 
Tejeda, Ricardo Jose 
Cotui, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Terupalli, Nikitha 
Hyderabad, India 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Thornock, Jared Richard 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Thurgood, Mark Andrew 
Lindon, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Thurston, Michael Dennis 
Pingree, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
True, Jared Daniel 
South Jordan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Turkington, Linda Kim 
Murray, Urah 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Volquez, Yaraida 
Sanor Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Business Administration 
Waite, Dustin Sean 
Herriman, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Walbeck, Derek Jaren 
South Jordan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Wang, Ke 
Guangzhou, China 




Master of Business Administration 
Watson, Tyson Pride 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Weech, Travis 
Riverton, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
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Welker, Adam M. 
Layton, Utah 
Master of Science 
Financial Economics 
West, Michael William 
Centerville, Washington 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Wilkey, Marlo Blair 
Nephi, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Science 
Human Resources 
Williams, Andrew Layne 
Layron, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Winkelman, Bryce William 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Winkler, Andrea Larsen 
Richfield, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Winn, Jeremy Eric 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Witt, Ryan Eric 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Master of Business Administration 
Wood, Nathan 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Woolstenhuhme, Andy 
Oakley, Utah 




Master of Business Administration 
Yang, Dongfang 
Jinzhong, China 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Yao, Ye 
Shanghai, China 
Master of Accounting 
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Young, Carson Williams 
Vernal, Utah 
Master of Accounting 
Zaman, Tarique 
Gaya, India 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Zeller, Suzanne 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 
Master of Business Administration 
Zhang, Yan 
Taiyuan, China 




Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
Zhu, Jialu 
Changchun, China 
Master of Science 
Management Information Systems 
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AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Aaberg, Jordan Jerome 
North Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Family, Consumer, and Human 
Development 
Dr. Lucy M. Delgadillo 
Thesis: First-Time Homebuyers' 




Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Agnello, Jeffrey Paul 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Allen, Sunny D. 
Farmington, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Allred, Jonathan David 
Orem, Utal1 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Anderson, Kyle 0. 
South Jordan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Appel, Brent Matthew 
Marshallrown, Iowa 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Arnold, Megan Shaw 
North Ogden, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Aullman, Gregory Leon 
Thayne, Wyoming 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Bain, Diana Kristine 
Burke, Virginia 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Ball, Becky 
Farmington, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Barnett, Jason B. 
Hyde Park, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Bates, Catherine 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Bawden, Brett Trevor 
West Valley City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology and 
Learning Sciences 
Beck, Kimberly A.E. 
Layton, Urah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Beistline, Brian Calvin 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Master of Marriage and Family Therapy 
Bennington, Jason W. 
West Point, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Bennion, Stephani Larsen 
Hyde Park, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Beorchia, Mykel Ann 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Berlin, Austin Rene 
Casper, Wyoming 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Berry, Meredith Steele 
Winter Springs, Florida 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. Amy L. Odum 
Thesis: Reinforcer Magnitude and 
Resistance to Change of Forgetting 
Functions and Response Rares 
Bevans, Mark Andrew 
Eugene, Oregon 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Bezzant, Howard L. 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology and 
Learning Sciences 
Biasi, Nadia B. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Binette, Karen Kathleen 
Clearfield, Urah 




Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Bisk, Twila Rosamond 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Broadbent, Dianna L. 
Amalga, Utah 




Master of Education 
Special Education 
Brown, Allison 
University Place, Washington 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Bruckner, Andrew Franklin Lloyd 
Valencia, California 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Buccambuso, Brad Hunt 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology and 
Learning Sciences 
Burkman, MaKayla Arlene 
Blackfoot, Idaho 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Burns, Cami Marie 
Garland, Utah 
Master of Family and Human 
Development 
Burns, Megan Elizabeth 
Mayfield Village, Ohio 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Burrell, Jessica C. 
Thunder Bay, Canada 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Buttars, Natalie Nelson 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Campbell, Chelsie 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Campbell, James R. 
Westhaven, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Campbell, Katherine 
Centerville, Urah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Carlsen, Andy Christian 
Coalville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Cathey, Megan Christa 
Lewisburg, Tennessee 




Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Clark, JerylDean M. 
North Ogden, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Clayson, William Kent 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Codling, Teresa Elaine 
St. Anthony, Idaho 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Combs, Megan Noelle 
Winchester, Kentucky 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
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Coombs, Randy F. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Cope, Melanie Brook 
Springville, Utah 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Cox, Amberly Pearl 
Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Crow, Malinda Jean 
American Fork, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Croxford, Alisa 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Cummings, Bryant Marvin 
Kanosh, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Curtis, Randall Scott 
Woods Cross, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Daniel, Erin Elizabeth 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Davidson, Rachel K. 
Draper, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Davis, Holly Lynne 
Tremonton, Utah 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Davis, Jamilynn 
North Platte, Nebraska 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
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Davis, Tyler Park 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Day, Alison L. 
Clearfield, Utah 
Master of Science 
Special Education 
Dr. Thomas S. Higbee 
Thesis: Effects of Noncontingent 
Peer Attention on Problem Behaviors 
in Students with Autism in General 
Education Settings 
Digerness, Joshua Keith 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Doxey, Michael Martin 
Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Dozier, Julie Anne 
Chicago, Illinois 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Draney, Jarin Shad 
Rexburg, Idaho 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Dressler, David Andrew 
Waseca, Minnesota 




Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Eichenberger, Lauren Renee 
Suffern, New York 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Elliott, Sherilyn DeVries 
Plain City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Enno, Angela Marie 
Salina, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. Renee V. Galliher 
Thesis: The Intersection of Multiple 
Oppressed Identities: Implications for 
Identity Development 
Everett, David Schuyler 
St. George, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Faa, Kendra 
Minot, North Dakota 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Fernley, Troy J. 
Farmington, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Ford, Mikenzi 
Price, Utal1 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Frenzel, Camilla Dawn 
Logan, Utal1 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Galli, John David 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Garcia, Zurishaddai Ammi 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Family, Consumer, and 
Human Development 
Dr. Jeffrey Dew 
Thesis: Race and Ethnic Differences 
in Parent Time Spent on Children's 
Education 
Gardner, Kari Lynn 
Grafton, Massachusetts 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Gast, Justin J. 
Layton, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Gee, Zachary Swen 
Santaquin, Utah 
Master of Education 
Health and Human Movement 
Going, Taren McKenna 
North Logan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Goold, Elisa Anne 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Granger, Gordon K. 
Visalia, California 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Grimmett, Jodi Marie 
Saratoga Springs, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Grundvig, Joseph Thomas 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Hadley, Scott Thomas 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Hadzik, Scott Michael 
Tooele, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Hagloch, Emilee Marie 
West Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Hansen, Niels Curtis 
Layton, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Hansen, Nikole Josette 
Meridian, Idaho 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Hanvey, Dane Gardner 
American Fork, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Hardy, Brianne Clarissa 
Hyrum, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Hargrave, Dina S. 
Kaysville, Utah 




Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Hatch, William David 
Beaver, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Hathaway, Christian James 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Healy, Shellie J. 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Helm, Angela Marico 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Henney, Kathryn K. 
Auburn Hills, Michigan 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Hepworth, Dane Alan 
Auburn, Wyoming 




Master of Science 
Psychology 
Heriford, Hank W. 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Herrera, Tiffany Ann Howes 
Hinckley, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Hinkson, Janalee Brittney 
West Valley City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Hornberger, Karen Joan 
Provo, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Housely, Kristin Louise 
Herriman, Utah 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Hunsaker, Olivia Ballard 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Hyatt, Larry Mark 
Syracuse, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Israelsen, Marilyn Cheri 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Jack, Alden Lynn 
Monticello, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Jackson, Brooke Norene 
Mesa, Arizona 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
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Jackson Ill, Leon Devore 
Los Angeles, California 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Jacobson, Marleah Callie 
Vernal, Utah 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Jardine, Amber 
Hyde Park, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Jaussen, Hannah Grace 
Greenville, Pennsylvania 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Dr. Dennis G. Dolny 
Thesis: Measurement of Balance 
Disruption Following a Lower Extremity 
Injury in Female Soccer Players 
Jaussi, Kristine A. 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Jensen, Ashley D. 
Provo, Utah 




Master of Science 
Family, Consumer, and Human 
Development 
Dr. Jean M. Lown 
Thesis: Evaluation of the Division 
of Securities Investor Education 
Seminar Series 
Jensen, Tenille 
Woods Cross, Utah 
Master of Marriage and Family Therapy 
Jeppesen, Jeanne-Louise 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
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Jessop, Russell Stanford 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Jimenez, Emily Suzanne 
Provo, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Johnson, Alexia Anne 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Johnson, Joshua A. 
Clearfield, Utah 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Jolliffe, Jamie Lynn 
Boise, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Dr. Dennis G. Dolny 
Thesis: A Comparison of Balance 
and Postural Stability Assessment 
Tools: BESS Versus NeuroCom 
Balance Manager 
Jones, Jacob Alfred 
West Valley City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Kempe, Angela 
Kirkland, Washington 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Kendall, Lynna Martin 
Vernal, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Kent, Jamie Richards 
Garland, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
King, Tyler Dean 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
King, Whitney LaBeau 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Kinnison, Karen 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Knighton, Ryan Keith 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Science 
Special Education 
Dr. Sarah E. Bloom 
Thesis: The Use of Progressive-Ratio 
Schedules to Assess Negative Reinforcers 
Knowles, Odessia 
Kenner, Louisiana 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. Melanie M. Domenech Rodriguez 
Thesis: Facebooking for Social Support: 
An Experimental Test of Relational 
Regulation Theory 
Koelliker, Amy Lynn 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Lamb, Brittney E. 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Larsen, Emilie J. 
Millville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Larsen, Shane E. 
Syracuse, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Lee, Trevor Glen 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Leong, James Robert 
Temecula, California 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Leonhardt, Elizabeth B. 
Riverton, Wyoming 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Lewis, Andria Beckham 
Merced, California 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Lindsay, Jacob Robert 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Lindsay, Stacey Porter 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Little, Elizabeth L. 
Canton, Ohio 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Loosle, Kyle Scott 
Downey, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Lopez, Nicole Dominique 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Louder, Talin 
Oro Valley, Arizona 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Loveland, Dannon E. 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Lundell, Julie Kay 
West Point, Utah 




Master of Science 
Family, Consumer, and Human 
Development 
Dr. Troy E. Beckert 
Thesis: Characteristics of 4-H 
Participants and Their Psychosocial 
Development 
Mallett, Sara Renee 
Herriman, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Martin, Lucas D. 
Shelley, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Family, Consumer, and Human 
Development 
Dr. Lucy M. Delgadillo 
Thesis: The Satisfaction of 
Participants in Utah's Mutual 
Self-Help Housing Program 
McKenna, Richard Mark 
Farmington, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
McMickeU, Adam Burton 
South Ogden, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
McMurdie, Shareesa Lynn 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Family, Consumer, and Human 
Development 
Dr. Lori A. Roggman 
Thesis: Father-Child Interactions at 
24 and 36 Months and Developmencal 
Outcomes at Prekindergarten 
McPartland, Rebecca Erin 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders and 
Deaf Education 
McPhail, Rachel McPhail 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology and 
Learning Sciences 
Meaker, Tashina Marie 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Science 
Special Education 
Dr. Sarah E. Bloom 
Thesis: Correspondence Between 
Teacher-Conducted Trial-Based 
Functional Analyses and Traditional 
Functional Analyses with High-School 
Aged Studencs 
Mellor, Pamela B. 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Mensah, Flint Ekyem 
Cape Coast, Ghana 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Merrill, Michelle Smart 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Miller, Kristine Wiser 
Millville, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Mitchell, Phillip Ryan 
Denton, Texas 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. Michael P. Twohig 
Thesis: The Role of Psychological 
Flexibility in Eating Disorders in a 
Residential Treatment Sample 
Moore, Allyson Marie 
Holladay, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Muno, Jackie LeAnn 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Murray, Lisa A. 
Laycon, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
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Nelson, Jaron Scott 
Layton, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Nelson, Julise Jager 
Riverton, Utah 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Nelson, Sarah Lynn 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Nicholes, Ashley Elizabeth 
Redwood City, California 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Nielsen, Erin E. 
Lehi, Utah 




Master of Science 
Psychology 
Nielson, James Jens 
Blanding, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Nunez, Naomi Yaquelin 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Oaks, Kayla Ann 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Okelberry Jyll J. 
Goshen, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
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Oldroyd, Melissa Lambert 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Oram, Holli Reid 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Osburn, Tammy Lea 
Manhattan, Kansas 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Ott, Cecile D. 
St. George, Utah 
Master of Marriage and Family Therapy 
Owens, Erica Kent 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Paige, Jason 
North Ogden, Utah 




Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Pearce, Holly Gene 
Agoura Hills, California 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Pearson, Deborah Lyn 
American Fork, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Perkins, Quintana 
Tremonton, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Petersen, Nannette Lindley 
Eugene, Oregon 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology and 
Learning Sciences 
Peterson, Kyle R. 
Cedar City, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Pike, Katherine 
North Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Pinkney, Renee Healey 
Park City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Pitts, Craig Kenneth 
Marysvale, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Pratt, Eric N. 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Purser, Misty Dawn 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Reese, Jan Ley 
Redondo Beach, California 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Reeves, Katherine S. 
Lindon, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Reidford, Ami Michelle 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Ribera, Joseph Eugene 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Richards, Kelsey Bryn 
Filer, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Rigby, Ashley Downs 
Kaysville, Urah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Riggs, Amanda L. 
Price, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Roberts, Jesse Thomas 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Roegiers, Adrienne Montinel 
Kenilworth, Utah 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Ruggiero, Rachelle Ashley 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Salvesen, Carma N. 
Garland, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Sanders, Nicole 
Castle Dale, Utah 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Sanderson, Abish Christine 
Price, Utah 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Schnaible, Lorana Ellen 
Kennewick, Washington 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Shablo, Frank James 
Green River, Wyoming 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Sharif, Abbass lsmiel 
Beirut, Lebanon 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Shaw, Christina Colette 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Shelton, Melissa Kim 
Smithfield, Utal1 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Shepherd Weir, Mary 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Shipman, Lisa Marie 
Rock Springs, Wyoming 
Master of Science 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Slaugh, Candice 
Lapoint, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Slaymaker, Ryan Lee 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Smith, James B. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Smith, Shelly Marie 
West Jordan, Utal1 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Smith, Travis James 
Vernal, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Sparks, Jacob Daniel 
North Ogden, Utah 
Master of Marriage and Family Therapy 
Speigle, William Lester 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Spencer, Lindsey Janine 
Farr West, Utah 
Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Sproul, Robert A. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Stafford, Richard Wayne 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Stott, Thad Stewart 
Fruit Heights, Utal1 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Swank, Tiffany Knapp 
Orem, Utal1 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Sweeney, Mary Margaret 
Saine Louis, Missouri 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. Timothy A. Shahan 
Thesis: Response Elimination 
and Resurgence Using Rich, Lean, 
and Thinning Schedules of 
Alternative Reinforcement 
Szykula, Lauren Anderson 
Salt Lake City, Utah 




Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
57 
Tauber, Peter G. 
Highland Park, Illinois 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. Gayle Morse 
Thesis: An Exploration of the 
Relationships among Connectedness 
to Nature, Quality of Life, and 
Mental Health 
Taunton, Connie Suzanne 
Cedar City, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Teter, Whitney Lynn 
Layton, Utah 
Master of Education 
Special Education 
Thatcher, Steven Brown 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Education 
Special Education 
Thompson, Jason Allan 
Hyrum, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Thompson, Jozlyn Wright 
Ammon, Idaho 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
Tucker, Ashlee Romer 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Ulle, Aaron Jacob 
San Diego, California 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Villegas, Tomas Efrain 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Waite, Lisa Hartshorn 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
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Walter, Emily Marie 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Wankier, LeAnn Tobler 
Cedar City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Ward, Marla J. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Warren, Joseph R. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Washburn, Jeana Ann 
Lehi, Utah 
Master of Education 
Special Education 
Waters, Joshua Alan 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Watkins, Laura Lee 
Hyrum, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Webb, Vanesa 
Hyrum, Utah 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Weems, Lisa Tennis 
Seattle, Washington 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Weiss, Jill Michelle 
Hillsborough, New Jersey 
Master of Education 
Communicative Disorders 
and DeafEducation 
Wheeler, Anthony J. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. M. Scott DeBerard 
Thesis: Presurgical Biopsychosocial 
Variables as Predictors of Medical 
and Compensation Costs in Lumbar 
Fusion Patients Receiving Workers' 
Compensation 
Whitmer, Dennis Lee 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Willis, Kwin Leslie 
Antimony, Utah 
Master of Marriage and Family Therapy 
Wilson, Danielle Lynn Novak 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Wilson, Gary Richard 
American Fork, Utah 
Master of Education 
ommunicative Disorders 
and Deaf Education 
Wilson, Nathan B. 
Price, Utah 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Winget, Ashley S. 
Paradise, Utah 
Master of Science 
Health and Human Movement 
Winstead, Peter 
Laie, Hawaii 
Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. Mark S. Innocenti 
Thesis: The Relation Between Parenting 
Beliefs, Behaviors, and Acculturation 




Master of Education 
Physical and Sport Education 
Wirthlin, Mark Douglass 
Fountain Valley, California 
Master of Education 
Secondary Education 
Witcher, Janet 
White Deer, Texas 
Master of Education 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Woodbury, Aaron James 
West Jordan, Utah 
Master of Education 
Elementary Education 
Yandell, Ann Louise 
Ely, Iowa 
Master of Science 
Instructional Technology 
and Learning Sciences 
Yatskis, Anne Danielle 
Fargo, North Dakota 
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling 
Young, Ruth Ann 
Sterling, Utah 




Master of Science 
Psychology 
Dr. Donna Gilbertson 
Thesis: Asian College Students' Perceived 
Peer Group Cohesion, Cultural Identity, 
and College Adjustment 
Zubeck, Lori T. 
Delta, Utah 
Master of Education 
Instructional Leadership 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Abdallah, Adel M. 
Nablus, Palestine 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. David E. Rosenberg 
Thesis: Heterogeneous Water and 
Energy End-Uses and Implication for 
Water and Energy Conservation and 
Management 
Ackerson, Paul Christian 
West Valley City, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Andhavarapu, Abhishele 
Vishakapatnam, India 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Arabasz, Luke Christian 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Atkin, Spencer Matthew 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Atkinson, Christopher Michael 
Malad, Idaho 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Bafana, Gaurav Pradeep 
Pune, India 




Master of Engineering 
Computer Engineering 
Bath, Andrew Russell 
Littleton, Colorado 
Master of Science 
Aerospace Engineering 
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore 
Thesis: Performance Characterization 
of Complex Fuel Port Geometries for 
Hybrid Rocket Fuel Grains 
Berrier, Wade Anthony 
Page, Arizona 




Master of Science 
Computer Engineering 
Boggs, Wesley Bill 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Kevin P. Heaslip 
Thesis: An Analysis of Traffic Sign 
Performance for the Establishment of 
a Maintenance Plan 
Boissevain, Brett 
Boulder, Colorado 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Byard D. Wood 
Thesis: Waste Heat Utilization in 
an Anaerobic Digestion System 
Bourne, Jake Vernon 
Tremonton, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Braithwaite, Nathan Edward 
Perry, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. John D. Rice 
Thesis: Laboratory Modeling of Erosion 
Potential of Seepage Barrier Material 
Bratt, Steven Paul 
West Valley City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. R. Rees Fullmer 
Thesis: Analysis of Star Identification 
Algorithms due to Spatial Distortion 
Campbell, Steven Taylor 
Everett, Washington 
Master of Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Carrigan, Lindsey DeBoer 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Darwin L. Sorensen 
Thesis: Examining ofNonpoint Source 





Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Jacob Gunther 
Thesis: Carrier Frequency Offset 




Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Reyhan Bal<tur 
Thesis: Design and Characterization of 
Circularly Polarized Caviry-Backed Slot 
Antennas in an In-House-Constructed 
Anechoic Chamber 
Christensen, Brady T. 
Central Valley, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Christensen, Nathan Alan 
Centerville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Blake P. Tullis 
Thesis: Flow Characteristics of Arced 
Labyrinth Weirs 
Clemens, Shannon Rachel 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Crockett, Derick Alan 
Hyde Park, Utah 
Master of Science 
Aerospace Engineering 
Dr. David K. Geller 
Thesis: GEO/LEO Space Object 
Inspection and Debris Disposal: A 
Preliminary Analysis Using a Carrier 
Satellite with Deployable Smallsats 
Cruz Rodriguez, Marcelle Stephanie 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Daines, Douglas A. 
Roy, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Computer Engineering 
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Datwyler, Trevor Todd 
Millville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dayie, James Alwel 
Accra, Ghana 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Del Toro, Adam 
St. George, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Robert E. Spall 
Thesis: Computational Fluid 
Dynamics Analysis of Butterfly Valve 
Performance Facrors 
Desai, Satyajit Anil 
Mumbai, India 
Master of Science 
Computer Engineering 
Dr. Sanghamitra Roy 
Thesis: Process Variation Aware Dram 
(Dynamic Random Access Memory) 
Design Using Block-Based Adaptive 
Body Biasing Algorithm 
Dev, Prajith 
Bengaluru, India 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Estrada, Gustavo Fuentes 
Toluca, Mexico 
Master of Education 
Electrical Engineering 
Farrell, Jonathan Bay 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. R. Ryan Dupont 
Thesis: Duckweed Uptake of 
Phosphorus and Five Pharmaceuticals: 
Microcosm and Wastewater Lagoon 
Studies 
Fawole, Olutosin Charles 
Osogbo, Nigeria 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Reyhan Baktur 
Thesis: A Multifunctional Solar Panel 
Antenna for Cube Satellites 
Firth, Jason Ray 
Heyburn, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Aerospace Engineering 
Fishelson, James Sidney 
Cold Spring Harbor, New York 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Kevin P. Heaslip 
Thesis: Placooning Safery and Capaciry 
in Aucomated Electric Transportation 
Fleshman, Mandie Swainston 
Prescon, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. John D. Rice 
Thesis: Laboracory Modeling of 
Critical Hydraulic Conditions for 
the Initiation of Piping 
Folsom, Charles Pearson 
Jackson, Montana 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Heng Ban 
Thesis: Effective Thermal Conductiviry 
ofTri-Isorropic (TRISO) Fuel Compacts 
Francis, Brett 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Freckleton, Derek Rulon 
Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Kevin P. Heaslip 
Thesis: Traffic Operations Analysis of 
Merging and Diverging Strategies for 
Aucomated Vehicles in an Aucomated 
Electric Transportation System 
Ganjanaboyena, Mohana Rupa 
Draper, Utah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Garcia, Rafael De Jesus 
Sanco Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Godfrey, Aaron Harrison 
West Valley City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Byard D. Wood and 
Dr. Roberr E. Spall 
Thesis: An Investigation into Delta 
Wing Vortex Generators as a Means 
of Increasing Algae Biofuel Raceway 
Vertical Mixing, Including an Analysis of 
the Resulting Turbulence Characteristics 
Graham, Brandon Reed 
Cottonwood Heights, Utah 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Grover, Steven M. 
North Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Hansen, Bryan David 
Hyde Park, Utah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Harris, Jeff Robert 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Hastings, Scott David 
Clearfield, Utah 




Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Or. Nicholas S. Fiann 
Thesis: Adaptive Re-Segmentation 
Strategies for Accurate Bright Field 
Cell Tracking 
Hobson, Andrew Joseph 
Escondido, California 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Or. Bethany T. Neilson 
Thesis: Qual2kw as a Decision 
Support Tool: Considerations for Data 
Collection, Calibration, and Numeric 
Nutrient Criteria 
Howell, G. Russell 
Saratoga Springs, Utah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Innis, Matthew James 
Park City, Utah 








Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Jarrett, Aaron L. 
Roosevelt, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jasthi, Naga Sai Ram Mallik 
Hyderabad, India 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Jeldes Colon, Wilhem Cristobal 
Sonta Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Jensen, Clayton E. 
Preston, ldal10 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Jensen, Joshua Aaron 
Lyman, Wyoming 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. James A. Bay 
Thesis: Analysis of a Full-Scale 
Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) 
Wall Using Crimped Wire 
Mat Reinforcement 
Jimenez Duran, Ivan Emilio 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Johnson, Nephi Ross 
Cedar City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Or. Marvin W. Halling 
Thesis: Testing of Rainflow Histograms 
of Strain for Implementation as a Bridge 
Weigh-In-Motion Technique 
Jones, Josh R. 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Or. Kevin P. Heaslip 
Thesis: A Method ro Quantify Road 
Safety Audit Data and Results 
Jones, Kyle Leonard 
Washington, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Kavathekar, Pooja Ashok 
Pune, India 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. YangQuan Chen 
Thesis: Cognitive Vehicle 
Platooning in the Era of Automated 
Electric Transportation 
Konda, Aravinda Reddy 
Hyderabad, India 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Kuturu, Sandeep Reddy 
Hyderabad, India 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Lance, Blake Weston 
Payson, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Byard D. Wood and 
Dr. Barton L. Smith 
Thesis: Using Stereo Particle Image 
Velocimetry ro Quantify and 
Optimize Mixing in an Algae 
Raceway Using Delea Wings 
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Lang, Shawn M. 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Thomas H. Fronk 
Thesis: Design of a Split Hopkinson 




Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Reyhan Baktur 
Thesis: Study of Inkjet Printing as an 
Ultra-Low-Cost Antenna Prototyping 
Method and Its Application to 
Conformal Wraparound Antennas for 
Sounding Rocket Sub-Payload 
Manchester, Schuyler James 
Evanston, Wyoming 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Dr. Renee C. Bryce 
Thesis: Combinatorial-Based 
Prioritization for User-Session-Based 
Test Suites 
Marshall, David Scott 
Visalia, California 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Martin, Sara Rebeca 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Martineau, Joshua F. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Maughan, Chad Michael 
Murray, Utah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Dr. Renee C. Bryce 
Thesis: Test Case Generation Using 
Combinatorial-Based Coverage for Rich 
Web Applications 
Maughan, Robert Gene 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
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Mawson, Ryan A. 
Miami, Florida 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Robert E. Spall 
Thesis: Bubble Coalescence and 
Breakup Modeling for Computing 
Mass Transfer Coefficien r 
McCulley, Jonathan Martin 
West Haven, Utah 
Master of Science 
Aerospace Engineering 
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore 
Thesis: Design and Testing of 
Digitally Manufactured Paraffin 
Acrylonirrile-Buradiene-Styrene 
Hybrid Rocker Motors 
McEntire, Kevin Joseph 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
McKee, Steven Chad 
Heber City, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Meeks, Anthony Dale 
West Valley City, Utah 




Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Laurie S. McNeill 
Thesis: Effect of Deposition from Static 
Test Fires on Corn and Alfalfa 
Mo,Jingwen 
Yiyang, China 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Heng Ban 
Thesis: Numerical and Experimental 
Study of Anisotropic Effective Thermal 








Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Barton L. Smith 
Thesis: Effect of Orifice Shape on 
Synthetic Jet Efficiency 
Neal, David Alexander 
Portland, Oregon 
Master of Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Todd K. Moon 
Thesis: Utilizing Correct Prior 
Probability Calculation to Improve 
Performance of Low-Density 
Parity-Check Codes in the Presence 
of Burst Noise 
Newby, Colby Dexter 
Circleville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Nielson, Andrew Graham 
Richfield, Urah 
Master of Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Olsen, Riley J. 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Michael C. Johnson 
Thesis: Hazard Classification and 
Hydraulic Remediation Options for 




Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. William J. Doucette 
Thesis: The Root Uptake of Organic 
Contaminants: Species Differences 
Owen, Nathaniel Scott 
Weston, Idaho 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Pakalapati, Aditya 
Hyderabad, India 
Master of Science 
Com purer Science 
Pant, Sunil Babu 
Bhararpur, Nepal 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Kevin P. Heaslip 
Thesis: Transporcarion Network 
Resiliency: A Study of Self-Annealing 
Perry, Jason Robert 
Norch Logan, Ural1 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Marvin W. Halling 
Thesis: Effects of Single Panel 
Replacement on a Full Scale, Full Depth, 
Precasr Concrete Bridge System 
Peterson, Zachary Wade 
Oak City, Urali 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore 
Thesis: Closed-Loop Thrust and Pressure 
Profile Throttling of a Nitrous Oxide/ 
HTPB Hybrid Rocker Motor 
Phillips, Michael Remington 
Buhl, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Aerospace Engineering 
Dr. David K. Geller 
Thesis: Spacecraft Collision Probability 




Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Byard D. Wood 
Thesis: Design and Construction 
of a Tunable Light Source with 
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) for 
Photosynthetic Organisms 
Pitigala, Nadishan 
Colombo, Sri Lanka 




Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Edmund Spencer 
Thesis: Optimization Algorithms 
for Nonlinear Systems 
Rajashekar, Swathi 
Shimoga, India 




Master of Science 
Irrigation Engineering 
Rawlings, Dustin Jay 
Pleasant View, Utah 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Jacob Gunther 
Thesis: Extracting Atmospheric Profiles 
from Hyperspecrral Dara Using Particle 
Filters 
Redd, Justin Ross 
Monticello, Urah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Dr. Daniel L. Bryce 
Thesis: The Effects of Abstraction 
on Best N Block First Search 
Reeves Joshua Taylor 
Roy, Utah 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Reynoso Ureiia, Karla Isabel 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. James A. Bay 
Thesis: A Parametric Study of 
Embankments on Clay Soils During 
Earthquake Shaking 
Roth, Oksana N. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. William J. Doucette 
Thesis: Evaluating rhe Effectiveness 
of Three Urali Wastewater Treatment 
Facilities in Removing Pharmaceuticals 
and Personal Care Products 
Sathish, Ashik 
Bellbrook, Ohio 
Master of Science 
Biological Engineering 
Dr. Ronald C. Sims 
Thesis: Biodiesel Production from 
Mixed Culture Algae via a Wet Lipid 
Extraction Procedure 
Shaffer, Timothy J. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environment Engineering 
Shankaran, Shree Ramkumar 
Tiruchirappalli, India 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Sharp, Bryan Thomas 
Salt Lake City, Utah 




Master of Science 
Biological Engineering 
Dr. Charles D. Miller 
Thesis: The Anrimycobacrerial Activity 
of Hypericum perforatum Herb and the 
Effects of Surfactants 
Shields, Marc David 
Taylorsville, Urali 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Shurtz, Benjamin Kelly 
Orem, Ural1 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Byard D. Wood 
Thesis: Resource Requirements 
for Large-Scale Microalgae Biofuel 
Production Based on Systems 
Engineering Process Models 
Simmons, Colton Davis 
Mantua, Urali 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environment Engineering 
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Smith, Cody S. 
Murray, Utah 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Scott E. Budge 
Thesis: Compressive Point Cloud 
Super Resolution 
Smith, Colton Fawns 
Fielding, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Steven L. Barfuss 
Thesis: The Effects Thar In-Field 




Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Kevin P. Heaslip 
Thesis: Developing a Framework to 
Analyze the Effect of Mobile Technology 
within a Department ofTransportation 
Stanley, Travis DeWayne 
Green River, Wyoming 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Steele, Alexander Lee 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Aerospace Engineering 
Stevens, Lorin Edward 
North Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Leila J. Ladani 
Thesis: Thermo-Piezo- Electro 
Simulation of Aluminum Gallium 
Nitride (AJGaN)/Gallium Nitride (GaN) 
Mobility Transistor 
Sullivan, Stephanie Whalen 
Vancouver, Washington 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Charles M. Swenson 
Thesis: Optical Sensors for Mapping 
Temperature and Winds in the 
Thermosphere from a Cubesar Platform 
64 
Tait, Michael Carson 
Fruit Heights, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Tejeda, Abiezer 
San Cristobal, Dominican Republic 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Chris Winstead 
Thesis: Correcting Errors Due to Species 
Correlations in the Marginal Probability 
Density Evolution Algorithm 
Thakre, Akshay 
Nagpur, India 




Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Toribio, David Francisco 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Chris Winstead 
Thesis: Performance of a High Speed 
Transcuraneous Link with Error 
Correction Coding 
Voleti, Ram Suclheer 
Nuzvid, India 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Byard D. Wood 
Thesis: Experimental Studies of Vertical 
Mixing in an Open Channel Raceway 
for Algae Biofuel Production 
Wang, Jiyuan 
Hangzhou, China 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Dr. Xiaojun Qi 
Thesis: A Localized Geometric-
Distortion Resilient Digital 
Watermarking Scheme Using Two Kinds 
of Complementary Feature Points 
Wang, Ziang 
Zibo, China 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Scott E. Budge 
Thesis: People Marching for 
Transportation Planning Using 
Optimized Features and Texel Camera 
Dara for Sequential Estimation 
Warner, Scott Olsen 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Barton L. Smith 
Thesis: Autocorrelation-Based Estimate 
of Particle Image Density in Particle 
Image Velocimerry (PIV) 
Warren, Ryan Harold 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Weston, Logan R. 
Farr West, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Whiting, Brant Russell 
Layton, Utah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Jeffrey S. Horsburgh 
Thesis: Improving Surrogate Monitoring 
Techniques for Suspended Sediment 
Wilson, Matthew D. 
Delta, Utah 
Aerospace Engineering 
Dr. Stephen A. Whitmore 
Thesis: Catalytic Decomposition of 
Nitrous Oxide Monopropellant for 
Hybrid Motor Ignition 
Wing, Matthew Odell 
Crestview, Florida 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Wood, Brett J. 
Bluebell, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Woodson, Kenneth Michael 
Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina 
Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Woolston, Craig A. 
Riverdale, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Wright, Nathan William 
Vernal, Urah 
Master of Science 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Dr. Blake P. Tullis 
Thesis: Air Vent Sizing in Low-Level 
Outler Works for Small-to-Medium 
Sized Dams 
Zabriskie, Adam Xenon 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Heng Ban 
Thesis: Simulation of Counterintuitive 
Pressure Drop in a Parallel Flow Design 
for a Specimen Basket for Use in the 
Advance Test Reactor 
Zahm, Anthony David 
Tremonton, Utah 
Master of Engineering 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Zohur, Abdul 
Kabul, Afghanistan 
Master of Science 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Bedri Cetiner 
Thesis: Micro-Electro-Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS) Integrated Frequency 
Reconfigurable Antenna 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Akari, Aber Ali 
Zwara, Libya 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Allen, Esther E. 
Victor, Idaho 
Master of Arts 
English 
Ansbergs, Deborah E. 
Providence, Utah 
Master of Science 
American Studies 
Atkinson, Douglas Bryan 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Political Science 
Bennion, Katherine Anne 
Roy, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Biddulph, Susan K. 
North Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
American Studies 
Buchanan, Karyl 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Butler, Amanda Lee 
Provo, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Carattini, Chelsea E. 
Cedar City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Political Science 
Child, Gregory Scott 
Snohomish, Washington 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Copeland, Preston Charles 
Logan, Utah 








Master of Science 
History 
Dyer, James Gil 
Smithfield, Utah 
Master of Social Sciences 
Edwards, Tori 
Murray, Utah 
Master of Science 
American Studies 
Dr. Steve Siporin 
Thesis: The STPs of Rockville: 
Volunteerism, Preservation, and Sense 
of Community in Small-Town 
Southern Utah 
Fassmann, Sarah B. 
Kaysville, Utah 
Master of Arts 
History 
Dr. David R. Lewis 
Thesis: "Super Salesmen" for the 
Toughest Sales Job: The Utah Nippo, 
Salt Lake City's Japanese Americans, and 
Proving Group Loyalty, I 941-1946 
Feng, Cho-Chien 
Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
Master of Arts 
History 
Fischback, Sierra Parsons 
Soldotna, Alaska 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Formisano, Matt Scott 
Centennial, Colorado 
Master of Science 
Political Science 
Foster, Joseph Guy 
Duchesne, Utah 
Master of Arts 
History 
Dr. Daniel J. Mdnerney 
Thesis: Homesickness and the Location 
of Home: Germans, Heimweh, and the 
American Civil War 
Gibbons Stuart Bradley 
Wellsville, Utah 








Master of Science 
English 
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Hatch, Michael Perry 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Arts 
English 
Higham, Isaac McKay 
South Jordan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Political Science 
Hildebrandt, Tod William 
Woodland, California 
Master of Science 
Anthropology 
Holdaway, Susan 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Hollenback, Janae Suzanne 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Howard, Jeffrey Garn 
Kuna, Idaho 
Master of Arts 
English 
Dr. Jeffrey R. Smitten 
Thesis: Transcending the Material Self: 
Reading Ghosts in Samuel Richardson's 
Novel Clarissa 
Jacobs, Paul Douglas 
Vestal, New York 
Master of Science 
Sociology 
Dr. Christy M. Glass 
Thesis: The Role of Educational 
Attainment in Migration Probability 
and Destination Selection for the 
Metropolitan Rust Belt, 1980-2000 
Jeon, Sun Young 
Daegu, South Korea 
Master of Science 
Sociology 
Dr. Eric N. Reither 
Thesis: A Demographic Evaluation of 
Increasing Rates of Suicide Mortality in 
Japan and South Korea 
66 
Johnson, Bryan Walter 
Price, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Dr. Jennifer Sinor 
Thesis: Dystopian Literature and the 
Novella Form as Illustrated Through Side 
Effects, an Original Novella 
Johnson, Melissa Lyn 
Richmond, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Jones, Camarie Tanesha 
Sandy, Utah 
Master of Science 
Political Science 
King, Whitney LaBeau 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Dr. Patricia M. Gantt 
Thesis: Mormon Mommy Biogs: 
"There's gotta be some women out there 
who feel the same way." 
Kirkham, James Chase 
Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Arts 
History 
Dr. Philip L. Barlow 
Thesis: "Words Without End": 
The Cosmological Theodic.y of 
Brigham Young 
Ladd, Kristin Yoshiko 
Valencia, California 
Master of Arts 
American Studies 
Dr. Melody Graulich 
Thesis: Jack London: Landscape, 
Love, and Place 
Mansfield, Jennifer Rose 
Hyde Park, Utah 
Master of Science 
American Studies 
Dr. Steve Siporin 
Thesis: "Ir's Wraylynn-with a W" 
Distinctive Mormon Naming Practices 
Matheson, Breeanne 
West Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Maughan, Matthew Larsen 
Nibley, Utah 
Master of Arts 
American Studies 
Mecham, Timothy M. 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Mitchell, Janet 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Social Work 
Nickl, Tyler Austin 
Bountiful, Utah 
Master of Science 
American Studies 
Dr. Melody Graulich 
Thesis: Farmer, Miner, Ranger, Writer: 
Representations of Work, Occupation, 
and Class in the Writing of Wendell 
Berry and Edward Abbey 
Olsen, Cecily Anne 
Draper, Utah 




Master of Science 
English 
O'Scanlon, Gayle Mary 
Hyde Park, Ural1 
Master of Science 
English 
Otte, Rejeana Kylynne 
Waukee, Iowa 
Master of Science 
English 
Pelzer, Marie Jaquelin 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Master of Arcs 
American Studies 
Dr. Melody Graulich 
Thesis: From Eden to Dystopia: An 
Ecocritical Examination of Emergent 
Mythologies in Early Los Angeles 
Literary Texts 
Price, Ryan James 
Rexburg, Idaho 
Master of Science 
English 
Quistberg, Rachel Ann 
Herriman, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Reeder, Craig Edward 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Arts 
Political Science 
Ryan,BernadeneJoy 
Sydney, Nova Scotia 
Master of Science 
American Studies 
Dr. Lynne S. McNeil! 
Thesis: Life Change Narratives: When 
the Road Diverges 
Scarfone, Karen Ann 
Clifton, Virginia 
Master of Science 
English 
Sharp, Mary Elizabeth 
North Logan, Utah 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Spencer, Patricia A. 
North Logan, Utah 
Master of Arts 
History 
Dr. Edward Glatfelter 
Thesis: Malaya's Indian Tamil Labor 
Diaspora: Colonial Subversion of 
Their Quest for Agency and 
Modernity ( 194 5-1948) 
Suddreth, Simone 
North Salt Lake, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Swalboski, Jennifer Marie 
Lino Lakes, Minnesota 
Master of Science 
Sociology 
Dr. Douglas B. Jackson-Smith 
Thesis: The Effects of the Political 
Landscape on Social Movement 
Organization Tactical Choices 
Thomas, Jacob Lyman 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Master of Science 
English 
Thornley, Rosa Lee 
Thatcher, Utah 
Master of Science 
American Studies 
Dr. Evelyn I. Funda 
Thesis: Park Valley, Utah's Shivaree 
Tradition: A Rite of Social Acceptance 
Tsai, Hsiao-Mei 
Taoyuan, Taiwan 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Vane, Jacob David 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Arts 
American Studies 
Dr. Steve Siporin 
Thesis: Prayer, Sacrifice, and 
Service: Themes in the Mormon Folk 
Narrative Tradition 
Warren, Stephen Allen 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Watts, Steven Richard 
Orem, Utah 
Master of Science 
English 
Dr. David E. Hailey 
Thesis: iDilemmas and Education 
Weaver, Ian Robert 
Cedar Park, Texas 
Master of Science 
English 
Dr. Paul Crumbley 
Thesis: "To Taste Her Mystic Bread" 
or "The Mocking Echo of His Own": 
Uses of Nature in the Poems of Emily 
Dickinson and Robert Frost 
Whiteley, Lea Marie 
Madison Heights, Virginia 
Master of Second Language Teaching 
Wind, Dave 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Communication 
Winn, Russell B. 
Preston, Idaho 
Master of Science 
English 
Winters, Matthew Timothy 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Arts 
English 
Zemke, Cynthia M. 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Master of Science 
History 
Dr. Denise 0. Conover 
Thesis: Stephen C. Rowan and the 
U.S. Navy: Sixty Years of Service 
Zohner, Bethany 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Master of Arts 
English 
S. J. & JESSIE E. QUINNEY 
COLLEGE OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
Allen, Cody M. 
Garden City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Watershed Science 
Nancy 0. Mesner 
Thesis: Seasonal Transport of Suspended 
Solids and Nutrients Between Bear River 
and Bear Lake 
Baldwin, Benjamin Daniel 
Cedar City, Utah 
Master of Natural Resources 
Bangen, Sara Gene 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
Master of Science 
Watershed Science 
Dr. Joseph M. Wheaton 
Thesis: Comparison ofTopographic 
Surveying Techniques in Screams 
Bezzant, Jr., Gary J. 
Enoch, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Dimensions of Ecosystems 
Science and Management 
Dr. Robert H. Schmidt 
Thesis: Instances of Conflict and 
Cooperation: An Exploration into 
the Role of Competition Between 
USDA-Wildlife Services and Wildlife 
Control Operators 
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Broyles, George A. 
Eagle, Idaho 
Master of Natural Resources 
Burson, Dawnee L. 
Ramah, New Mexico 
Master of Natural Resources 
Buss, Matthew Jacob 
Springfield, Oregon 
Master of Natural Resources 
Call, Andrew Patrick 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Dimensions of Ecosystems 
Science and Management 
Dr. Steven W. Burr 
Thesis: Sustainable Ski Resorts 
in the State of Utah: Working Toward 
the Future 
Callahan, Colin Matthew 
Winter Springs, Florida 
Master of Science 
Ecology 
Dr. Karen E. Mock 
Thesis: Continental-Scale 
Characterization of Molecular Variation 
in Quaking Aspen 
Clark, Jamie Cottrell 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Geography 
Cook, Seth Lanier 
Greenwood, South Carolina 
Master of Science 
Human Dimensions of Ecosystems 
Science and Management 
Dr. Zhao Ma 
Thesis: Carbon Sequestration on Utah 
Rangelands: A Landowner Perspective 
Covington, Collin E. 
Hurricane, Utah 
Master of Natural Resources 
Curtis, Rachel 
Richfield, Utah 
Master of Science 
Wildlife Biology 
Dr. S. Nicole Frey 
Thesis: Facrors Influencing 
Relocation Success of Utah Prairie Dog 
( Cynomys parvidens) 
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Easter, Joshua Richard 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Master of Natural Resources 
Eriksson, Michael Kirt 
Heber City, Utah 
Master of Natural Resources 
Gardner, Richard Scott 
Plantation, Florida 
Master of Science 
Forestry 
Dr. Karen E. Mock 
Thesis: Clonal Diversity of Quaking 
Aspen: How Multiple Clones May Add 
to the Resilience of This Forest Type 
Gruber, Natasha Wanda 
Melrose, Minnesota 
Master of Science 
Wildlife Biology 
Dr. Terry A. Messmer 
Thesis: Population Dynamics and 
Movements ofTranslocated and 
Resident Greater Sage-Grouse on Anthro 
Mountain, Utah 
Hansen, Daniel Alex 
Bluebell, Utah 
Master of Natural Resources 
Hegeman, Ericka E. 
Seattle, Washington 
Master of Science 
Ecology 
Dr. Scott W. Miller 
Thesis: Modeling Freshwater Mussel 
Distribution in Relation to Biotic and 
Abiotic Habitat Variables in the Middle 
Fork John Day River, Oregon 
Herrera, Ashly Nicole 
Los Lunas, New Mexico 
Master of Natural Resources 
Iles, David T. 
Sault See Marie, Canada 
Master of Science 
Ecology 
Dr. David N. Koons 
Thesis: Drivers of Nest Success and 
Stochastic Population Dynamics of the 
Common Eider (Somateria mollissima) 
lmmekev, David Raymond 
South Lake Tahoe, California 
Master of Science 
Watershed Science 
Janzen, Brandy Carroll 
Bozeman, Montana 
Master of Natural Resources 
Kartchner, Halley Kate 
Provo, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Dimensions of Ecosystems 
Science and Management 
Keller, Daniel Louis 
Price, Utah 
Master of Natural Resources 
Kilmer, Colyn 
Sale Lake City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Human Dimensions of Ecosystem 
Science and Management 
Latta, Katie Marie 
Sc. Louis, Missouri 
Master of Natural Resources 
Lewis, Matthew Brian 
Ogden, Ucal1 
Master of Science 
Ecology 
Dr. Eugene W. Schupp 
Thesis: Roads and the Reproductive 
Ecology of Hesperidanthus suffeutescens, 
an Endangered Shrub 
Li, Enjie 
Beijing, China 
Master of Science 
Bioregional Planning 
Maples, Matthew L. 
Sparks, Nevada 
Master ofNacurai Resources 
Maughan, Brody T. 
Newton, Utah 
Master of Science 
Range Science 
Dr. Juan J. Villalba 
Thesis: Importance of Grass-Legume 
Choices on Cattle Grazing Behavior and 
Performance 
McCoy, Ripley Clayton 
Hunter, Oklahoma 
Master of Science 
Watershed Science 
Dr. Jiming Jin 
Thesis: Improvements in Regional 
Climate Simulations in WRF Through 
Bias Correction of Forcing Data 
Mitchell, Dustin Lee 
Springville, Utah 
Master of Science 
Wildlife Biology 
Dr. Michael L. Wolfe 
Thesis: Cougar Predation Behavior in 
North-Central Utah 
Moore, Richard Wayne 
Columbia, Missouri 
Master of Natural Resources 
Peterson, Stephen Linden 
Logan, Utah 
Master of Science 
Wildlife Biology 
Dr. David N. Koons 
Thesis: Legacy Effects of Habitat 
Degradation by Lesser Snow Geese on 
Ground-Nesting Savannah Sparrows 
along the Hudson Bay Lowlands 
Petrtyl, Bryan Robert 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Master of Science 
Recreation Resource Management 
Reinwald, Alexandra Dawn 
Sacramenro, California 
Master of Science 
Ecology 
Dr. Eugene W. Schupp 
Thesis: Effects of Non-Surface-
Disturbing Resroration Treatments on 
Native Grass Revegetation and Soil 
Seed Bank Composition in Cheatgrass-
Invaded Sagebrush-Steppe Ecosystems 
Retzlaff, Elysia 
Salr Lake City, Utah 
Master of Natural Resources 
Rockwood, Milena Dawn 
Farmingron, Utal1 
Master ofNarnral Resources 
Schwender, Megan Renee 
Kirkland, Washington 
Master of Science 
Wildlife Biology 
Dr. Patricia Cramer 
Thesis: Mule Deer and Wildlife 
Crossings in Utah, USA 
Stam, Carson Antone 
Saratoga Springs, Urah 
Master of Science 
Range Science 
Thesis: Using Biophysical Geosparial 
and Remotely Sensed Dara to Classify 
Ecological Sires and States 
Stock, Crystal Ann 
Garrerrsville, Ohio 
Master of Narnral Resources 
Stout, Justin C. 
Hurricane, Ural1 
Master of Science 
Watershed Science 
Dr. Patrick Belmont 
Thesis: Identifying and Quantifying 
Sediment Sources and Sinks in rhe Root 
River, Southeastern Minnesota 
Unger Ill, Joseph Wtlliam 
Warrendale, Pennsylvania 
Master of Science 
Recreation Resource Management 
Dr. Steven W. Burr 
Thesis: Utah Angler Specialization 
and Its Relationship to Environmental 
Arritudes and Angler Morivarions 
Vandee Laan, Jacob John 
Belmont, Michigan 
Master of Science 
Ecology 
Dr. Charles P. Hawk.ins 
Thesis: Linking Land Use, lnstream 
Stressors, and Biological Integrity 
to Infer Likely Causes of Ecological 
Impairment in Streams 
Van Horne, Rachel M. 
Mayfield Heights, Ohio 
Master of Science 
Fisheries Biology 
Dr. Brerr Roper 
Thesis: Generic Starns of Isolated 
Populations of Colorado River Currhroat 
Trom ( Oncorhynchus clarkii pleuriticus) 
in the North Fork Lirrle Snake River 
Drainage, Wyoming 
Ware, Ian Michael 
Collierville, Tennessee 
Master of Science 
Ecology 
Dr. Peter B. Adler 
Thesis: The Effects of Bison on 
Carrie Winter Range in the Henry 
Mountains of South Central Utah: 
Resolving a Conflict 
Welsh, Sonya Britt 
Ogden, Urah 
Master of Science 
Watershed Science 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
Allen, Eric B. 
Seatrle, Washington 
Master of Science 
Geology 
Dr. Tammy M. Rirrenour 
Thesis: Dendrochronologic 
Reconstruction of Logan River Flows, 
Northern Utah 
Beard, Eric Peter 
Castle Dale, Ural1 
Master of Science 
Geology 
Dr. Anthony R. Lowry 
Thesis: Modeling Lithospheric Rheology 
from Modern Measurements of 
Bonneville Shoreline Deformation 
Bodily, Janice 
Millville, Utah 
Master of Mathematics 
Call, Robert Welch 
Batesville, Indiana 
Master of Science 
Physics 
Dr. T. C. Shen 
Thesis: The Effect of Growth Parameters 
on the Height and Density of Carbon 
Nanornbe Forests 
Checketts, Lynette 
Bear River, Utah 
Master of Mathematics 
Fowers, Shawn Wilford 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Mathematics 
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Gangnang Fosso, Placede Judicaelle 
Douala, Cameroon 
Master of Science 
Statistics 
Godfrey, Valerie 
West Valley City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Biochemistry 
Dr. Lance C. Seefeldt 
Thesis: Production of Biodiesel 
from Oleaginous Organisms Using 
Underutilized Wastewater Resources 
Hansen, Jennifer 
American Fork, Utah 
Master of Science 
Ecology 
Dr. Helga Van Miegroet 
Thesis: Atmospheric Nitrogen 
Deposition: Possible Effects of Alpine 
Ecosystems above 9000 Feet in Grand 
Teton National Park 
Hestetune, Brian James 
Burlington, North Carolina 
Master of Science 
Mathematics 
Hodges, Joshua L. 
Covina, California 
Master of Science 
Physics 
Dr. John R. Dennison 
Thesis: In Situ Measurements of 
Electron-Beam-Induced Surface Voltage 
of Highly Resistive Materials 
Jang, Yoonho 
Seoul, South Korea 
Master of Science 
Mathematics 
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Jones, Todd R. 
Brigham City, Utah 
Master of Science 
Statistics 
Dr. John R. Stevens 
Thesis: Sig Tree: An Automated Meta-
Analytic Approach to Find Significant 
Branches in a Phylogenetic Tree 
Lasisi, Abibat Adebisi 
Lagos, Nigeria 
Master of Mathematics 
Maier, Monika Elise 
Portland, Oregon 
Master of Science 
Biology 
Dr. Kimberly A. Sullivan 
Thesis: Clark's Nutcracker Seed 
Harvesting Patterns in Glacier 
National Park and a Novel Method for 
Monitoring Whitebark Pine Cone Use 
Morse, Dillon 
Carrboro, North Carolina 
Master of Science 
Mathematics 
Pearce, Heidi Robynn 
Rapid City, South Dakota 
Master of Science 
Applied Environmental Geoscience 
Quach, Anna Thu 
Twin Falls, Idaho 




Master of Mathematics 
Sant, Christopher J. 
Rigby, Idaho 
Master of Science 
Geology 
Dr. John W Shervais 
Thesis: Geothermal Alteration of Basaltic 
Core from the Snake River Plain, Idaho 
Shenoy, Alok Gopalkrishna 
Bombay, India 
Master of Science 
Chemistry 
Dr. Alvan C. Hengge 
Thesis: Mechanistic and Structural 
Investigations of the Phosphothreonine 
Lyase Class of Enzymes 
Suyundikov, Anvar Abdumitalimovich 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 
Master of Science 
Statistics 
Thorson, Eric V. 
Nibley, Utah 
Master of Mathematics 
Voge, Nathan D. 
Ogden, Utah 
Master of Science 
Statistics 
SPECIAL HONORS AND CERTIFICATES 
VALEDICTORIANS 
A valedictorian has been selected by each 
college of the Universiry. Each valedictorian 
has selected a faculry escort. 
College of Agriculture 
Heather Ann Larson 
Escort, Larry Rupp 
Caine College of the Arts 
Andrea Louise Decker Moreno 
Escort, Cindy Dewey 
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business 
Zachary John Maxfield 
Escort, Paul Fjeldsted 
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and 
Human Services 
Katherine Faun Lovendale 
Escort, Barbara Fiechtl 
College of Engineering 
Ruth Anne Miller 
Escort, Thomas Fronk 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
Anna Maria Guadarrama Estrada 
Escort, J. P Spicer-Escalante 
SJ. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural 
Resources 
Chelsea DeMarco 
Escort, Fee Busby 
College of Science 
Brian Joshua Sanders 
Escort, Sean Johnson 
UNIVERSITY 
CITIZENSHIP AWARDS 
Presented annually to the graduating senior 
female and male student who best portray 
high traits of character, scholarship and 
citizenship. 
Hailee Arlene Bradford 
Jordan Carl Hunt 
HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES 















































Anna Maria Guadarrama Estrada 
Dallen Hansen 
Gordon Hoffman 







Laura Anne Wright 
CERTIFICATES OF AREA STUDIES 
Law and Society 
Mitch Gordon Daley 
Selau Audora Weekes 
Medieval and Early Modern Studies 
Elsa Christine Schneider 
Museum Studies 
Melissa Ann Allen 
Allison P Brown 
Symone RosaMaria Caldwell Ferris 
Aurora Elaine Wallis 
Martin Hughes Welker 
Native American Studies 
Kevin M. Conti 
Women and Gender Studies 
Stepfan Von Huntsman 
Lacie Lynn Markland 
Desirae Michelle Smith 
Clare Louise Vaterlaus 
UNITED STATES 



























The quality of performance in academic work enables the following to be graduates with distinction. Those who have met the 
residence requirement and have maintained a grade point average of3.95 to 4.00 are graduated Summa Cum Laude; those whose 
average is 3.80 to 3.949, Magna Cum Laude; and those whose average is 3.50 to 3.799, Cum Laude. 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Andersen, Kathryn R 
Ayne, Lauren Elisabeth 
Bagley, Matthew Greg 
Bailey, Julienne Suzette 
Baldazzi, Gina Lynn 
Bennett, Brittin W 
Bennett, Marilyn 
Bingham, Rochelle Dawn 
Botts, Colin 
Brand, Karlie 
Brown, Rachel R 
Buchanan, Courtney Emerson 
Campbell, Carli Brianne 
Capener, Chris D 
Carlsen, Michelle 
Carpenter, Caitlin 
Chini, Courtney C 
Colgan, Brit Arvid 
Conway, Becky Lynne 
Cozzens, Brennan Gerrit 
Cragun, Shaundra Kaye 
Curtis, Lindsey Renee 
Darger, Brittany Nicole 
Darrington, Eldon E 
Decker, Andrea Louise 
DeMarco, Chelsea 
Dettinger, Rachel Anna 
Duke, Elizabeth Anne 
Dulin, Hannah Marie 
Dutson, Stevie L 
Edwards, Allison 
Ellsworth, Dustin Kevin 
Emch, Stephanie Nicole 
Evans, Marianne Bristow 
Fawson, George Clark 
Fox, Hayley Morgan 
Fox, Jillian C 
Gamble, Randi Murphy 
Gill, Angela Mae 
Goller, Maria 
Graham, Richard Bradley 
Guadarrama, Anna Maria 
Hillyard, Kristi Bonkemeyer 
Housekeeper, Hayley Anna 
Howell, Christina S 
Irwin, Tyson Paul 
Iverson, Meghan 
Jensen, Tyson J 
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Johnson, Clint Preal 
Koberstein, Camille 
Kunz, Krystal 
Lancaster, Jamie Laurelle 
Larson, Heather Ann 
Lawson, Lathan 
Liin, Amber Irene 
Littler, Kimberly Renae 
Lovendale, Katherine Faun 
Madsen, Shanalee Stubbs 
Manley, Kandi 
Maxfield, Zachary John 
McGuire, Paige 
Mickenham, Shana 
Miller, Amanda Justine 
Miller, Ruth Anne 
Millet, Jennifer Michelle 
Mousley, Sarah Camille 
Nielson, Ian Joseph 
Olsen, Adriane Arlene 
Ostler, Megan Jane 
Parker, Samantha Marie 
Peck, Loren Kent 
Pedersen, Sara Lynn 
Perkins, Christopher Kent 
Petersen, Matthew Gary 
Petersen, Stephanie S 
Pincock, Brian Booth 
Prettyman, Lindsay M 
Price, Tyson James 
Rasmussen, Adam Kimball 
Rasmussen, Camille Anne 
Rasmussen, Kristina 
Rawlings, Rachel Ann 
Reed, Keaton Thomas 
Reese, Kris Welker 
Richards, Leticia Rayann 
Rodman, Elizabeth Anne 
Rowe, Taryn Jean 
Sanders, Brian Joshua 
Sehestedt, Amy S 
Smith, Alisha Norman 
Soelberg, Madeline 
Sorenson, Brooke Rose 
Squire, Amber Lynn 
Squire, Aubrianne 
Stacey, Christina A 
Sullivan, Hillary Faith 
Tate, Daniel Firmage 
Thomas, Sarah Marie 
Thompson, Andrea Dawn 
Thompson, Angela Janet 
Thompson, William Brady 
Titus, Patricia A 
Transtrum, Emily 
Turner, Courtney G 
Turner, Kaylie Ann 
Visser, Joseph R 
Wang, Dan 
Watkins, Tyson Ronald 
Welliver, Amele Paige 
Wells, Kelton K 
Westberg, Jerry Mark 
Willis, Yvette Rochelle 
Woodbury, Tyler Weston 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Abbott, Samuel Oliver 
Adams, Christian Thomas 
Adams, Kjersten 
Allen, Emily Lisea 
Allen, Lena 
Allred, Benjamin Haws 
Allred, Breanna Kae 
Allred, Carlie 
Andersen, Melissa Kirsten 
Anderson, Abigail Jonna 
Anderson, Chelsea Lynn 
Anderson, Marissa Kinuye 
Anderson, Thomas H 




Batty, Clegg Dale 
Belnap, Emily 
Berntson, Michelle 
Berrett, Adrienne M 
Berrett, Beverly J 
Berry, Michelle Fae 
Bigelow, Kelsie Kate 
Black, Elizabeth Miller 
Black, Katelyn Noelle 
Blackburn, Hope Chantelle 
Blackham, Kaitlyn Averett 
Blackmore, Pamela 
Blauer, Marissa Mikami 
Blume, Joshua David 
Bobo, LXJ 
Broadbent, Mecka Rose 
Brockman, Rouchelle 
Brown, Jessica Marie 
Brown, Leslie Ann 
Buhler, Michael D 
Burt, Bridger Richards 
Bueler, Amy Nicole Nixon 
Butterfield, Landryanne 
Byers, Rebecca Ann 
Campbell, Breer Bradley 
Cannon, Andrea Lynne 
Carter, Natalie 
Casaretti, Olga Anna 
Chase, Benjamin D 
Christensen, Allison 
Christensen, Jonathan E 
Clagg, Michael Paul 
Clark, Kathryn Jane 
Clarke, Karina 
Clayson, Jaden L 
Clyde, Joseph Wright 
Co, Cunis J 
Cook, David William 
Coombs, Micah Wayne 
Cope, Kevin Richard 
Cordingley, Howard Lee 
Comell, Joseph M 
Crane, Rebecca Rae 
Crockett, Jody Don 
Currin, Benjamin Jeremy 
Curtis, Chelsea Andrus 
Davis, Roger Lowell 
Day, Chelynn Britton 
Denison, Elise R 
Dickerson, Brianna Nichole 
Drake, Laura Hatch 
Drake, Lori Ann 
Dunn, Gordon Reed 
Dunn, Kaila Marie 
Egbert, Danielle 
Eldredge, David T 
Ensign, Shelby Ann 
Erickson, Rob K 
Espinoza, Anthony Steven 
Esplin, Rebecca 
Ewing, Erika icole 
Fife, Coerina L 
Folkner, David E 
Frost, Cheri Lynne 
Frost, Heather Marlene 
Fry, Rachel Kenley 
Funk, Thomas Meyer 
Garner, Tamara M 
Gee, Rebecca Louise 
Gen cry, Te Ria B 
Golding, Sara Lyn 
Gould, Steven W 
Grapp, Ryan Jeffrey 
Green, Alexander Hyrum 
Griffeth, Sarah 
Grover, Ma Elizabeth Bolo 
Gunter, Kodi Lee 
Gutierrez, Pamela Lynn 
Hafen, Trevin J 
Hall, Julie Novelle 
Hammond, Brady M 
Hancock, Chrisry R 
Handy, Clayton Donald 
Hanks, Benjamin Levi 
Hansen, Caleb Lynn 
Hansen, Kurr D 
Hansen, Megan Elizabeth 
Hansen, Trevor S 
Harries, Vanessa 
Harris, Kimberly Allred 
Hawkes, Kevin W 
Hawkins, Susan Elizabeth 
Hazen, McCalle Louise 
Heath, Kamisha Lynn 
Hendricks, Michael D 
Hepworth, Sharee Lynn 
Hernandez, elson Ellion 
Hewlett, Justin S 
Hidalgo, Jeremy Craig 
Hill, Karla Michelle 
Hilton, Ruch Elizabeth 
Hirz, Ashley Jean 
Hofer, Madalyne 
Honey, Susan L 
Houston, Nathan G 
Hulet, Laura Renae 




Ivie, Wendel Tyre! 
Jackson, Brian James 
Jacobs, Chad Hoffman 
Jakeman, Tiffany Lorraine 
James, Sydney 
Jaques, Delene Jenkins 
Jardine, Lauren J 
Jenkins, Jarren D 
Jensen, Kimberlee Bech 
Jensen, Linsey Johnson 
Jensen, Manha Louise 
Jensen, Penny Jeane 
Jensen, Shalissa 
Jeppsen, Cassandra Marie 
Jeppson,Jordan Kaye 
Jewkes, Emily Anne 
Johnson, Benjamin Lovell 
Johnson, Corey Glen 
Johnson, Eden M 
Johnson, Kelby Alexander 
Johnson, Nephi Ross 
Jones, Stephanie Lynne 
Jones, Traci Leigh 
Kano, Thomas Takashi 
Keaton, Rhett Donald 
Keyes, Jacob Dale 
Killian, Diannah Marie 
Killpack, Brett Bjornn 
Kingsford, Abigail Noel 
Knight, Emily Baird 
Kong, Yue 
Krohn, Samantha Anne 
Lachmar, Ellen Margaret 
Lance, Blake W 
Lang, Man 
Larsen, Hilary Ann 
Larson, Anna Kendell 
Larson, Hailey E 
Larson, Tiffany 
Leary, Jo 
LeBaron, Jordon Gerald 
Lee, Richard Grant 
Liston, Kiley Marie 
Long, Rose Canyon 
Lotspeich, James A 
Lyons, Alexis 
Mackay, Kyle Keith 
Magula, Christine E 
Manning, Shenise Lynn 
Marchant, Score D 
Marler, Britney Michelle 
Martineau, Vicky C 
Marx, Winona Rose 
Maughan, Robert Gene 
McBride, Jonathan Bret 
Mcconkie, Samuel Birner 
McDougal, Kaelyn M 
Mcfarlane, Maegan Kali 
Mclff, Sarrong 
Mendenhall, Larisa Lind 
Merrill, Shay N 
Meyerhoff, Danielle 
Miller, Joan Elyia 
Miller, Trent Russell 
Millson, Hannah 
Mitchel, Colin James 
Mitton, Paige Ann 
Moody, Natalie Collene 
Morrison, Carlie Jean 
Morrison, Moroni James 
Nelson, Jenna 
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Nelson, KayDee Pauline Elison Sessions, Kimberly May Wolcott, Aaron A 
Nelson, Rebecca McKee Shaffer, Amber Lynne Womack, Chelsie Rae 
Nelson, Teresa Walden Shepherd, Cassandra L Wood, Brett J 
Newson, Suzanne Smith, Chase Kent Wood, Kristalee 
Nielson, Karen Smith, Suzy Wright, Emma Rae 
Nielson, Samantha Paige Snow, Amanda Lorraine Wright, Laura Anne 
Nitzel, Kayleigh DeNae Soderman, Jaymie Lin Wright, Michael Thomas 
Norris, Natalie Jo Sorensen, Kristina Marie Wright, Phillip Ralph 
Oblad, Sierra Elizabeth Spackman, Brian P Young, Brennan W 
Oliphant, Nathan Douglas Spinner, Jesse W Zahrabelny, Paul A 
Olsen, Jennifer Anne Spjut, Alyssa Zimmerman, Lindsey Kay 
Olsen, Riley Jay Starley, Spencer Joseph 
Olson, Lauren Stassel, Christie Neale 
Oltin, Jane Stevenson, Brett Joseph CUM LAUDE 
O'Regan, Cheryl Ann Stewart, Aure Judd Abbott, Hana 
Ozmun, Jacob David Stewart, Skylar Jeffrey Adair, Megan Leann 
Parker, Sarah Lee Struve, Miller Adams, Sarah R 
Parkin, Lindsay Tait, Michael Carson Adamson, Stephanie 
Paxton, Megan Nichole Tanner, Rebecca Karen Akagi, Kelsie Brianne 
Payne, Kris Keith Tate, David Lynn Alder, Shayla 
Peaden, Kevin Scott Taylor, F Loren Alexander, Anna M 
Penrod, Aleshia Tenney, Kristen Allen, Dane T 
Petersen, Amy Jo Tervort, Samantha Allen, Paige Olivia 
Petersen, Jessica Kate Tibbitts, Heidi Lee Allen, Ryan Kevin 
Petersen, Sara Elizabeth Tomlinson-Cox, Sandra Allen, Scott Michael 
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Potter, Shantel 
Prince, Joseph Ashton 
Redhouse, Brittany 
Rhodes, Emilie June 
Scott, Bryan Christopher 
Scott, Kristy Janelle 
Smith, Saylee Shon 




Ward, Morgan J 
Wardle, Jasmine 
Warner, Dera 
Warren, Dixie E 
Watkins, Chelsey Brinkerhoff 
Williams, Holly 
Wilson, Emily Kay 
Winn, Amanda 
Wygant, Alan Q 
Yamaguchi, Kristina R 
Yoo, Ari 
Yorgason, Richard Winder 
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION 
ames listed in the program do not constitute graduation. 
AGRICULTURE 
Noelle E. Cockett, Dean 
Agricultural Systems Technology 
and Education 
Allen. Lena, BS 
Anderson, Boyd Kenr, BS 
Andrus, Maxwell Page, BS 
Balls, Tyson Courtney, BS 
Bartlett, Nathan Joel, BS 
Barrett, Deryk Joel, BS 
Beus, Justin John, BS 
Black, Katelyn Noelle, BS 
Blackburn, Hope Chantelle, BS 
Bleazard, Thomas Alan, BS 
Blodgett, Brett Jacob, BS 
Buhler, Ashley Marie, BS 
Campbell, Colby Larry, BS 
Carley, John Caleb, BS 
Casebolt, Landon A, BS 
Christensen, Cody Neil, BS 
Crawford, Ryan Aaron, BS 
Cross, Cade Alden, BS 
Curtin, Benjamin Jeremy, BS 
Darrington, Brogan L, BS 
Davis, Tierra Mary, BS 
Estrada, Armando Jesus, BS 
Evans, Tyler Charles, BS 
Forrey, Cameron Scott, BS 
Fraenzl, Tanner Matthew, BS 
Fry, Rachel Kenley, BS 
Fuller, Stewart L, BS 
Gadd, Callie, BS 
Galvin, Derrick Jacob, BS 
Gilbert, Stephanie, AAS 
Gottlicherova, Jolana, AAS 
Hansen, Dillon R, BS 
Hansen, Matthew Carl, BS 
Hansen, Terry Lynn, AAS 
Hatch, Anthony Royce, BS 
Hatch, Sarah Ann, BS 
Helm, Bryan Scott, BS 
Howes, Michael Gene, BS 
Hunter, Cade Ben, BS 
Hyde, Justin E, BS 
Isaacs, Brent Paul, BS 
Kane, Zachery Thomas, BS 
Kippen, Steven Blaine, BS 
Larsen, Dustin Larry, BS 
Lee, Theron Chad, BS 
Liddiard, Garrick V, AAS 
Lotspeich, James A, BS 
Lym, Ken Dale, BS 
Marshall, Scott Ammon, BS 
McBride, Jonathan Bret, BS 
Mcdonald, Kody Chase, BS 
Mckell, Travis John, BS 
Mendenhall, Larisa Lind, BS 
Merrill, Molli, BS 
Meyer, Marissa, BS 
Miller, Daniel Nathan, BS 
Moreno, Nicholas L, BS 
Morgan, Paige M, BS 
Moriarry, James M, BS 
Nelson, Jordan, BS 
Paine, Brian Matthew, BS 
Parker, Sarah Lee, BS 
Peterson, Hugh Nels, BS 
Ralphs, Tyson Dennis, BS 
Randall, Chelsey, BS 
Redd, Charles Travis, BS 
Roberts, Colton Calvin, BS 
Robinson, Rachel Cecilia, BS 
Romrell, Blake J, BS 
Sakita, Naozumi, BS 
Searle, Trevor Lee, BS 
Snaza, Maxwell Swenson, BS 
Soderman, Jaymie Lin, BS 
Speirs, Kennedy L, BS 
Stanger, Bryant M, BS 
Stewart, Skylar Jeffrey, BS 
Taylor, James Michael, BS 
Turner, Jared James, BS 
Vesco, Seth, AAS 
Warner, Kylie Malone, BS 
Wells, Monica Olivia, BS 
Westenskow, Evan Samuel, BS 
Wheatley, Joseph L, BS 
Whipple, Stephanie Kendall, BS 
Whitlock, Holly Kay, BS 
Worwood, Dane Richard, BS 
Wright, Kathleen Lauritzen, BS 
Zamora, Jose Javier Paniagua, BS 
Zolman, Camille Rose, BS 
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences 
Abbott, Alisha Lyn, BS 
Anderson, Mackenzie Marie, BS 
Arrieta, Omar, BS 
Austin, Brittney Sue, BS 
Ayne, Lauren Elisabeth, BS 
Barnhill, Ashley Candace, BS 
Blazzard, Riata Rae, BS 
Buchanan, Courtney Emerson, BS 
Buckner, Karie Linnae, BS 
Burningham, Whitney, BS 
Campbell, Dianne Karen, BS 
Code, Carmen Catherine, BS 
Dalley, Brittany Corinne, BS 
Darby, Kathryn Michelle, BS 
Dedow, Patrick Scott, BS 
Downs, Brittney Lee, BS 
Elbert, Nicole Marie, BS 
Ewaniuk, Ashley Marie, BS 
Fonnesbeck, Brittany Lee, BS 
Gardner, Candice Leigh, BS 
Gilbert, Lacey, BS 
Gruber, Candace Robyn, BS 
Gum, Aubrey Kathleen, BS 
Helfrich, Karen M, BS 
Henry, Valerie Kay, BS 
Hepworth, Katie M, BS 
Holbrook, Chelcey Marie, BS 
Hunsaker, Veronica Rose, BS 
Jackson, LaDonya Lhasse, BS 
Kelley, Alexandra Windley, BS 
Kelly, Elyse Margaret, BS 
Laws, Dennis Marvin, BS 
Lloyd, Christopher R, BS 
Madsen, Jessie Erin, BS 
Martinez, Shannon Marie, BS 
Maxfield, Brooke Nanili'i, BS 
Miller, Jorgena Rose, BS 
Millett, Blake Wesley, BS 
Minot, Rachel Rose, BS 
Patton, Caleb L, BS 
Roberts, Emily Michelle, BS 
Robinson, Angela Rose, BS 
Robison, Mark Joseph, BS 
Sagers, Michelle, BS 
Sisam, Sage McKenzie, BS 
Smithing, Mary G, BS 
Stephens, Gene Earl, BS 
Stocks, Kaitlin Kristine, BS 
Trauntvein, Kylie De St Jeor, BS 
Wade, Trent M, BS 
Ward, Anika J, BS 
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Whitney, Catherine Elyse, BS 
Williams, Trenton E, BS 
Applied Economics 
Bingham, Alan, BA 
Call, Clint Kenneth, BS 
Corn, Kevin James, BS 
Funk, Jordan Patrick, BS 
Hansen, Dean Hugh, BS 
Harward, Renee, BS 
Heggie, Brian Tedd, BS 
Howells, Ashlie, BS 
Jitwarawong, Nat, BS 
Jones, Anthony B, BS 
Knudsen, Trevor Dee, BA 
Lake, Braden Rodney, BS 
Lancaster, Jamie Laurelle, BS 
Larsen, Dustin Larry, BS 
Peterson, Jake C, BS 
Shoaf, Emma Mae, BS 
Stewart, Skylar Jeffrey, BS 
Villafana, Miguel Anjel, BS 
General Studies 
Brough, Kari Lyn, BS 
Smith, Stuart Blaine, B 
Sorenson, Crista Lee, BS 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Allen, Mandy Marie, BS 
Anderson-Croft, Pearl Hine, BS 
Fox, Trenton James, BS 
Galloway, Samuel T, BS 
Gittins, Larry Gene, BS 
Godderidge, Chanse Bruce, BS 
Griffiths, Stacey L, BS 
Lower, Lee T, BS 
Nelson, Denise, BS 
Nobbs, Alyssa Denee, BS 
Perry, Angela, BS 
Petersen, Carrie Elizabeth, BS 
Petersen, Kenyon Alma, BS 
Pombo, Robert Edward Pitta, BS 
Richards, Shane K, BS 
Robinson, Cole Keith, BS 
Rose, Daniel Troy, BS 
Shallbetter, Ruth Hannah, BS 
Siguenza, Jose Alberto, BS 
Stephenson, Kami Marie, BS 
Szilagyi, Lauren Margaret, BS 
Wallace, Andrew Asael, BS 
Whitfield, Mary Louise, BS 
Whittaker, Natalie Michel, BS 
Wilson, Annette Marie, BS 
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Landscape Architecture and 
Environmental Planning 
Bennett, Nicholas Kristjan, BLA 
Best, Elizabeth Cosper, BLA 
Blackmore, Pamela, BLA 
Bytheway, Glenden, BLA 
Contreras, Ivan Xavier, BLA 
Goctfredson, Conrad Michael, BLA 
Harlos, Corey Alexander, BLA 
Hendrickson, Jacob Alan, BLA 
Kilchrist, Nathan Louis, BLA 
Knighton, Kara Searle, BLA 
Krumm, Scott William, BLA 
Leo, James Burton, BLA 
McWhinnie, J Douglas, BLA 
Noorlander, Andrew J, BLA 
Olar, Kari Lynette, BLA 
Rudd, Shannon T, BLA 
Snow, Tanner McGregor, BLA 
Taylor, Zachary Scott, BLA 
Thiessen, Tyler R, BLA 
Van Natter, Jessica Michelle, BLA 
Waner, Robert Lee, BLA 
Wing, Joseph K, BLA 
Wood, Gordon Brockbank, BLA 
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences 
Abbocc, Hana, BS 
Allen, Emily Lisea, BS 
Anderson, Ali Kaiclin, BS 
Bankhead, Rebecka Anderson, BS 
Bigelow, Kelsie Kace, BS 
Byers, Rebecca Ann, BS 
Carlson, Abbey Rae, BS 
Clarke, Bradley R, BS 
Cline, Spencer David, BS 
Congleton, Kathryn Ruch, BS 
Creger, Chelsey Ann, BS 
Edwards, Allison, BS 
Farnsworth, Kristina Marie, BS 
Fox, Jillian C, BS 
Garr, Ellen Bowen, BS 
Guild, Ariel Leigh, BS 
Heng, Yin Yin, BS 
Hirschi, Alisha Faye, BS 
Housekeeper, Hayley Anna, BS 
Hunt, Garth Robert, BS 
Jenkins, Emily, BS 
Jensen, Emilee Nicole, BS 
Jones, Amanda Brook, BS 
Kalian, Karson Fawcett, BS 
Kiev, Kalle Leif, BS 
Law, Patrick Wesley, BS 
Lebaron, Matthew Blaine, BS 
Martin, Chelsey, BS 
Martineau, Dennis G, BS 
Maughan, Douglas Spencer, BS 
Morales, Jessica Jeanette, BS 
Neid, Jaqueline Gabrielle, BS 
Oliverson, Melanie M, BS 
Oscler, Megan Jane, BS 
Padilla Antunez, Suyapa Gabriela, BS 
Petersen, Matthew Gary, BS 
Ropolo, Ashley N, BS 
Russell, Eric Gordon, BS 
Rust, Jaylynn, BS 
Satterthwaite, Camille JoAnne, BS 
Schmidt, Megan Suzanne, BS 
Schweppe, Jeffrey M, BS 
Spackman, Amanda Michelle, BS 
Stout, April Alexandra, BS 
Stuart, Jacqueline, BS 
Sutherland, Mattie Elizabeth, BS 
Thomas, Alex Lauren, BS 
Plants, Soils and Climate 
Aguin, Andrea K, AAS, Cert 
Almquist, Vance Warner, BS 
Andersen, Machel, AAS, Cert 
Armentrout, Jeremiah D, BS 
Arnold, Elizabeth Ann, BS 
Barnes, Chase G, BS, AAS 
Bartholomew, Bradley Michael, BS 
Beckstead, Jana Lee, BS 
Belshe, William Douglas, Cert 
Christensen, Hyrum Elias Phillip, BS 
Conway, Becky Lynne, BS, AAS 
Cooksey, Bobby H, Cert 
Cope, Kevin Richard, BS 
Corde, John Keith, Cerc 
Crapo, Jeremy Jeff, BS 
Eiman, Jessie Lee, BS 
Erwin, Jane E, AAS 
Fredrickson, Tyson Max, BS, AAS 
Freebairn, Adam Joseph, Cert 
Fricz, Doug L, BS 
Gardner, Jessica Marie, Cert 
Gillins, Hunter, BS 
Griffith, William Cassidy, Cert 
Growcock, Kim Lamar, BS 
Guest, Gertrud Koch, BS 
Gurney, Steven Duane, AAS 
Heineman, Bethany Rose, BS 
Hodges, Mark S, BS 
Hoen, Glen E, BS 
Holdaway, Samuel K, BS 
Horne, Daniel Thomas, BS 
Hubert, Benjamin A, BS, AAS 
Jaussi, Aaron Neil, BS 
Jensen, Candice Lin, BS 
Larned, Amelia Jayne, BS 
Larsen, Ronald A, BS 
Larson, Heather Ann, BS 
Lauritzen, Jacqueline E, BS, AAS, Cert 
Lyons, Matthew M, BS, AAS, Cert 
Mars, Jennifer Iselin, AAS 
Mackin, Angela Lynn, BS 
Maynes, Miles Patrick, BS 
Mendenhall, Michael Spencer, BS 
Meyerhoff, Danielle, BS 
Milligan, Staci, BS 
Nielsen, Blaine Andrew, AAS, Cert 
Porter, Le Anna, BS 
Rhoades, Saundralyn Gardner, BS 
Richards, Shane K, AAS 
Rogers, Andria Marie, BS 
Savage, Cody Jake, BS 
Schlesinger, Immanuel Allan, AAS 
Shafer, Ritchie Von, AAS 
Shipley, Nathan S, BS 
Simek, Kristen A, BS ,Cert 
Simister Marilyn C, AAS 
Sceenblik Gail, AAS 
Stuart Keni, BS 
Terry Janice, BS 
Thompson Stuart Bruce , BS, AAS 
Tibbitts Heidi Lee, BS 
Toone Coleen O'Bray, Cert 
Wall Michael, AAS 
Wende Jolyn Elizabeth, BS 
Wiker Justin T, BS 
Wilbur Kevin C, BS 
Wimmer Amy, AAS 
Wriedt MaryAnn Dalpias, Cert 
CAINE COLLEGE OFTHE ARTS 
Craig D. Jessop, Dean 
Art and Design 
Ashurst, Nicole Suzanne, BFA 
Bagley, Lauren, BS 
Baker, Gideon Gabriel, BFA 
Bambrough, Marilyn Edna Swain, BFA 
Bassler, Amanda Dawn, BFA 
Blakeley, Kathryn Sara, BID 
Broome, Morgan, BS 
Brown, Jessica Marie, BFA 
Brown, Ron Lee, BS 
Burger, Melissa Miolette, BID 
Burns, Stacie Lu, BID 
Butts, Maria Mijke, BFA 
Cazier, Tamara Lynn, BFA 
Chlarson, Nathan R, BFA 
Christensen, Callee Lyn, BFA 
Christensen, Jonathan E, BFA 
Contos, Talia Ellen, BFA 
Dickerson, Brianna Nichole, BFA 
Durham, Annika Rose, BFA 
Dutson, Stevie L, BFA 
Emch, Stephanie Nicole, BID 
Ernst, Alexis Kaclyn, BFA 
Evans, Megan Lynn, BA 
Farr, Laura Wright, BS 
Firth, Nathan Jay, BFA 
Gibbs, Elyse Liana, BID 
Grange, Rio Bronte, BFA 
Grover, Colleen, BA 
Hales, Selina Katharina, BA 
Hally, Madison, BID 
Harris, Simon Peter Raphael, BFA 
Hatch, Jacqueline Fay, BS 
Hiatt, Jane Margaret, BFA 
Hogge, Jonell, BFA 
Howell, Haley Morgan, BID 
Howell, Lauren, BFA 
Howell, Myles Logan, BFA 
Hulet, Laura Renae, BID 
Israelsen, Megan, BID 
Jackson, Marica Danielle, BFA 
Jensen, Danielle J, BS 
Kiefer, Jessica Amy, BFA 
King, Sarah Lyn, BID 
Kofford, Whitney Ashlynn, BFA 
Koga, Shawn T, BFA 
Landfair, John W, BFA 
Larsen, Kirt D, BS 
Lee, Eun Ah, BID 
Lofland, Jeffrey David, BFA 
Mahler, Heather Lore, BFA 
Maynard, Steven J, BS 
Mcarthur, Kevin Eugene, BS 
Mccabe, Griffin Chase, BID 
McClellan, Scott Charles, BFA 
Mcvey, Hannah Elizabeth, BS 
Minich, Ian C, BFA 
Mitchel, Colin James, BFA 
Mitchell, Kaylee Shea, BS 
Mortensen, Tyler Kimball, BS 
Naegle, Erica Christine, BFA 
Nielsen, Chelsi Black, BFA 
Nielsen, Jordan S, BFA 
Nielsen, Morgan Grant, BFA 
Packard, Erik David, BFA 
Packer, Albert Kay, BFA 
Parkin, Lindsay, BS 
Proudfic, Alexander Fife, BFA 
Reyes, Catherine, BFA 
Riedel, Ryan Wesley, BFA 
Rigby, Mary Elizabeth, BID 
Roberson, Kade William, BA 
Rodebush, Meredith Amber, BID 
Slade, Emily Stewart-Cook, BFA 
Soderberg, Abigail, BFA 
Spjuc, Alyssa, BFA 
Steed, Kacie Rebecca, BFA 
Steffes, Andrea Joan, BFA 
Sroddard, Danielle Nan, BID 
Sullivan, Hillary Faith, BA 
Teare, Ashley, BS 
Tevis, Philemon Duane, BID 
Tolman, Taryn Lee, BFA 
Truman, Loren Ann, BFA 
Tufts, Nathan William, BFA 
Unruh, David Alexander, BFA 
Vander Veur, Jenele Ann, BS 
White, Kaylee Savage, BFA 
Williams, Emily, BID 
Williams, Kayelee An1anda, BS 
Williams, Lauren, BFA 
Wolfley, Lauren Mae, BFA 
Wood, Kylee, BID 
Yeip, Olivia Love, BFA 
Young, Kate Lynn, BS 
General Studies 
King, Kristopher Jude, BA 
Floyd, Chad Taylor, BS 
Music 
Allred, Krisry Lee, BS 
Barker, Hyrum G, BM 
Barney, Caiclin, BS 
Black, Rebecca Winona, BM, BS 
Botts, Colin, BM 
Bradford, Kathleen Marie, BM 
Burningham, Christine Allen, BA 
Bure, Bridger Richards, BM 
Cambron, Kacee, BM 
Clark, Kathryn Jane, BM 
Cragun, Shaundra Kaye, BS 
Curtis, Chelsea Andrus, BM 
Decker, Andrea Louise, BM 
Denham, Garret David, BM 
Despain, Arianne Chadwick, BM, BS 
Dunbeck, Nathaniel Collin, BM 
Engle, Stephanie Marika, BM 
Evans, Lyndi Kaye, BS 
Evensen, Scott Jacob, BM 
Ewing, Robert B, BM 
Fallis, Ethan Clay, BM 
Green, Alexander Hyrum, BS 
Hall, Morgan Daniel, BM 
Hofer, Madalyne, BS 
Ivie, Wendel Tyre!, BM 
Jacobson, Mary Irene, BS 
Jensen, Spencer Edward, BM 
Jewkes, Emily Anne, BM 
King, Robert C, BM 
Kunz, Krystal, BM 
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Larsen, Alisa Ann, BM 
Mark, Aubrey Ann, BM 
Matthews, Makenzie Marie, BM 
McGuire, Paige, BM 
Mclff, Sarrong, BM 
Miess, Rachel Danielliah, BM 
Miller, McKenna Rose, BS 
Moore, Brandon Kelly, BS 
Murray, Madelyn, BS 
Peterson, Angela, BM 
Phillips, Kristen Elizabeth, BM 
Pocock, Janet Merrie, BM 
Pond, Virginia Holt, BM 
Probst, Nichelle A, BM 
Richardson, Leah Kathryn, BS 
Roberts, Joshua Don, BM 
Romney, Mariska R, BM 
Saunders, Adam L, BM 
Saunders, Christian Kyle, BM 
Schilling, Tessa Mae, BM 
Simper, Megan Leigh, BM 
Tanner, Rebecca Marie, BS 
Tare, Daniel Firmage, BM 
Thackeray, Megan Stefany, BS 
Todd, Mallory Rose, BM 
Walker, Dominic James, BM 
Ward, Clovis Matthew, BM 
Ward, Leah R, BM 
Worthington, Bridgette Claire, BM 
Theatre Arts 
Bailey, Julienne Suzette, BFA 
Black, Elizabeth Miller, BFA 
Dunn, Gordon Reed, BFA 
Gabbiras, Elizabeth Diane, BA 
Gardner, Chris D, BA 
Haycock, Michael Grant, BFA 
Holt, Shanice LaShae, BFA 
Jackson, Jessica Marie, BFA 
Jennings, Thomas Lawson, BFA 
Leung, Wan Ting, BFA 
Roghaar, Timothy George, BFA 
Scott, Benjamin F, BFA 
Struve, Miller, BFA 
Terry, Johnathan, BFA 
West, Jason Craig, BFA 
JON M. HUNTSMAN SCHOOL 
OF BUSINESS 
Doug/,a,s D. Anderson, Dean 
Accounting 
Adamson, Andrew T, BS 
Allen, Paige Olivia, BS 
Arnell, David Clenerh, BS 
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Arnold, Robert Dean, BS 
Ashby, Michael Paul, BS 
Atamanczyk, Joel Nelson, BS 
Baker, Caleb Scott, BS 
Barry, Clegg Dale, BS 
Blau, AnJeannette, BS 
Brandley, Louis Shelton, BS 
Brimhall, Alexys, BS 
Burge, Jared Spencer, BA 
Campbell, Carli Brianne, BS 
Carlisle, Tristan Michael, BS 
Carpenter, Caitlin, BS 
Cook, David William, BA 
Davis, Amanda, BS 
Dinkelman, Chris Jay, BS 
Dunn, Kaila Marie, BS 
Ellis, Carter Franklyn, BS 
Faddis, Christina D, BS 
Farmer, Misty Jo, BS 
Floyd Jr, Jonathan Neil, BS 
Fowler, Scott Frank, BS 
Ge, Jiancheng, BS 
Gerratt, Kyle Wade, BS 
Graham, Richard Bradley, BS 
Gregory, Marie, BS 
Groberg, Daniel Shirl, BS 
Gross, Samantha Rae, BS 
Grover, Jeffrey L, BS 
Hall, Benjamin Levi, BS 
Hall, Matthew Scott, BS 
Hansen, Dustin Ronald, BS 
Hansen, Kurr D, BS 
Harman, Jordan M, BS 
Harmon, Dylan Lane, BS 
Harris, Dallin Barry, BS 
Hendricks, Michael D, BS 
Hillyard, Cody M, BS 
Hoggan, Robert Morn, BS 
Irwin, Tyson Paul, BS 
Johnson, Benjamin Lovell, BS 
Jones, Joshua Nathanial, BS 
Jurado, Rodrigo, BS 
Jurkaris, Wesley Greg, BS 
Kang, Jungbaek, BS 
Kano, Thomas Takashi, BS 
Killpack, Brett Bjornn, BS 
King, Richard Ted, BA 
Knowles, Kendon Kelly, BS 
Kobersrein, Camille, BS 
Kohler, Jordan Tim, BS 
Labrum, Kimberly Marie, BS 
Larsen, Kelly Richard, BS 
Lasley, Amber Nicole, BS 
Lawson, Lathan, BS 
Leary, Jo, BS 
Lee, Richard Grant, BA 
Lefevre, Bryan James, BS 
Lehman, Cody B, BA 
Li, Jianjie, BS 
Liang, Wei, BS 
Lin, Jiankai, BS 
Loosle, Jacob Daniel, BS 
Lovelady, Echo Marcellin, BS 
Low, Tyler Roger, BS 
Lyman, Karie Nelson, BS 
Maxfield, Zachary John, BS 
McMurray, Jordan Scott, BS 
Meire, Lama, BS 
Mendoza, Carlos, BA 
Miller, Trent Dee, BS 
Miller, Trent Russell, BA 
Montgomery, Ashley Ann, BS 
Morrison, Moroni James, BS 
Mortensen, Alex John, BA 
Nelson, Ted Allen, BS 
Nielsen, Bradley J, BS 
Nielson, Samantha Paige, BS 
Orrerby, Amy Lynn, BS 
Pace, Jesse Lawrence, BS 
Parker, Tyler Todd, BS 
Patino, Ana Teresa, BS 
Peaden, Kevin Scott, BS 
Petersen, An1y Jo, BS 
Peterson, Douglas Bradley, BS 
Pieper, Joseph Mahlon, BS 
Quist, Mason Bryan, BS 
Rasmussen, Geri Lou, BS 
Riley, Kade Wahlen, BS 
Rodriguez, Louis Alberro, BS 
Saunders, Steven K, BS 
Sayer, Kristopher J, BS 
Scholes, Alessandra, BS 
Sharp, Ryan Allan, BS 
Shaw, Reagan Austin, BS 
Shi, LiPing, BS 
Simper, Jaren K, BA 
Smoot, Brady Burns, BA 
Spjure, Greg Lawrence, BS 
Stoker, Jena Kaye, BS 
Stoker, Sara Elizabeth, BS 
Tervort, Samantha, BS 
Thatcher, Matthew M, BA 
Thompson, Angela Janet, BS 
Thompson, Shane Ezra, BS 
Treglown, Ryan Truman, BS 
Turner, Courtney G, BS 
Van Orden, Sara Jean, BS 
Walker, Adam Layne, BS 
Wallentine, Chad John, BS 
Whiting, Dustin, BS 
Williams, Andrew L, BS 
Wilson, Lesa Lynn, BS 
Yang, Yue, BA 
Yates, Daren Michael, BS 
Zhou, Mi, BS 
Business 
Alder, Richard P, BS 
Alderete, Albeano Oscar Roque, BA 
Allen, Score Michael, BS 
A!Saygh, Eisa Nagi, BS 
Anderson, Thomas Gordon, BS 
Anderson, Trent M, BA 
Auble, Kyle James, BS 
Bergeman, Justin Guy, BS 
Bilbao, Michael, BS 
Blain, Jeremiah, BS 
Bostock, John Seth, BS 
Bouwhuis, Kure Richard, BS 
Bradshaw, Zachary David, BS 
Brady, Trevor Jordan, BS 
Butterfield, Jason Craig, BS 
Bywater, Shelley Ann, BS 
Caldwell, Dalton Blake, BS 
Call, Cline Kenneth, BS 
Carver, Troy Wayne, BS 
Checketts, Christopher S, BS 
Christensen, Devyn A, BS 
Cline, James Matthew, BS 
Cole, Amber Dee, BS 
Cole, Christian John, BS 
Cranney, Bryce G, BS 
Crook, Darrin Kent, BS 
Delaney, Charles L, BS 
Despain, Linda Field, BS 
Ellsworth, Scott David, BS 
Elwood, Benjamin James, BS 
Emile, Sharon Elizabeth, BS 
Ercanbrack, Andrew K, BS 
Fowler, David C, BS 
Franco, Eduardo, BS 
Funk, Jordan Patrick, BS 
Furlow, Charrese, BS 
Gamble, Randi Murphy, BS 
George, Colin Douglas, BA 
Gillespie, Kayla Marie, BS 
Gourley, David Robert, BS 
Gu~ba, Carina, BA 
Gutierrez, Pamela Lynn, BS 
Haas, Wesley Hank, BS 
Haigh, Naomi Sue, BS 
Hallsten, Kyle Matthew, BS 
Hans, Michael Lawson, BS 
Hansen, Danielle H, BS 
Hansen, Dean Hugh, BS 
Hanson, Jordan Spencer, BS 
Harris, Greg B, BS 
Herzberg, Kami Smedley, BA 
Hess, Niklos K, BS 
Hildreth, Corev Leo, BS 
Hoffman, Robby Clarke, BS 
Hone, Jason T, BS 
Howells, Ashlie, BS 
Hulme, Chase Randall, BA 
Hutson, Cailen Kyle, BS 
Israelsen, Branden Neal, BS 
Jackson, Benjamin Kent, BS 
Jacobson, Derek Mynard, BS 
Jensen, Penny Jeane, BS 
Jensen, Tate Mark, BS 
Jenson, Garret, BS 
Jepson, Bradley Michael, BS 
Jepson, Brittney Elizabeth, BS 
Jirwarawong, Nat, BS 
Johnson, Eden M, BS 
Johnson, Sommar Leigh, BS 
Kalian, Kristina Ann, BS 
Keddington, Derrick Grant, BS 
Keller, Kasey J, BS 
Kennah, Parker R, BS 
Knight, Michael David, BS 
Kunz, Michael, BS 
Lake, Braden Rodney, BS 
Leggerr, Brad D, BS 
Lindley, Michael Scott, BS 
Lloyd, Tyler Randy, BS 
Madsen, Russell C, BA 
Matheson, Franklyn Brandon, BS 
McGuire, Christopher S, BS 
Miller, Daniel Nathan, BS 
Morgan, Dustin T, BS 
Morgan, Nathan Bradey, BS 
Morrison, Neil J, BS 
Nielson, Ian Joseph, BS 
Olsen, Mckinley, BS 
Ori, Nicholas Jon, BS 
Paine, Brian Matthew, BS 
Parker, Max Warren, BS 
Perkins, Cody Lee, BS 
Phoeung, Sophear M, BS 
Piecramali, Matthew Ward, BS 
Porter, Amanda Marie, BS 
Preece, Nicolas, BS 
Rasmussen, James Scott, BS 
Rose, Jennifer Lee, BS 
Rowe, William Cory, BS 
Royce, Cody Don, BS 
Schroeter, Mark Allen, BS 
Seay, Robert Lane, BS 
Smith, Mitchell G, BS 
Smith, Stephanie Jaun, BS 
Spinner, Jesse W, BS 
Thomas, Adam D, BS 
Thompson, Sidney Steven, BA 
Tuileta, Sauaso, BS 
Tye, Karen L, BS 
Van Wagoner, Corey Kendall, BS 
Vaneck, Justin D, BS 
Vincent, Steven Logan, BS 
Walker, John W, BS 
Weller, Jacob Daniel, BS 
Wells, Shelren, BS 
Westergard, Cory L, BS 
Weston, Raymond Walter, BS 
Williams, Brenda, BS 
Williams, Rachelle R, BS 
Wood, Kristalee, BS 
Economics and Finance 
Acquah, Kwamena Eduam, BS 
Adams, Kjersten, BS 
Alajmi, Abdullah Fahad, BA 
Alazmi, Abdullah A, BA 
A!Hawaj, Hisham AJ1med, BS 
Allen, Angela Lynae, BS 
A!Moftah, Mohammed Jassim, BS 
Al-Mohannadi, AbdulRahman 
Al,med, BS 
Alphege, Geoffrey, BS 
Alshahrani, Abdulaziz, BS 
Alshakhs, Hassan Mohammed, BS 
A!Sheeb, Abdulrahman, BS 
Anderson, Chelsea Lynn, BS 
Anderson, Jacob H, BA 
Bagley, Matthew Greg, BA 
Baird, Tyler Blaik, BS 
Bashraheel, Abdullah Mohammed, BS 
Bates, Garrett William, BA 
Bayard, Clayton P, BS 
Beckstead, Sidney Glen, BA 
Bennion, J Isaac, BS 
Berezay, Mackenzie Colt, BS 
Bevan, Jacob L, BS 
Bi, Kaimeng, BS 
Blume, Joshua David, BA 
Bodily, Jacob Lee, BS 
Bodily, Justin Charles, BS 
Buhler, David M., BS 
Cai, Xiaojun, BS 
Cai, Xiaoli, BS 
Cao, Jun, BS 
Chan, Ki Ki, BS 
Chen, Kai, BS 
Chen, Qian, BS 
Chen, Qingzhe, BS 
Chen, Xiangyu, BS 
Chen, Xiaolan, BS 
Chen, Yingying, BS 
Chen, Yipeng, BS 
Chen, Zhitong, BS 
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Cheung, Chak Ming, BS 
Clagg, Michael Paul, BS 
Coburn, Pamela W, BS 
Collins, Taryn B, BS 
Coulam, Jodie Wayne, BS 
Crane, Dallin, BS 
Creech, Cassidy L, BA 
Crellin, Chloe Florence, BS 
Cui, Meihui, BS 
Cusick, Newel Robert, BS 
Deng, Jianqi, BS 
Dennis, Brendan, BS 
Dickey, Jerimiah Westly, BA 
Dominguez Guzman, Leibnitz 
Alberto, BS 
Dong, Miao, BS 
Du, Jian, BS 
Du, Rui, BS 
Duan, Ying, BS 
Egbert, Scott, BS 
Elder, Sheri Delgado, BS 
Ellison, Seth J, BA 
Ellsworth, Dustin Kevin, BS 
Fan, Yuxuan, BS 
Fang, Chao, BA 
Feng, Hao, BS 
Feng, Jiayuan, BS 
Fisher, Braden Scott, BS 
Folkner, Katherine Elizabeth, BS 
Fong, Kiu, BS 
Fonseca, Daniel Josue, BA 
Fredrickson, Cameron Carl, BS 
Funk, Thomas Meyer, BA 
Funk, Thomas Meyer, BA 
Gao, Longyun, BS 
Gao, Qingrui, BS 
Gao, Suyao, BS 
Gao, Xin, BS 
Gao, Xuejiao, BS 
Garbrick, Richard Leon, BS 
Ge, Jiancheng, BS 
Ge, Shanshan, BS 
Geary, Oliver Quinn, BS 
Gomez, Francisco Alberto, BS BA 
Gong, Pengpeng, BS 
Gong, Yanru, BS 
Gould, Steven W, BS 
Grange, Brandon Stephen, BS 
Gu, Yidi, BS 
Guan, Bo Wen, BS 
Guo, Chao, BA 
Guo, Xiao, BS 
Han, Bingqi, BS 
Hansen, Megan Elizabeth, BA 
Hardey, Samuel Smith, BS 
Haslam, Andrew L, BS 
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Hawkes, Robert Douglas, BS 
He, Pan, BS 
Heaps, Jarom Randall, BS 
Heggie, Brian Tedd, BS 
Hendrickson, Riley J, BA 
Hess, Adam Richard, BS 
Holm, Carter Timothy, BA 
Hou, Chenying, BS 
Hou, Xiaoxuan, BS 
Hu, Yafang, BS 
Huang, Yiwei, BS 
Hunt, Sharlie Maurine, BS 
Hus, Spela, BA 
Jacobs, Courrney Bobette, BS 
Jenkins, Jarren D, BS 
Jensen, Steven Anthony, BS 
Jiang, Yuxin, BS 
Jiang, Yuzhong, BS 
Johnson, Kelby Alexander, BS 
Kanno, Ammi, BS 
Ke, Xuan, BS 
Kearl, Colby Russell, BA 
Kelley, Erin, BA 
Kelley, Michael Harris, BS 
Kohler, Jeremy Matthew, BS 
Kong, Yue, BS 
Lam, Man, BS 
Lang, Man, BS 
Lau, Melissa Tsz Ting, BS 
Lau, Wing Lam Jamie, BS 
Leatham, Garrett Ross, BA 
Leung, Chun Kit, BS 
Li, Dike, BS 
Li, Huimin, BS 
Li, Jianjie, BS 
Li, Jiaxin, BS 
Li, Jinyue, BS 
Li, Jun, BS 
Li, Kam, BS 
Li, Lei, BS 
Li, Mingyang, BS 
Li, Rui, BS 
Li, Shang, BS 
Li, Yu, BS 
Liang, Ruixue, BS 
Liang, Wei, BS 
Lin, Lin, BS 
Liu, Chang, BS 
Liu, Chen, BS 
Liu, Fangzhou, BS 
Liu, Ruiheng, BS 
Liu, Weian, BS 
Liu, Weian, BS 
Lloyd, Chad Gary, BS 
Lo, Ka Ho, BS 
Lowe, Robert Adams, BA 
Lu, Nan, BS 
Lund, Alexander Otto, BS 
Luo, Hanyi, BS 
Luthi, Zachary Kent, BS 
Ma, Su, BS 
Ma, Yali, BS 
Madsen, Pace Colton, BS 
Mao, Junbo, BS 
Mao, Sangren, BS 
Martinas, Jacob Michael, BS 
Mendez Francisco, Sumairy Esther, BS 
Meng, Linghe, BS 
Meng, Shuaiyan, BS 
Miao, Amin, BS 
Miao, Jie, BS 
Moats, Eric Wayne, BS 
Montgomery, Spencer A, BS 
Morrison, Carlie Jean, BS 
Mortensen, Alex John, BA 
Neibaur, Cameron R, BS 
Newton, Jackie Johanna, BS 
Ng, Ying Sing, BS 
Niu, Jiachen, BS 
Nokes, Camille J, BS 
0, Chung Shu, BS 
Osborn, Jacob Gregory, BS 
Page, Reed J, BS 
Pak, Tsui King, BS 
Palmer, Eric Martell, BS 
Pan, Ruiyao, BS 
Pan, Yitong, BS 
Pang, Yee Man, BS 
Parker, Jeffrey David, BS 
Peguero Rosario, Felix Manuel, BS 
Peng, Jing, BS 
Peng, Zedong, BS 
Petersen, Jayd R, BS 
Peterson, Ashley, BA 
Peterson, Damian Eric, BA 
Petrosyan, Vahan, BS 
Phillips, Jordan Boyd, BS 
Pickett, Jamie M, BA 
Powell, Kendrick J, BS 
Price, Michael Sterling, BS 
Qiao, Yu, BS 
Qiu, Jinyu, BS 
Rawlings, Rachel Ann, BS 
Reasch, Nate Rex, BS 
Reeder, Melissa Rose, BA 
Reid, Elizabeth Cathleen, BA 
Ren, Moxuan, BS 
Richins, Katelyn, BS 
Rodah, Abdulla, BA 
Rong, Zu Hao, BS 
Ruan, Sijin, BS 
Schenk, Eric G, BS 
Shashi, Prem, BS 
Sherman, Lindsay Kay, BS 
Shi, Chao, BS 
Shi, LiPing, BS 
Shi, Xiuwen, BS BA 
Shupe, Timothy Jon, BA 
Smith, Chase Kent, BS 
Sparrow, Zachary Duell, BA 
Stevenson, Brett Joseph, BA 
Stringham, Trevor Greg, BA 
Struve, Dane T, BA 
Sun, Cong, BS 
Sun, Li, BS 
Sun, Yan, BS 
Sun, Zhaoxi, BS 
Tam, Chun Kit, BS 
Taylor, Joshua, BS 
Thompson, Nathan Roy, BA 
Thorne, Hailey Megan, BS 
Tong, King Yiu, BS 
Tsui, Suet Yi, BS 
Tuft, Brandon Adam, BS 
Wamsley, Braden Dee, BS 
Wang, Bo, BS 
Wang, Dan, BS 
Wang, Danjun, BA 
Wang, Jingjiao, BS 
Wang, Kemeng, BS 
Wang, Lu, BS 
Wang, Luyao, BS 
Wang, Peiyu, BS 
Wang, Qingxin, BS 
Wang, Simi, BS 
Wang, Siyang, BS 
Wang, Tianjiao, BS 
Wang, Xiaodian, BS 
Wang, Xiaoxiao, BS 
Wang, Xin, BS 
Wang, Xinlei, BS 
Wang, Xinyue, BS 
Wang, Xueying, BA 
Wang, Ying, BS 
Wang, Yizhu, BS 
Wang, Yushu, BS 
Wang, Zhiyu, BS 
Wang, Zhong, BS 
Wei, Yangwei, BS 
Weiche, Alex E, BS 
Wen, Dawei, BS 
Wen, Meijiao, BS 
Williams, John Benjamin, BS 
Wilson, Jonathan T, BS 
Wong, Cheuk Ying, BS 
Woo,SangJoon,BS 
Workman, Ross Grant, BS 
Wu, Min, BS 
Wu, Qian, BS 
Xia, Jingbiao, BS 
Xia, Liting, BS 
Xian, Feng, BS 
Xiao, Xiao, BS 
Xiao, Xiao, BS 
Xu, Jiaqi, BA 
Xu, Lingli, BS 
Xu, Liwei, BS 
Xu, Ni, BS 
Xue, Yujingya, BS 
Yan, Fang, BS 
Yang, Han, BS 
Yang, Mu, BS 
Yang, Ruoqi, BA 
Yang, Yang, BS 
Yeung, Tung Shing, BS 
Yu, Niaofei, BS 
Yu, Yijia, BS 
Zhang, Aochen, BS 
Zhang, Kaiqi, BS 
Zhang, Le, BS 
Zhang, Na, BS 
Zhang, Qianqian, BS 
Zhang, Xiaoqi, BS 
Zhang, Xueda, BS 
Zhang, Yibo, BS 
Zhang, Yu, BS 
Zhang, Yu, BS 
Zhao, Chenyi, BS 
Zhao, Tianqi, BS 
Zhao, Yanqing, BS 
Zhao, Yulong, BS 
Zhou, Mi, BS 
Zhu, Xian, BS 
Zimmerman, Zachary Mark, BS 
Zollinger, Michael J, BS 
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Adams, Brandon Michael, BS 
Alabdulla, Mohammed Abdulrahman, BS 
Alcon, Dana Lynn, BS 
Alder, Shayla, BS 
Al-Kaabi, Abdulrahman Eisa, BS 
AlKuwari, Erhama, BS 
Allred, Shaun K, BS 
Al-Mosallam, Hamad Khalifa, BS 
AlQahtani, Khalifa, BS 
AlSaadi, Yousuf Ali, BS 
AlYazidi, Abdulla Fadol, BS 
Andersen, Paige, BS 
Anderson, Darrell James, BS 
Anderson, Erin Christine, BS 
Archibald, Ryan Paul, BS 
Armitage, Seth Alexander, BS 
Atkinson, Casey, BS 
Bailey, Sloan, BS 
Baker, Jason A, BS 
Bates, Garrett William, BA 
Benzon, Christopher, BS 
Best, Jason Dickson, BS 
Bikman, Timothy James, BS 
Blackburn, Hannah Marie, BA 
Boman, Chase Tel, BA 
Boyne, David Michael, BS 
Breitweiser, Carly Ann, BS 
Briggs, Dallin A, BA 
Brown, David Grant, BS 
Brown, Reese Taylor, BS 
Calder, Ashley May, BS 
Caley, Bartley K, BS 
Call, Crystal Kay, BS 
Call, Kyle Austin, BS 
Cannon, Chris, BA 
Cao, Jun, BS 
Capener, Chris D, BS 
Carpenter, Kolby Kirk, BS 
Carroll, Kamille, BA 
Condie, Sara, BS 
Creger, Holley M, BS 
Dabb, Forrest L, BS 
Dansie, Kelsey De, BS 
DeBry, Logan G, BS 
Downs, Trevor Karl, BS 
Drake, James Alan, BS 
Egbert, Danielle, BS 
Eggli, Michael John, BS 
Eldredge, David T, BA 
Ertman, Davit, BS 
Espinoza, Anthony Steven, BS 
Esplin, Carson M, BS 
Fiefia, Feiloakitau Kaho, BS 
Fitzgerald, Karlie M, BS 
Floyd, Patrick Taylor, BS 
Fonseca, Daniel Josue, BA 
Fox, Graysen, BS 
Frandsen, Lance D, BS 
Frandsen, Michael Jared, BS 
Freestone, Bryer Kade, BS 
Galloway, Zachary Ray, BS 
Garner, Jordan Wood, BS 
Garrett, Jacob Todd, BS 
Giles, Jake Allen, BS 
Gleave, Lakin Tate, BS 
Gledhill, Wade Lamar, BS 
Glenn, Matthew Stephen, BS 
Gnehm, BreeAnn, BS 
Greer, Garrett Ray, BS 
Gregory, Spencer James, BS 
Griffin, Nathan Kyle, BS 
Guo, Chao, BS 
Gurney, Travis Ray, BS 
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Hamilton, Chase Lee, BS 
Hanks, Justin Tyler, BS 
Hansen, Arny Clarissa, BS 
Hansen, Caleb Lynn, BS 
Hansen, Kassie, BS 
Hastings, Derek Layne, BS 
Haynie, Alexandra Lee, BS 
Hendrickson, Riley J, BA 
Hensley, Joshua Ryan, BS 
Hess, Adam Richard, BS 
Hess, Brandt L, BA 
Hillyard, Benjamin Jay, BS 
Hobbs, Eric John, BS 
Hogan, Chad D, BA 
Holm, Carter Timothy, BA 
Howa, Michelle Lee, BS 
Hubbard, Adam Wesley, BS 
Huntsman, Allison Louise, BS 
Hus, Spela, BS 
Jacobson, Thomas John, BS 
Jensen, Adam Keith, BS 
Jensen, Colleen Michelle, BS 
Jensen, Derek R, BS 
Jensen, Spencer Quinn, BS 
Jenson, Michael James, BA 
Jiang, Yuzhong, BS 
Johnson, Chad James, BS 
Johnson, George Curtis, BA 
Johnson, Ian Palmer, BS 
Johnson, Julie Anna, BS 
Keaton, Rhett Donald, BS 
Keefe, Hailey Jeanne, BS 
Kelley, Erin, BA 
Kelley, Rebecca Renee, BA 
Kennedy, Adam, BS 
Kerkman, Nicole, BS 
Kinghorn, Brittney, BS 
Koehn, Grayson Don, BS 
Kwok, Yuen Man, BS 
Larsen, Gina, BS 
Li, Xin, BS 
Lin, Lin, BS 
Liou, Yuh Ning, BA 
Lowe, Alena Marie, BS 
Lowe, Robert Adams, BA 
Lund, Alexander Otto, BS 
Lv, Yuanyuan, BS 
Lyons, Greg Kent, BS 
Marshall, Benjamin David, BS 
Mattson, Michelle Ann, BS 
Mecham, Adam Jonathan, BS 
Meire, Mariam, BS 
Mendez Francisco, Sumairy Esther, BA 
Merrill, Chase Allen, BA 
Millerberg, Andrew Kenneth, BS 
Minhondo, Chase Michael, BS 
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Moats, Eric Wayne, BS 
Monson, Bradey Kendrick, BS 
Moody, Natalie Collette, BS 
Morrison, Carlie Jean, BS 
Morrow, Easton E, BS 
Moss, Cameron Tod, BA 
Moss, William John, BS 
Murphy, Daniel William, BS 
Neibaur, Cameron R, BS 
Nelson, Erik W, BS 
Oliphant, Nathan Douglas, BS 
Oliva, Guadalupe, BS 
Olsen, Taylor Nicole, BS 
Ozmun, Jacob David, BA 
Pabst, Brynnly LeAnn, BS 
Packard, Weston C, BS 
Palmer, Bryan James, BS 
Pan, Shuo, BA 
Parrish, Brett Tyler, BS 
Peck, Benjamin Lee, BS 
Peguero Rosario, Felix Manuel, BA 
Petersen, Christopher Wade, BS 
Peterson, Ashley, BA 
Phillips, Amy LaRue, BS 
Phillips, Jordan Douglas, BS 
Phillips, Lauren Kate, BS 
Pickett, Jamie M, BA 
Pitchford, Jordan J, BS 
Pont, Lauren S, BS 
Porter, Chloee Paige, BS 
Porter, Matthew Douglas, BS 
Poslusny, Sven, BS 
Preece, Jeffrey Mark, BS 
Precryman, Teddy Oscar, BS 
Price, William Taylor, BA 
Probst, Megan G., BS 
Rainey, Preston R, BS 
Rappleye, Scott Hunter, BS 
Rawlings, Rachel Ann, BA 
Raymond, Alan Skyler, BS 
Reed, Brock S, BS 
Reeve, David Christopher, BS 
Richins, Kacie, BS 
Rigby, Jacob Leo, BS 
Rigby, Timothy Marc, BS 
Rong, Zu Hao, BS 
Rounds, Austin E, BS 
Roundy, Patrick Rees, BS 
Safaryan, Anush, BA 
Salisbury, Derek S, BS 
Saunders, Madison M, BS 
Schmidt, Kevin Rex, BS 
Schmoldt, Matthew David, BS 
Self, Kaunnalli Dacia, BS 
Shaffer, Amber Lynne, BA 
Shupe, Timothy Jon, BA 
Smalley, Bryce Michie!, BS 
Smart, Derek J, BS 
Struthers, Brett Buehl, BS 
Swenson, Jake Anthony, BS 
Taylor, Craig Bryce, BS 
Taylor, Jeremy A, BA 
Thanadabouc, Kham, BS 
Thompson, Adam Steffen, BS 
Thompson, Braden S, BA 
Thompson, Nicholas J, BS 
Tueller, Zachary T, BA 
Tukuafu, Julie Maddison, BS 
Turrie, Aaron Richard, BS 
Tye, Kevin Douglas, BS 
Vail, Robert Spencer, BS 
Vardanyan, Anna, BS 
Vernon, Vanessa Joyce, BS 
Wade, Tanner C, BS 
Walker, Heidi Hopkins, BS 
Wang, Xueying, BA 
Ward, Dannaea Lyn, BS 
Ward, Kara, BS 
Warner, Chase P, BS 
Wee,e, Ryan Mark, BA 
Weller, Brian G, BS 
Wheelwright, Bradley J, BA 
Wilkins, Mersadi, BS 
Williams, Kerwynn Arthur Logan, BS 
Winterton, Kristen, BS 
Wolsey, Brett Thomas, BS 
Woolf, Brady Stephen, BS 
Woolstenhulme, Meghan Elizabeth, BA 
Worthen, John R, BS 
Wright, Lauren Waite, BS 
Wright, Phillip Ralph, BS 
Xiao, Xiao, BS 
Yerkes, Michael Todd, BS 
York, Nathaniel Joseph, BA 
Zal1rabelny, Paul A, BA 
Zurcher, Andrew, BS 
Management Information Systems 
Allen, Gregory Nathan, BS 
Baker, Jessica Lizette, BS 
Baker, Kyle Matthew, BS 
Baldazzi, Gina Lynn, BS 
Barrus, Maxwell S, BA 
Beasley, Jeffrey Travis, BS 
Bell, Kyle Duff, BA 
Beucler, Josh Matthew, BS 
Campbell, Zachary Adams, BS 
Carrwrighc, Theodore F, BS 
Christensen, Adam James, BS 
Davis, David Mark, BS 
De Luna Beltre, Juan Miguel, BS 
Fielding, Clayton L, BS 
Genovesi, Jason T, BS 
Gibbons, Chase W, BS 
Glairrli, Tyler C, BS 
Godfrey, Loral W, BS 
Hardinger, Jared W, BS 
Hartman, Nicolas Wayne, BS 
Hoth, Colten T, BA 
Jacobson, Jacob Byron, BS 
Jeppsen, Cassandra Marie, BS 
Johnson, Ian Palmer, BS 
Kartchner, Morgan Asher, BS 
Kerr, Bryan S, BA 
Kirby, Russell M, BS 
Kitchen, Jennifer Ann, BA 
Larson, Jason Earl, BS 
Linschoten, Christiaan Thomas, BS 
Mealy, Christopher Thomas, BS 
Milne, Colton Steven, BS 
Morrey, Michael Adam, BS 
Nelson, Teresa Walden, BS 
Olsen, Jennifer Anne, BS 
Olsen, Joshua Lynn, BS 
Roberts, Straton Brandon, BS 
Sabillon, Haskel Noe, BS 
Schuette, Markus R, BA 
Shepherd, Mark Colby, BS 
Smedley, Tyler Mark BS 
Son Chayoung Leah BS 
Strong Scott Joseph BS 
Taylor Brock Scott BA 
Tenney Kristen BS 
Toomer Landry Darwin BS 
Vera Zachariah Mike BS 
Ward Dannaea Lyn BS 
Watkins Douglas Cory BA 
Weeks Claiton L BS 
Wheeler Curt Scott BS 
Wilson Jonathan T BS 
Zwygarr Christian Lee BA 
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Abraham, Carolle Brielle, BS 
Agbayani, Rosabel Oliquiano, BS 
Aguilar, Jessica Denise, BS 
Allen, Valyncia Deon, BS 
Amador, Elizabeth, BS 
Anderson, Emma Marie, BS 
Anderson, Shelly, BS 
Andrew, Marnie L, BS 
Andrus, Turia, BS 
Anrifaiff, Chelsey, BS 
Armbruster, Christine Anne, BS 
Ball, Angella, BS 
Barb, Susan Theresa, BS 
Barragan, Priscila Raquel, BS 
Barrientos, Aissa, BS 
Bateman, Emily Jean, BS 
Bares, Nicole Renee, BS 
Beary, Aandrea Joy, BS 
Beaver, Amy Beth, BS 
Benitez, Ayme, BS 
Bernard, Tara Tinique, BS 
Bickley, Allie Lyn, BA 
Bidstrup, Tamara, BS 
Blain, Tia L, BS 
Blanchard, Deborah, BS 
Boehmer, Mary Escher, BS 
Bonilla, Evelyn Aubrey, BS 
Bosch, Callie Megan, BS 
Boudrero, Rebecca Ann, BS 
Bowen, Laurie Kay, BS 
Breirigam, Charla Marie, BS 
Brewer, Arika Suzann, BS 
Brown, Bonnie Elizabeth, BS 
Brown, Jerika Paige, BS 
Buentello, Magdalena, BS 
Burgess, Roxana Santiago, BS 
Burgess, Shayla Dawn, BS 
Burkett, Zoe, BS 
Bushong, Bridget Rene, BS 
Burler, Gina Marie, BS 
Cabana, Rita, BS 
Calderwood, Mikenna, BS 
Caldwell, Mary Angelee, BS 
Calhoun, Rebecca Lee, BS 
Cancilla, Aleece Bernadette, BS 
Caparelli, Karen Ann, BS 
Carroll, Shanachie Lennon, BS 
Castro, Jose Alberto, BS 
Castro, Marilee P, BS 
Castro, Sascha Dominique, BS 
Chandler, Emily Michelle, BS 
Chen, Krystal Dawn, BS 
Childs, Maureen Bridger, BS 
Christensen, Keely Marie, BS 
Christensen, Todd Rulon, BS 
ChrisrianScher, Ian Matthew, BS 
Coats, Gentry, BS 
Coffey, Sandra, BS 
Collins, Karie Bunn, BS 
Colmenares, Shannon Christina, BS 
Connor, Tara Lynn, BS 
Coronado, Ruby Lizette, BS 
Cortez, Camala Briane, BS 
Crimmins, Brenda Gail, BS 
Cummings, Sara Dianne, BS 
Cuyler, Keelan Ansley, BS 
Dal Porco, Nicole Marie, BS 
Dameworch, Jennifer Marie, BS 
Daniel, Stephanie Diane, BS 
Daniels, Channing Desiree, BS 
Davidson, Cathay Gracen, BS 
Davies, Rhyn, BS 
Davila, Marcos Anthony, BS 
De La Garza, Carlos, BS 
Deakin, Andrea Suzette, BS 
Dean, An1anda Denea, BS 
Deans, Jerilyne Tyrrel, BS 
Dearinger, Annaleise Taylor, BS 
Demetre, Claire Emila, BS 
Denney, Michelle, BS 
Diaz, Joann, BS 
Diaz, Yerania, BS 
Diaz-Torres, Dulce, BS 
Dietrich Sims, Julie, BS 
Divecha, Leena Maria, BS 
Dolya, Raisa Rachel, BS 
Donovan, Heather Ann, BS 
Downey, Kristen Leigh, BS 
Draper, Natalie Jane, BS 
Duncan, Brandy L, BS 
Dwyer, Cara, BS 
Elizondo, Joe Ben, BS 
Elliott, Kristen Mary, BS 
Engelstad, Kathy Lynn, BS 
Ericksen, Jordan Lee, BS 
Escobar, Venessa Yvette, BS 
Espinoza, Lorena, BS 
Factora, Josephine Molina, BS 
Fail, Mandy Elizabeth, BS 
Fairbanks, Stephanie, BS 
Fazioli, Kathryn Michelle, BS 
Felix, Jamie, BS 
Fielding, Alycen, BS 
Fields, Shea Laurren, BS 
Fitzgerald, Dustin Scott, BS 
Flack, Dana, BS 
Ford, Emily Ann, BS 
Ford, Erin Elizabeth, BS 
Frank, Samantha Ryan, BS 
Fredricks, Angela Machelle, BS 
Fulgham, Jared Austin, BS 
Fullmer, Christine E, BS 
Gallerly, Marissa Alis, BS 
Garcia, Blanca, BS 
Garcia, Brenda Liz, BS 
Garcia, Carlos Eduardo, BS 
Garcia, Clarissa, BS 
Garcia, Patricia, BS 
Gardner, Leslie Catherine, BS 
Gardner, Lisa Marie, BS 
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Garza, Valentin, BS 
Garza, Veronica, BS 
Gay, Nicole Aricka, BS 
Gibson, Anne, BS 
Gift, Adrienne M, BS 
Goddard, Bailee Mikelle, BS 
Godfrey, Abigail Anne, BS 
Godwin, Deborah, BS 
Gomez, Maricela Galvan, BS 
Gonzalez, Dolores, BS 
Gonzalez, Evelyn, BS 
Gonzalez, Kendra Renee, BS 
Gonzalez, Ludivina, BS 
Gonzalez, Mayela, BS 
Gonzalez, Monie Estrella, BS 
Gonzalez, Sarah Delfina, BS 
Gore, Abby Elizabeth, BS 
Gorecke, Tai Michelle, BS 
Green, Lauren Emily, BS 
Green, Michael C, BS 
Greenwald, Ariel Sarah, BS 
Greenwood, Denise Heather, BS 
Grover, Ma. Elizabeth Bolo, BS 
Guerra, Mariana, BS 
Gunderson, Melanie Kay, BS 
Haddad, Patricia Lynn, BS 
Hahnlein, Rebecca Anne, BS 
Hallows, Rachel Lynn, BS 
Hamer, Sally Nelson, BS 
Hancock, Jessica, BS 
Hanny, Katelyn Suzanne, BS 
Hardman, Jamie Michelle, BS 
Hare, Shelley Anne, BS 
Havercz, Jamie Lynn, BS 
Hegsced, Sara, BS 
Heier, Kimberly, BS 
Hendricks, Benjamin Lee, BS 
Hendrix, Ariel Lanae, BS 
Henley, Linda Alice, BS 
Hermes, Cari Lynn, BS 
Hernandez, Ana Lou, BS 
Hernandez, Brenda Lee, BS 
Hernandez, Brittney Nicole, BS 
Hernandez, Darcie M, BS 
Hernandez, Evelyn, BS 
Hess, Brittney Maree, BS 
Holm, Kyra Lyn, BA 
Holmes, Jennifer Ann, BS 
Hooper, Cohrcney, BS 
Hoover, Alice Peck, BS 
Hopper, Joel W, BS 
Hoxsie, Kaiclin Leslie, BS 
Hunt, Emily,BA 
Huntington, Shaylie, BS 
Hutchison, Rachel Ann, BS 
Hwang, Shin Hyae, BS 
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Ibanez, Laura Eunice, BS 
Indindoli, Maria Theresa, BS 
Inman, Taylynn Shae, BS 
Ishihara, Kevin, BS 
James, Allison, BS 
Jaques, Delene Jenkins, BS 
Jellison, Elspeth Marcin, BS 
Jenks, Jeanne Marie, BS 
Jirges, Lauren, BS 
Johnson, Deanna, BS 
Johnson, Mica Laree, BS 
Johnson, Sheri Askew, BS 
Jones, Typasha Danna, BS 
Julian, Jennifer Lynn, BS 
Kapp, Staci Baker, BS 
Karakas, Annah Alysse, BS 
Keep, Linda Lou, BS 
Keller, Darlene Ann, BS 
Killeen, Randi J, BS 
King, Renee Elizabeth, BS 
Kirkland, Susan Marie, BS 
Kleaving, Emily Ann, BS 
Knepp, Mary, BS 
Kammes, Abigail Lee, BS 
Koshliek, Jennifer Lynn, BS 
Kraczenberg, Jamie, BS 
Kuroiwa, Kari, BS 
Lainez, Stephanie Louise, BS 
Lanford, Mary Mona Lisa, BS 
LaRoche, Kacie Lynette, BS 
Larson, Leisha Gail, BS 
Lacone, Christine, BS 
Leal, Amalia Yadira, BS 
Leal, Celia Ida, BS 
Leal, Jesus Ramiro, BS 
Leal, Nilda Claribel, BS 
Lebaron, Jenifer, BS 
LeBaron, Jordon Gerald, BS 
Lee, Jalila Lewis, BS 
Leet, Kortney Elizabeth, BS 
Lenaway, Alexandra, BS 
Lester, Tracy Rachael, BS 
Lewallen, Gerry Ellen, BS 
Lichtschein, Miriam, BS 
Linford, Allison, BS 
Looney, Kerri, BS 
Lopez, Andrea, BS 
Lopez, Brianna Renee, BS 
Lopez, Margarita, BS 
Lopez, Mirna Nohemi, BS 
Losoya, Cynthia, BS 
Luce, Leslie A, BS 
Luevanos, Elvia, BS 
Luna, Irma, BS 
Luna, Veronica Edith, BS 
Luscher, Ashley, BS 
Lutz, Andrea Sue, BS 
Mahoney, Mora Johanna, BS 
Manion, Vanessa Mary, BS 
Margo, Annabel, BS 
Marin, Veronica Beatriz, BS 
Marcin, Daniel Edward, BS 
Martin, Elizabeth Teresa, BS 
Marcin, Robin, BS 
Martineau, Ruch Alice, BS 
Martinez, Alma Laura, BS 
Martinez, Mariella, BS 
Martinez, Marta Elena, BS 
Mason, Lea Elizabeth, BS 
McBride, Meredith Skye, BS 
McClain, Erin Lorraine, BS 
McNeil, Laura Elizabeth, BS 
Meibos, Alex R, BS 
Meraz, Eugenia, BS 
Mercado, Leticia, BS 
Moberg, Jamie Kay, BS 
Moehring, Jamie S, BS 
Moersch, Bethany, BS 
Moffat, Diana, BS 
Monroe, Lily Ann, BS 
Montgomery, Kami Juls, BS 
Moore, Jenna Lee, BS 
Moraida, Marla, BS 
Morby, Rylee Ann, BS 
Moreno, Wendy Ann, BS 
Morris, Sang H, BS 
Moses, Lori Ann, BS 
Munns, Kristen, BS 
Munshi, Sabine, BS 
Myers, Kimberly Ann, BS 
Nebeker, Jennifer Leigh, BS 
Newson, Suzanne, BS 
Nieves, Mirza Eimy, BS 
Nudelman, Gloria Louise, BS 
Orullian, Corby Jo, BS 
Pagan, Jennifer, BS 
Palmer, Alison, BS 
Palomino, Rosemarie Anne, BS 
Park, Andrea Hyemin, BS 
Park, Shelly Taylor, BS 
Pasquale, Charlene Lacey, BS 
Peacock, Julie L, BS 
Peed, Tami Kristine, BS 
Pena, Even Eduardo, BS 
Pena, Thelma Liliana, BS 
Perez, Melissa V, BS 
Peters, Shannon Michelle, BS 
Phillips, Deborah K, BS 
Picquet, Catherine Dvorak, BS 
Pitcher, Kandi Jean, BS 
Picchforch, Rebecca P, BS 
Ponce, Lori A, BS 
Ponciano, Kristeen Erin, BS 
Porten, Rebecca E, BS 
Prax-Lodge, Emma Pearl, BS 
Price, William Gregg, BS 
Prociw, Tamie, BS 
Purcell-Clark, Barbara, BS 
Quezada, Esther Marie, BS 
Ragan, Casey James, BS 
Ramage, Kaylee Marie, BS 
Ramirez, Marisol, BS 
Ramirez-Perez, Edna Irene, BS 
Ramos, Elizabeth, BS 
Randolph Fort, Carlene, BS 
Ransom, Yashanti, BS 
Redford, Adrianna Marie, BS 
Reese, Ashley Breanne, BS 
Reese, ValaRee, BS 
Rhode , Kamie Kae, BS 
Richter, Christina, BS 
Rizer, Deborah A, BS 
Rodriguez, Diana, BS 
Rogers, Candice Amorelle, BS 
Roling, Elizabeth, BS 
Rollins, Jody Dawn, BS 
Romero, Berenice, BS 
Romero, Roman W, BS 
Rosillo, Pricilla Odette, BS 
Roylance, Rebecca Lynn, BS 
Ruggless, Rebecca Lynn, BS 
Ruiz, hriscina, BS 
Runyon, Timothy Joseph, BS 
Russell, Cassidee A, BS 
aenz, Magdalena, BS 
Salamanca, Maria De Jesus, BS 
Salamanca, Rafael, BS 
alas, Robbin S, BS 
Salgado, Lori, BS 
Sandbak, Morgan Bree, BS 
Saunders, Lyndee LeAnna, BA 
Savoy, Roger Michael, BS 
Scheid, Lisa L, BS 
Schmid, Jessica Ann, BS 
Schneider, Ashley Ann, BS 
Scroggins, Kahla Marie, BS 
Sestric, Lynette Marie, BS 
Shepler, Elizabeth Anne, BS 
Shkurpela, Jamie Barker, BA 
Siemers, Lauren Faith, BS 
Siler, Andrea Upton, BS 
Silva, Michael Anthony, BS 
Siri, Jennie, BS 
Sloniger, Leslie Joan, BS 
Smith, Brianna Lynn, BS 
Smith, Karen Lynn, BS 
Smith, Katherine Elissa, BS 
Smith, LaCole Diana, BS 
Smith, Rachel Renee, BS 
Snow, Gina Lee, BS 
Soares, Stephanie, BS 
Soto, Victoria Aurora, BS 
Sperber, Joanna, BS 
Stephan Maxwell, Sarah Ann, BS 
Stephens, Jan Luhrs, BS 
Stewart, Kendal Leann, BS 
Stone, Megan Elizabeth, BS 
Storm, Claire Marie, BS 
Strebe, Kathryn LaRea, BS 
Sunday, Louiko, BS 
Tacker, Melissa Kay, BS 
Talbot, Torianne, BS 
Taylor, Leah Stoffel, BS 
Te, Terry, BS 
Tescamark, Sacca Miniatu, BS 
Thomas, Ann Carter, BS 
Thornhill, Erica Windley, BS 
Thurman, Elisa, BS 
Titus, Patricia A, BS 
Torres, Miguel Angel, BS 
Toscano, Teresa J, BS 
Trull, Hadley Nichole, BS 
Tsing, Wynne, BS 
Tunila, Lori Ann, BS 
Turner, Rachel Lynn, BS 
Uribe, Sandra, BS 
Utterback, Alycia Elaine, BS 
Vanpykeren-Gerth, Kasandra Lynn, BS 
Varlet, Emilie Laura Teresa, BS 
Viktora, Carissa, BS 
Wada, Rebekah Elizabeth, BS 
Wade, Kacie Nicole, BS 
Wadsworth, Kimberly Lind, BS 
Wallace, Renee, BS 
Wallace-Bielecki, Terri, BS 
Wangsgard, Mitch, BS 
Washburn, Emily Ann, BS 
Weaver, Samantha Danielle, BS 
Webster, Nicole Charlotte, BS 
Wentzell, Reagan, BS 
Westberg, Katelyn Alice, BS 
Wheeling, Melissa Shea, BS 
Williamson, Lindsay, BS 
Wolfe, Phillis Vargas, BS 
Woody, Niambi, BS 
Wooldridge, Allison J, BS 
Worm, Erin Rashaan, BS 
Yanez, Anita Jessica, BS 
Yokoyama, Megan Midori, BS 
Yonan, Cynthia, BS 
Young, Kerrie Hawkins, BS 
Young, Teresa, BS 
Yu, Monica, BS 
Zuniga, Mariana, BS 
Zuniga, Rose Michelle, BS 
Zuniga, Valerie, BS 
Family, Consumer and 
Human Development 
Abraham, Kjerstin Emma, BS 
Akagi, Kelsie Brianne, BS 
Allen, Cara Jane, BS 
Allen, Sidney Joseph, BS 
Allgood, Rachel Lynne, BS 
Bailey, Courtney Don, BS 
Ball, Rebecca Ruesch, BS 
Barnum, Ashley, BS 
Barrett, Carol Ann, BS 
Beckert, Tori Elisabeth, BS 
Bentley, Cheilah Marie, BS 
Berntson, Michelle, BS 
Berrett, Beverly J, BS 
Bingham, Marlyse, BS 
Blackham, Kaitlyn Averett, BS 
Broadbent, Mecka Rose, BS 
Broderick, Heidi Harrison, BS 
Brown, Mikell, BS 
Brown, Rachel R, BS 
Bruya, Shalese Stone, BS 
Career, Kacie Norman, BS 
Cawley, Jennifer, BS 
Checketts, Alisha, BS 
Chevalier, Marc Leon, BS 
Christensen, Jessica, BS 
Clark, Kristin Ann, BS 
Clayton, Vanessa Young, BS 
Corbett, Heidi, BS 
Corbridge, Jamilyn, BS 
Cornwell, Mekenzi Anne, BS 
Davis, Amanda, BS 
Dawson, Christin Cass, BS 
Denison, Elise R, BS 
Downs, Jennifer, BS 
Draney, Lisa Jane, BS 
Earl, Melissa,BA 
Elfors, Bria Noelle, BS 
Ellis, Nicole Buck, BS 
Featherstone, Chelsea Merlene, BS 
Feuz, Rachel Jean Lenette, BS 
Finlayson-Allen, Kiriana Maud, BS 
Fitzgerald, Tressa Jayne, BS 
Fjeldsted, Melissa Anne, BS 
Fox, Hayley Morgan, BS 
Fukui, Noelle, BS 
Gerratt, Beverly, BS 
Geurts, Kimberly K, BS 
Gifford, Toni, BS 
Gish, Megan, BS 
Goettsche, Brianne Elizabeth, BS 
Greer, Cami RuthAnn, BS 
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Griffin, Elise Derr, BS 
Griffiths, Kendra Renae, BS 
Gurgo, Stacy Dawn, BS 
Hale, Jill, BS 
Hall, Brinany Ann, BS 
Hamblin, Rachel, BS 
Harbour, Rachel Elaine, BS 
Hart, Ashley Elizabeth, BS 
Haws, Chelsie Ann, BS 
Henrie, Crystal Melissa, BS 
Henrie, Erin E, BS 
Higgs, Blaire, BS 
Hirschi, Wade J, BS 
Hobbs, Dezi Lee, BS 
Honey, Susan L., BS 
Howell, Christina S, BA 
Huff, Erica, BS 
Huffman, Jaimie Nicole, BS 
Hunr, Chelsea, BS 
Hunter, Madeline Lindsay, BS 
Iverson, Jennifer Hollingsworth, BS 
Iverson, Kali, BS 
Jackson, Rachel Henriksen, BS 
Jacobsen, Kelly Carl, BS 
Jardine, Lauren J, BS 
Jarren, Allison Kay, BS 
Jenkins, Pauline, BS 
Jensen, Stephanie Cheney, BS 
Jepson, DesiRae, BS 
Johnson, Andrea Laura, BS 
Johnson, Cassandra Christensen, BS 
Jones, Brittany Ann, BS 
Jones, Stephanie Lynne, BS 
Keller, Adelaine, BS 
Keller, Janalee, BS 
Kelley, Jessica Lynn, BS 
Kidd, Melody Malinda, BS 
Knight, Emily Baird, BS 
Knudsen, Noel Kayleen, BS 
Krohn, Samantha Anne, BS 
Lachmar, Ellen Margaret, BS 
Lamb, Danielle Ruth, BS 
Lamberrsen, Lars C, BS 
Larson, Anna Kendell, BS 
Law, Kassandra Kay, BS 
Lindley, Jennifer L., BS 
Loosle, Alberta, BS 
Major, Elizabeth Anna, BS 
Manley, Kandi, BS 
Marcum, Collene L, BS 
Mason, Ashley C, BS 
Mc eill, Lacey N, BS 
Menjivar, Sandra Beatriz, BS 
Meyer, Keirsrin Valeen, BS 
Mitchell, Mallorie, BS 
Mouritsen, Whitney Dawn, BS 
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Munyan, Maren Dawn, BS 
Nelson, Rebecca McKee, BS 
Nielsen, Stephanie Louise, BS 
Nielson, Jamie Jean, BS 
Nyman, Kaysha Breanne, BS 
Olsen, Robert John, BS 
Olson, Lauren, BS 
Olrin, Jane, BS 
Perkes, Karie Ann, BS 
Petersen, Kathleen Anne, BS 
Petersen, Laisha Diane, BS 
Pieper, Allysa Deanna, BS 
Pierson, Rachel Lynn, BA 
Plan, Tawni Afton, BS 
Ragan, Brandi Lynn, BS 
Rawlinson, Chandie Claire, BS 
Rawlinson, Jan H, BS 
Reese, Christopher Todd, BA 
Richards, Leticia Rayann, BS 
Richardson, ikki, BS 
Richardson, Rachel, BS 
Ricks, Taylor Shay, BS 
Roberts, Brianna Warnick, BS 
Robins, Katelin Jo, BS 
Rollins, Heidi Ann, BA 
Rossman, Stephanie Sue, BS 
Russell, Ella Kimberly, BS 
Ryon, Cherie Annene, BS 
Sagendorf, Emily, BS 
Shelron, Jessica, BS 
Shepherd, Cassandra L, BS 
Shepherd, Marcel Ward, BS 
Skillman, Adriane, BS 
Smith, Alisha Norman, BS 
Smith, Jamie Lee, BS 
Smith, Kelsey Twitchell, BS 
Smith, Rachel J. H., BS 
Snow,SoniLou, BS 
Spackman, Mindy Hansen, BS 
Staheli, Daniel Allen, BS 
Stephen, Whitney Kay, BS 
Stoddard, Jennie, BS 
Srour, Sydney, BS 
Tanner, Rebecca Karen, BS 
Taylor, Erin Kay, BS 
Tennant-Nicholas, Nicolle M, BS 
Theurer, Nicole Marie, BS 
Thompson, Judy Jean, BS 
Tolbert, Jason Allen, BS 
Tolbert, Jessica Cathleen, BS 
Turner, Kaylie Ann, BS 
Urie, Leslie Ann, BS 
Veibell, Kapri, BS 
Vicars, Cami Lyn, BS 
Vincent, Allie B, BS 
Walter, Melissa, BS 
Walton, Susan Adele, BS 
Wardle, Jacquelyn, BS 
Watkins, Lauren Rachelle, BS 
Webster, Kelli Lyn, BS 
Weeks, Jami Christiansen, BS 
Weeks, Mallory Alice, BS 
Weight, Melissa Jenny, BS 
Wells, Kory R, BS 
Willis, Hailee M, BS 
Winn, Laura Anne, BS 
Winterton, Leslie Lin, BS 
Wollschleger, Whitney Brin, BS 
Woodruff, Connie Marion, BS 
Woolsey, Caitlin Rose, BS 
Worthen, Lindsay Rebecca, BS 
Zimmerman, Lindsey Kay, BS 
Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation 
Adair, Megan Leann, BS 
Andersen, Stephen B, BS 
Anderson, Kade Cunis, BS 
Archibald, Leah, BS 
Asisi, Funaki Tonara, BS 
Bagley, Adam Keplar, BS 
Bartlett, Kellen James, BS 
Bean, Lauren, BS 
Belnap, Emily, BS 
Benson, Robert, BS 
Bickmore, Alexandrea, BS 
Birky, Saje Rae, BS 
Blauer, Marissa Mikami, BS 
Bodrero, Cydne Danielle, BS 
Booth, Bryan Spencer, BA 
Bowen, Ashley Moscon, BS 
Boxx, Megan Elizabeth, BS 
Boynton, Rachel Caroline, BS 
Brady, McKade L, BS 
Bringhurst, Ryan F, BS 
Brunner, Justin R, BS 
Bruya, Abby Celesta, BS 
Buck, Catrina Joy, BS 
Buck, Regan James, BS 
Byrd, Quinton Armante, BS 
Caldwell, Caitlin Brooke, BS 
Carlen, Tyler Lynn, BS 
Carlsen, Chalyce Packer, BS 
Checkerrs, Becky Meagan, BS 
Checketts, Bridget, BS 
Cheshire, Sarah Talbot, BS 
Child, Rachel Marie, BS 
Christensen, Candace Coreen, BS 
Clark, Tanner Ryan, BS 
Clarke, Michael Henry, BS 
Cleveland, Aarica Daniele, BS 
Collins, Kylee, BS 
Cradic, Daxton Carl, BS 
Cruz, Daniel Christopher, BS 
DeMartino, Joseph Robert, BS 
Deters, Ashley Marie, BS 
Dolores De La Cruz, Rosa M, BS 
Drechsler, Scott Britton, BS 
Easton, Jennifer Ann, BS 
Eldredge, Emily, BS 
Ensign, Shelby Ann, BS 
Enyeart, Jonathan, BS 
Evans, Haley Anne, BS 
Farnsworth, Katelin Aller, BS 
Finch, Lawrence E, BS 
Flanary, Shantel, BS 
Fletcher, Wayne Jerry, BS 
Flores, Julia C, BS 
Frame, Matthew Louis, BS 
Freeman, Kelli J, BS 
Furtado, Alexis Pualeihiwahiwa, BS 
Gardner, Cameron Spencer, BS 
Gardner, Dailee Victoria, BS 
Gardner, Heather Nicole, BS 
Garfield, Michelle, BS 
Garner, Greg Dennis, BS 
Gibbons, Danielle, BS 
Goble, Jonathan James, BS 
Goodsell, Jordan David, BS 
Grass, Sarah Christine, BS 
Gregory, Koree Lee, BS 
Grim, Morgan Scott, BS 
Gutierrez, Oralia, BS 
Guzman, John Richard, BS 
Haines, Edward Phillip, BS 
Hall, Lyndie Michelle, BS 
Hall, Marshall Ray, BS 
Hansen, Trevor S, BS 
Hansen, Tyler R, BS 
Hanson, Kathy Jo, BS 
Harris, Christopher Thomas, BS 
Harris, Greg B, BS 
Harris, Kaylee, BS 
Harris, Kimberly Allred, BS 
Haslam, Justin Robert, BS 
Haymore, Aubrie Nicole, BS 
Haywood, Marlee Danielle, BS 
Healey, Rachel Jill, BS 
Heath, Daniel S, BS 
Hegerhorst, Margie DeAnn, BS 
Hepworth, Stuart Anthony, BS 
Hernandez, Nelson Elliott, BS 
Higgins, Kourrney Shey, BS 
Hinze, Chad William, BS 
Hinkson, David T, BS 
Hopkin, Brittni Anne, BS 
Horne, Rosemarie, BS 
Hough, Matthew M, BS 
Huahulu, Evan Sonasi, BS 
Hulet, Stormie Beatrice, BS 
Jacobs, Alex J, BS 
Jenkins, Tyson L, BS 
Jensen, Collin P, BS 
Jenson, Skie Horlacher, BS 
Jeppesen, Nicole Marie, BS 
Johnson, Maren, BS 
Jones, Isaiah Emmanuel, BS 
Jones, Madison Rileigh, BS 
Joseph, Jesse Luke, BS 
Kaneshiro, Kelley Ann, BS 
Keddington, Derrick Grant, BS 
Kellett, Melissa, BS 
King, Courtney Elise, BS 
Koch, Lindsay Dawn, BS 
Kramer, Ashley Nicole, BS 
Larsen, Lacy Jo, BS 
Larson, Don Gyllen Kristjan, BS 
Lawrence, Tava Jo, BS 
Lasike, Havea Hikuleo'O Puloru, BS 
Lee, Brooke McKenzi, BS 
Lincoln, Yulese Ann, BS 
LoAey, Scott J, BS 
Longmore, Morganne, BS 
Loveland, Isaac J, BS 
Marble, Michelle Desirae, BS 
Marple, Amy Marie, BS 
Martinos, Kyle J, BS 
Maxfield, Melissa, BS 
Mayo, Ricky Jesten, BS 
Mccool, Carey Ann, BS 
Mcdonough, Lauren, BS 
McKay, Shalese Marie, BS 
McKelvey, Madison Lee, BS 
McKinnon, Mickell Marie, BS 
Mcneil, Kristin, BS 
Memmott, Amanda Jane, BS 
Merker, V Joy, BS 
Metcalf, Breanne Nicole, BS 
Miles, Natisha, BS 
Miller, James Jesse, BS 
Monson, Ashley Ann, BS 
Morgan, Jeffrey Robert, BS 
Mortensen, Jessica Karalyn, BS 
Munger, Cassi, BS 
Murray, Dustin K, BS 
Myaer, ]axon Jeffrey, BS 
Nelson, Brok Alan, BS 
Nielsen, Samantha Kare, BS 
Nilson, Amanda R, BS 
Oberoi, Joseph, BS 
Oblad, Sierra Elizabeth, BS 
Oldroyd, Derek Ferris, BS 
Parker, Jesse C, BS 
Payne, Audriana Jayne Marler, BS 
Payne, Dall in J, BS 
Peirce, Stephen W, BS 
Peragallo, Sage Estelle, BS 
Peters, Amanda Marie, BS 
Peterson, Annaliesa Poet, BS 
Peterson, Kristin Alissa, BS 
Peterson, Meghan Rachelle, BS 
Pickering, Cordell Calvin, BS 
Pickup, Zachary S, BS 
Rasmussen, Bjorn D, BS 
Rawlinson, Cody H, BS 
Reed, Kyisean, BS 
Rich, Jessica Diane, BS 
Rider, Dayna, BS 
Rindlisbacher, Ryan D, BS 
Rindlisbacher, Tiffany, BS 
Roberts, Luke Campell, BS 
Robinson, Auston T, BS 
Rock, Wendi M, BS 
Ross, Laurie Marie, BS 
Rounds, Kylie Elizabeth, BS 
Rudd, Rachell, BS 
Saunders, Casey Richard, BS 
Shinn, Sarah Esther, BS 
Silcox, BreeAnn, BS 
Silvester, Eric John, BS 
Smoot, Nathan Mark, BS 
Sorensen, Shay, BS 
Spjute, Heidi Thorley, BS 
Squire, Aubrianne, BS 
Stewart, Julia Marie, BS 
Stratford, Lindsey J, BS 
Stuart, Brian S, BS 
Swenson, Andrew P, BS 
Taggart, Brittney Michelle, BS 
Tait, Russell Spencer, BS 
Te, Tammy, BS 
Tenney, Stetson, BS 
Terry, Crystal, BS 
Thompson, David Kent, BS 
Thompson, Lori Renae, BS 
Thompson, Mariah A, BS 
Thompson, Shanda, BS 
Tidwell, Robert, BS 
Titmus, Shalane, BS 
Tonnemacher, Ryan Craig, BS 
Turnblom, Jeralyn, BS 
Tyreca, Shelbi Chyann, BS 
Villescas, Brian, BS 
Visser, Joseph R, BS 
Ward, Reagan Ronald, BS 
Warren, Shelbey Ann, BS 
Waramaniuk, Amanda Rose, BS 
Webb, Mark David, BS 
Weight, Ryan Craig, BS 
West, Kimberly Mark, BS 
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Westenskow, Adam J, BS 
Westover, Erin, BS 
Willis, Reuben A, BS 
Wright, Laura Anne, BS 
Wright, Michael Thomas, BS 
Young, Philip Don, BS 
Psychology 
Allen, Tessa Lynne, BS 
Anderson, Austin J, BS 
Anderson, Tyler G, BS 
Andrus, Abigail Jean, BS 
Arnold, Amanda Jessica, BS 
Babbitt, Samantha R, BS 
Ballard, Melissa J, BS 
Bettinger, Kira Neal, BS 
Blakeley, Katherine Bronwyn, BS 
Blakely, Sarah Jane, BS 
Bolan, Stephanie Anne, BS 
Brian, Chrisry Marie, BS 
Butler, Amy Nicole Nixon, BS 
Campbell, Brett Bradley, BS 
Cannon, Cassandra Richelle, BS 
Clyde, Joseph Wright, BS 
Colburn, Ethan Edward, BS 
Cole, Shellece, BS 
Copeland, Rachael A, BS 
Cottrell, Joseph M, BS 
Crane, Brandon Lee, BS 
Craner, Chad LeRoy, BS 
Dagostino, Marine Ninja Cecile, BS 
Daley, Mitch Gordon, BA 
Davis, Corbi R, BS 
DeBry, Darline B, BS 
Dewall, Dustin S, BS 
Dixon, Brody Jon, BS 
Dixon, Martin Daniel, BS 
Donovan, Spencer Gregory, BS 
Dunn, Kathleen, BS 
Ellsworth, Christina Mesler, BS 
Fischback, Liam Johnathan, BS 
Fjeldsted, Hannah Christine, BS 
Flukey, Samuel Albert Daniel, BS 
Gammill, Jacob Allen, BS 
Garner, Tamara M, BS 
Gibbs, Jonathan Erik, BS 
Gill, Angela Mae, BS 
Golding, Sara Lyn, BS 
Graham, Robyn Florine, BS 
Graves, Kevin Glen, BS 
Gray, Jean Ann, BS 
Gunnell, Jared Tyler, BS 
Hadley, Mandy Jean, BS 
Hamblin, Tammy Jean, BA 
Hansen, Jordan Paul, BS 
Hargrove, Kassi Lynn, BS 
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Harmon, Kyler Rae, BS 
Hastings, Eric R, BS 
Hepworth, Sharee Lynn, BS 
Hinton, Lance W, BS 
Hirz, Amber L, BS 
Hoffman, Gordon M, BS 
Hofmann, Krystal Linda, BS 
Hoth, Sierra, BS 
Howell, Mitchell T, BS 
Humpherys, Ashley Lynne, BS 
Jacobs, Chad Hoffman, BS 
Jacobson, Ashley Michelle, BS 
Jarrett, Beth, BS 
Johnson, Benjamin Aaron, BS 
Johnson, Melissa Ann, BS 
King, Jacob Alan, BS 
Kitchen, Meiissa F, BS 
Kocks, Alyson Laurie, BS 
Kynaston, Baley Marie, BS 
Labar, Bryan Mitchell, BS 
Lawanro, Kevin Nathaniel, BS 
Lawrence, Kelli Marie, BS 
Lee, Rhynrel Lori, BS 
Lewis, Kylee Goldsberry, BS 
Lim, Rock, BS 
Malone, Camellia Rose, BS 
Mantz, Kurt James, BS 
Marshall, Ciara Marie, BS 
Martinez, Christina, BS 
Maxfield, Adam Dennis, BS 
McDonald, Courtney Lauren, BS 
McKinlay, Lynn Carter, BS 
Medrano, Cristina E, BS 
Mickenham, Shana, BS 
Miller, Amanda Justine, BS 
Mitton, Paige Ann, BS 
Mora, Karla Jerica, BS 
Morris, Carol Lynn, BS 
Moss, Lauren Ashley, BS 
Munyan, Benson George, BS 
Murdock, Kenneth John, BS 
Netzley, Holly Mathis, BS 
Nielsen, Clay K, BS 
Nyman, Brimee Clifford, BS 
Phoeung, Sophear M, BS 
Porter, Jessica, BS 
Quintana, Rhonda Jacqueline, BS 
Rasmussen, Taneea Kay, BS 
Rich, Megan Michelle, BS 
Richards, Steven Lee, BS 
Richardson, Eric Brent, BS 
Ringle, Sydnie White, BS 
Robinson, Emily Alaura, BS 
Rodgerson, Gary Michael, BS 
Roe, Trudee, BS 
Roper, Skyler William, BS 
Sanders, Andrea Marie, BS 
Saunders, Kathleen Ann, BS 
Seelye, Daniel Noel, BS 
Shields, Whitney Erin, BS 
Silvester, Eric John, BS 
Smith, Cielle Jessica, BS 
Smith, Melinda, BS 
Snow, Amanda Lorraine, BS 
Soelberg, Madeline, BS 
Stacey, Christina A, BS 
Stokes, Hannah Lashell, BS 
Stone, Stephanie Jane, BS 
Tait, Jordan Willough, BS 
Teague, Dana Michael, BS 
Tenny, Nicole Squires, BS 
Thanadabouth, Johnny, BS 
Tobey, Mckelle, BS 
Tuckfield, Sean Chrisropher, BA 
Udy, Ginger Nicole, BS 
Utley, Claire Elizabeth, BS 
Wadley, Tiffani, BS 
Ward, Jenessa Karol, BS 
Wark.ins, Justin Bradley, BS 
Wells, Andy Scott, BS 
West, Skyler J, BS 
Westover, Anne Michelle, BS 
Whitt, Jacquelyn Lou, BS 
Whittaker, Chelsie Nicole, BS 
Williams, Natalie Alison, BS 
Wolcott, Aaron A, BS 
Young, Malynne Chamberlain, B, 
Special Education and Rehabili:ation 
Atkinson, Texee Lynn, BS 
Berry, Michelle Fae, BS 
Bready, Madison Scovel, BS 
Campbell, Tiffany Ann, BS 
Card, Krista Anderson, BS 
Casey, Megan Dawnne, BS 
Chelsey, Elizabeth Renee, BS 
Chevalier, Katie Rae, BS 
Christensen, Lacie, BS 
Christensen, Shelly A, BS 
Clarke, Karina, BS 
Darger, Brittany Nicole, BS 
Devries, Clair Jeffery, BS 
Downard, Ashley Marie, BS 
Fife, Coerina L, BS 
Fox, Tara A, BS 
France, Rachael, BS 
Frost, Cheri Lynne, BS 
Goodell, Bailee, BS 
Grace, Angel Dawn Chong, BS 
Gregory, Camille Brooke, BS 
Hansen, Teresa, BS 
Harries, Vanessa, BS 
Hartley, Amber Marie, BS 
Hawkes, Alexandra Jensen, BS 
Holdaway, Staci, BS 
Huppi, Caitlin Janine, BS 
Ison, Tarra Karen, BS 
Jensen, Kimberlee Bech, BS 
Johnson, Sarah Anne, BS 
Jones, Traci Leigh, BS 
Larsen, Hilary Ann, BS 
Lovendale, Katherine Faun, BS 
Lyons, Alexis, BS 
Madsen, Shanalee Stubbs, BS 
Mair, Amanda Kaye, BS 
Marx, Winona Rose, BS 
Mckinnon, Tracy Leigh, BS 
Mickelsen, Brooke Kaile, BS 
Munns, Brenda Morris, BS 
Nehring, Colt Adams, BS 
Oldham, Alyssa Segura, BS 
Pack, Cindee Anderson, BS 
Petersen, Stephanie S, BS 
Phipps, Courtney Makel, BS 
Ponciano, Kristeen Erin, BS 
Pruitt, Dallas Edward, BS 
Quebbeman, Amy Lenore, BS 
Retter, Whitney Elison, BS 
Roecker, Lindsey Jean, BS 
Rosdal1l, Jessie, BS 
Rushton, Lundi Lyn, BS 
Sadler, Jessica Marie, BS 
Scovel, Madison, BS 
Shakespear, Christina Jo, BS 
Sheehy, Melissa Dawn, BS 
Smith, Alicia Renee, BS 
Smith, Heather Lynn, BS 
Taylor, Carrie Lisa, BS 
Taylor, F Loren, BS 
Terrell, Susan K., BS 
Thompson, Angela E, BS 
Whitehead, Lesa Bastian, BS 
Wight, Emily Jean, BS 
Wight, Heather Nicole, BS 
Teacher Education and Leadership 
Alexander, Anna M, BS 
Allen, Tracey Lynne, BS 
Allred, Carlie, BS 
Anderson, Abigail Jonna, BS BA 
Bagley, Megan Michelle, BS 
Bailey, Ashley, BS 
Bair, Kerry Lynne, BS 
Baker, Jennifer Dawn, BS 
Baker, Jillian, BS 
Balling, Lisa, BS 
Barnard, Thomas Colbin, BA 
Barnes, Kari Beth, BS 
Bartlett, i\1onica, BS 
Baxter, Kristina Ann, BS 
Beckert, Amy, BS 
Billingsley, Jessica, BS 
Bingham, Rochelle Dawn, BS 
Binks, Jill Amanda, BS 
Blair, Olivia Ballam, BS 
Blaylock, Amber Dawn, BS 
Bradbury, Lindsey Leigh, BS 
Bradshaw, Kathleen Griffiths, BS 
Brady, Terra Sue, BS 
Brown, Leslie Ann, BS 
Butterfield, Landryanne, BS 
Cameron, Tara Jo, BS 
Cazier, Whitney, BS 
Cerroni, Toni Lee, BS 
Chadwick, Mindy Lee, BS 
Chini, Courtney C, BS 
Christensen, Allison, BS 
Christensen, Angela D, BS 
Clark, Melissa Kae, BS 
Clayson, Jaden L, BS 
Consrandse, Wesley Johan, BA 
Cope, Melanie Brook, BS 
Crane, Rebecca Rae, BS 
Craner, Anna C, BS 
Crockett, Rachelle May, BS 
Cronquist, Amanda, BS 
Crowther, Jacqueline M, BS 
Curtis, Lindsey Renee, BS 
Darrington, Brittni Diane, BS 
Darringron, Eldon E, BS 
Davenport, Julianne Kemp, BS 
Davis, Brooke, BS 
Davis, Camille LeAnn, BA 
Davis, Roger Lowell, BS 
Derrick, Becky, BS 
Derringer, Rachel Anna, BS 
Downs, Kathryn Toone, BS 
Drage, Abbie Elizabeth, BS 
Drake, Lori Ann, BS 
Duce, Crystal Nicole, BS 
Dudley, Alieshia Nikkole, BS 
Edmunds, Paula P, BS 
Ellis, Felicia Rae, BS 
Ence, Sara Michelle, BS 
Erickson, Rob K, BS 
Fisher, Brittany Anne, BS 
Fletcher, Anona Marie, BS 
Frandsen, Lyndsi Jo, BS 
Fulghum, Nicole Elizabeth, BS 
Geary, Monica Stephens, BS 
Gifford, Jessica Lyn, BS 
Gordon, Amanda Michelle, BS 
Griffeth, Sarah, BS 
Griffiths, Shauna Brown, BS 
Gunter, Kodi Lee, BS 
Hagberg, Kaitlyn Marie, BS 
Hall, Julie Novelle, BS 
Hansen, Alisha M, BS 
Hazen, McCalle Louise, BS 
Heath, Kamisha Lynn, BS 
Hess, Marcea Chika, BS 
Hill, Karla Michelle, BS 
Hillyard, Katharine Marie, BS 
Hillyard, Kristi Bonkemeyer, BS 
Holverson, Mary Alexis, BS 
Horrocks, Karie Lynn, BS 
Howard, Shannon Melinda, BS 
Hudson, Kylie Shae, BS 
Hulet, Lauren, BS 
Hulet, Lisa Marie, BS 
Isaacs, Gabrielle Theresa, BS 
Ito, Stephanie Brown, BS 
Iverson, Meghan, BS 
Jakeman, Tiffany Lorraine, BS 
Jasmer, Ashley Lauryn, BS 
Jenkins, Megan Diane, BS 
Jensen, Tyson J, BS 
Jenson, Karie, BS 
Johnson, Camille Petersen, BS 
Johnson, Cari Jorgensen, BS 
Johnson, Jennafer Courtney, BS 
Kennedy, Lauren Elizabeth, BS 
King, Marla Geneva, BA 
Knowles, Kelina, BS 
Koford, Mckenzie, BS 
Konakis, Elizabeth Ann, BS 
Kunzler, Kristi A, BS 
Larsen, Chantel, BS 
Larson, Tiffany, BS 
Lindsey, Tawnie Sue, BS 
Lish, Zane Allen, BS 
Littell, Jenna Ann, BS 
Lloyd, Katelyn Jean, BS 
Long, Valerie, BS 
Love, Annie,BA 
Mack.lier, Sarah, BS 
Manning, Lyn B, BS 
Manning, Shenise Lynn, BS 
Martineau, Vicky C, BS 
Mcclain, Sarah Elizabeth, BS 
McDougal, Kaelyn M, BA 
Mcomie, Kelli, BS 
Miles, Kerrilyn, BS 
Miller, Jennifer Michelle, BS 
Millerr, Jenessa Nicole, BS 
Moffitt, Carly Jo, BS 
Morrill, Brittany Lynaea, BS 
Moss, Tyler Scott, BS 
Nash, Michelle Ann, BS 
Nelson, Erin Grace, BS 
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Nielson, Elizabeth Ann, BS 
Nitzel, Kayleigh DeNae, BS 
Nixon, Cecil Scott, BS 
Norris, Natalie Jo, BS 
Olsen, Adriane Arlene, BS 
Olsen, Kathryn Leigh, BS 
Olsen, Maegan Kathleen, BS 
Olsen, Rachel Elise, BS 
Olson, Jessie Marie, BS 
Orton, Sara Lindsay, BS 
Otterstrom, Maren Elizabeth, BS 
Painter, Sarah Katherine, BS 
Parker, Samantha Marie, BS 
Paskett, Allison L, BS 
Patterson, Lindsey Anne, BS 
Patton, Laurel Kathleen, BS 
Petersen, Marci Ann, BS 
Petersen, Sara Elizabeth, BS 
Phelps, Brittany, BS 
Phillips, David Charles, BS 
Pickering, Sara Kathryn, BS 
Porath, Shelley Ann, BS 
Prettyman, Lindsay M, BS 
Price, Tyson James, BS 
Prince, Berlyn A, BS 
Rasmussen, Kristina, BS 
Ravsten, Lyndsey, BS 
Reese, Kris Welker, BS 
Richards, Janni Joy, BS 
Roberts, Abigail, BS 
Roberts, Lauralee, BS 
Roberts, Susan Case, BS 
Robins, Ashley Michelle, BS 
Robinson, Molly Marie, BS 
Rodman, Elizabeth Anne, BS 
Rosenlof, Allison Leanne, BS 
Ross, Kellie L, BS 
Roxburgh, Allison Leatrice, BS 
Rummler, Tanya M, BS 
Seabury, Stephan, BS 
Sessions, Kimberly May, BS 
Shakespear, Vanessa, BS 
Skabelund, Elizabeth Emiline, BS 
Smith, Lindsie Lee, BS 
Sorenson, Brooke Rose, BS 
Squire, Amber Lynn, BS 
Stalder, Jessica LaRae, BS 
Stanworth, Melanie Ann, BS 
Stephens, Amy, BS 
Storwold, Kiera Dawn, BS 
Summers, Kelsey, BS 
Swenson, Ashley C, BS 
Tashnizi, Shahriar, BS 
Taylor, Jennifer Michelle, BS 
Thompson, Lindy Michelle, BS 
Thompson, William Brady, BS 
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Tomlinson, Brecklyn, BS 
Tomlinson-Cox, Sandra, BS 
Toone, Megan, BS 
Transtrum, Emily, BS 
Uptain, Amanda, BS 
Walker, Katie Anne, BS 
Walquist, Sarah Anne, BS 
Ward, Dorie Mikenzie, BS 
Watterson, Alicia, BS Webb, 
Whirni, BS 
Weese, Kylie Ann, BS 
Wheatley, Milton Owen, BS 
Whitmore, Naomi Homer, BS 
Wigington Sarah Anne BS 
Wilkins Amanda B BS 
Williams Holli Marie BS 
Williams Megan Rachel BS 
Willis Yvette Rochelle BS 
Womack Chelsie Rae BS 
Wouden Jordan McK.insey BS 
Wright Emma Rae BS 
Yoshikawa Ashley Nichole BS 
Young Lucy Mack BS 
Zahm Kenzie Shiree BS 
ZoBell Andrea Riley BS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
H Scott Hinton, Dean 
Biological Engineering 
Allred, Sarah Elizabeth, BS 
Bartlett, Samuel Ivan, BS 
Bullough, Mitchell T, BS 
Cordingley, Howard Lee, BS 
Draper, Neil I, BS 
Guzman Duran, Sarah, BS 
Hanks, Benjamin Levi, BS 
Hansen, Tiffany Marie, BS 
Hawkins, Sam D, BS 
Hyer, Richard Justin, BS 
Peterson, Cole R, BS 
Twitchell, Celina Marie, BS 
Wong, Spencer T, BS 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Attanasio, Brandon E, BS 
Beyene, Rahel Yilma, BS 
Bourne, Jake V, BS 
Bowler, Chase Wesley, BS 
Braegger, Zachary Ivan, BS 
Braithwaite, Nathan Edward, BS 
Buckner, Nicholas John, BS 
Budge, Michael S, BS 
Castillo Zavala, Omar Antonio, BS 
Child, Corey James, BS 
Coy, Tyler K, BS 
Dedelow, Ryan Drury, BS 
Diamond, James 0, BS 
Erickson, Jacob C, BS 
Fleshman, Mandie Swainston, BS 
Foust, Nickolas Ryan, BS 
Freckleton, Derek Rulon, BS 
Friend, Benjamin Andrew, BS 
Frint, Jeremy W, BS 
Fuentes, Antonio V, BS 
Hasbun, lndhira Maria, BS 
Hatfield, Briana Irene, BS 
Hong, Cong, BS 
Huffaker, Conner Dale, BS 
Huppert, Logan, BS 
Inman, David Phillip, BS 
Jackson, Kailey Nicole, BS 
Jensen, Clayton E, BS 
Johnson, Clint Preal, BS 
Johnson, Nephi Ross, BS 
Kolle, Forrest Stoklasa, BS 
Lamb, Joshua Boyd, BS 
Lewis, Andrew T, BS 
Lo, Wing Hong Louis, BS 
Lowe, Nathan Daniel, BS 
Lundell, Eric Todd, BS 
Marshall, David Scott, BS 
McKee, Steven Chad, BS 
Mustoe, Alyssa Charlotte, BS 
Nielsen, Grant Ross, BS 
Olsen, Riley Jay, BS 
Owen, Nathaniel S, BS 
Perry, Jason Robert, BS 
Phillipps, Paden Shelby, BS 
Pond, Daniel Troy, BS 
Pope, Jesse Malin, BS 
Price, Trevor Nathaniel, BS 
Rowley, Matthew C, BS 
Shaffer, Timothy J, BS 
Shallbetter, Randall D, BS 
Smith, Colton F, BS 
Smith, Suzy, BS 
Squire, Devin Meade, BS 
Tyler, Samuel R, BS 
Warren, Ryan H, BS 
Wing, Matthew Odell, BS 
Wood, Brett J, BS 
Wright, Nathan W, BS 
Zahm, Anthony D, BS 
Computer Science 
Adams, Christian Thomas, BS 
Allen, Dane T, BS 
Andrews, Aaron, BS 
Arlint, Jessica Marie, BS 
Bishop, Michael Billings, BS 
Bueno, Danilo, BS 
Butler, Ray LaMar, BS 
Caldwell, Cody Milo, BS 
Carbine, James Anthon, BS 
Clark, David Eugene, BS 
CoomBS Damon Lee, BS 
Day, Chelynn Britton, BS 
Driggs, Benjamin Ralph, BS 
Dunsey, Chris K, BS 
Grapp, Ryan Jeffrey, BS 
Hewlett, Justin S, BS 
Jankowski, Benjamin D, BS 
Jones, Carl Edward, BS 
Jose Quezada, Jose, BS 
Kidd Ochoa, Octavio Alberto, BS 
Lambright, Dustin A, BS 
Linford, Michael Max, BS 
Marble, Jacob Glen, BS 
McRory, Morgan McKenzie, BS 
Merrill, Shay N, BS 
Olsen, Max Leon, BS 
Olsen, Mckinley, BS 
Petersen, Barton Andrew, BS 
Peterson, Gregory J, BS 
Preece, Richard W, BS 
Rasmussen, James R, BS 
Riley, Calvin Abraham, BS 
Ruppe, Jace A, BS 
Seeholzer, Adam K, BS 
Thompson, Nathan Michael, BS 
Todd, John Q, BS 
Viula, Michael Nicholas, BS 
Wallace, Jason Guy, BS 
Westberg, Jerry Mark, BS 
White, Michael Vard, BS 
Wilkins, Austin A, BS 
Williams, Joshua Dean, BS 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Aguilar, Robert Scott Paul, BS 
Anderson, Eric James, BS 
Andrasko, Jackson John, BS 
Baran, Engin, BS 
Barlow, Tyler J, BS 
Bennett, Brittin W, BS 
Blakeley, Benjamin, BS 
Byers, Benjamin Curtis, BS 
Cardon, Tyler Kent, BS 
Chandler, Bryant E, BS 
Chase, Benjamin D, BS 
Co, Cunis J, BS 
Cozzens, Brennan Gerrie, BS 
Graham, Brandon R, BS 
Grant, Cameron Fraser, BS 
Grant, Kevin James, BS 
Henig, Edward Alan, BS 
Hinchcliff, Kyle R, BS 
Jackson, Spencer Scott, BS 
Jones, Isaac Ryan, BS 
Kang, Alvin, BS 
Lund, Mckay Andrew, BS 
Marchant, Scott D, BS 
Nieveen, Jacob G, BS 
Payne, Kris Keith, BS 
Perkins, Christopher Kent, BS 
Phillips, Lee David, BS 
Sharp, Bryan Thomas, BS 
Smith, Cody Score, BS 
Song, Wonkyu, BS 
Tait, Michael Carson, BS 
Taylor, Justin Michael, BS 
Torgesen, Matthew Greg, BS 
Weston, Cameron M, BS 
Williams, Nephi, BS 
Wong, Kashele Olson, BS 
Wong, Nathan Kekoa, BS 
Engineering and Technology 
Education 
Sidor, Christopher William, BS 
General Studies 
Ferguson, Raymond Clarke, BS 
Gleisberg, Jonathan M, BS 
Johnson, Morgan Parley, BS 
Morrison, Neil J, BS 
Wardell, Kelly Bill, BS 
Wells, Tanirat Jon, BS 
Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering 
Allen, Jonathan David, BS 
Anderson, Jessica Thornley, BS 
Auger, Joshua Humphreys, BS 
Baird, Devin, BS 
Bennion, Edward Paul, BS 
Blackmer, Scott Mitchell, BS 
Burtenshaw, Tyson D, BS 
Burton, Joseph Junius, BS 
Callisaya, Valerio Fortunato, BS 
Cannon, Mark B, BS 
Christiansen, Ronald H, BS 
Clark, Joseph Frederick, BS 
Clawson, Taylor Scott, BS 
Colgan, Bric Arvid, BS 
Cox, Jordan T, BS 
Cox, Tanner J, BS 
Daniels, Steven Eugene, BS 
De La Luz, Lenny G, BS 
Deakin, Michael D, BS 
Fleming, Austin D, BS 
Folkner, David E, BS 
Golze, Spencer D, BS 
Hafen, Trevin J, BS 
Hammond, Brady M, BS 
Hawkins, Clair Richard, BS 
Hayter, Nicholas John, BS 
Heil, Joshua Wendell, BS 
Herbert, Jakob Milo, BS 
Hong, Won Hee, BS 
Housekeeper, Jesse Clay, BS 
Houston, Nathan G, BS 
Humpherys, James Andrew, BS 
Jones, Kyle L, BS 
Jorgensen, Michael L, BS 
Kelly, Skyler Todd, APE, 
Koscur, Ruby Mae, BS 
Lance, Blake W, BS 
Long, Fredric William, BS 
Lopez Suarez, Miguel Ivanhoe, BS 
Loveless, Michael A, BS 
Loveless, Thomas Alfred, BS 
Lyon, Russell Whitney, BS 
Mackay, Kyle Keith, BS 
Malstrom, Eric Nolan, BS 
Marriott, Joshua Bruce, BS 
Mason, Jacob Ryan, BS 
Maughan, Robert Gene, BS 
Mawson, Ryan Anthony, BS 
McCulloch, Richard Chee James, BS 
Miller, Ruch Anne, BS 
Moore, Richard Alan, BS 
Morrell, Kenneth Connor, BS 
Nielson, Karen, BS 
Norris, Adam S, BS 
Olson, Dennis Eugene, BS 
Parker, Mitchell H, BS 
Peterson, Andrew D, BS 
Phillipps, Nathan Shelby, BS 
Phillips, Michael Remington, BS 
Pincock, Brian Booth, BS 
Price, Mason David, BS 
Reynolds, Don David, BS 
Rich, Edward P, BS 
Rodman, Jens Dale, BS 
Rowley, Scott Matthew, BS 
Sabillon, Dana Marissa, BS 
Sanchez, Javier Ibened, BS 
Scott, Benjamin F, BS 
Shurtz, Benjamin Kelly, BS 
Snyder, Jonathan J, BS 
Spackman, Brian P, BS 
Spurrier, Zachary Scott, BS 
Scanworch, John Norman, BS 
Steele, Alexander Lee, BS 
Summers, Hailey Marie, BS 
Tatton, Michael A, BS 
Taylor, Jeffrey Dean BS 
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Vaughan Garrett Austin BS 
Vincent Joshua R BS 
VonNiederhausern Bruce BS 
Warner Scott O BS 
Watkins Tyson Ronald BS 
Whitaker Jeff Erick BS 
Wilson James Randall BS 
Winings Jared Andrew BS 
Woods Joseph Fred BS 
Wright Nathan V BS 
Wright Samuel Alvord BS 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
john C. Allen, Dean 
Asian Studies 
Allen, Marc Scott, BA 
Bryner, Jacob Wayne, BA 
Gillespie, John Canute, BA 
Mortensen, Bryan Lynn, BA 
Osborn-Brown, Cedric Alexander, BA 
Struve, Dane T, BA 
English 
Aiken, Kayla Andrea, BA 
Andersen, Kathryn R, BS 
Anderson, Chandler E, BS 
Anderson, Marissa Kinuye, BA 
Asbury, Joseph C, BS 
Baessler, Lori Ann, BS 
Ballard, Mara J, BS 
Barton, Jason M, BA 
Beall, Nathanael Lawrence, BS 
Beaver, Amber Catherine, BS 
Bennett, Marilyn, BS 
Berg, Aubrey, BS 
Bernhisel, Alyson E, BS 
Bens, Jesse Kay, BS 
Black, Evan Leslie, BA 
Born, Elise Anne, BS 
Bradley, Kellice, BS 
Braithwaite, Erica Nicole, BS 
Brown, Annika Maria, BA 
Bullock, Anna Maria, BS 
Bundy, Keisha Lyn, BA 
Burri, Amanda V, BS 
Chandler, Jessika, BS 
Cheney, Natalie, BS 
Christensen, Collen M, BS 
Christensen, Kimberly, BS 
Clarke, Sherrie Lynn, BA 
Crawford, Sara Jean, BA 
Curtis, Kenyon Stewart, BS 
Cutler, Haley Wilson, BS 
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Devaney, Kelsey Lee, BS 
Done, Jessica Alyce, BS 
Drake, Aliya Brynne, BA 
Duke, Elizabeth Anne, BS 
Dulin, Hannah Marie, BA 
Emch, Alina Whitney, BS 
Emery, Elizabeth Ann, BS 
Enrico, Amelia Lee, BS 
Force, Daniel Robert, BS 
Frederick, Megan Jane, BS 
Fronk, Jessica Eve, BA 
Frost, Heather Marlene, BS 
Galloway, Shanelle Marie, BS 
Gomez, Alexandra J, BA 
Gordon, Bethany, BS 
Hancock, Christy R, BS 
Haslem, Cody Ray, BS 
Hathaway, Deborah McBride, BS 
Hawke, Anastasia Lea, BA 
Holland, Kyrsten Lee, BS 
Hyer, Amanda Marie, BS 
Jackson, Brian James, BS 
Johnson, Kirk Robert, BA 
Kelley, Ashley Ann, BS 
Keyes, Joshua James, BS 
Killian, Diannah Marie, BS 
Koenen, Kirk Benjamin, BS 
Landvatter, Chelsea, BS 
Leavitt, Megan K, BS 
Lee, Christopher Warde, BS 
Marler, Britney Michelle, BA 
Marshall, Kathryn, BS 
Mcconkie, Samuel Bitner, BS 
McDermott, Jessica Colleen, BA 
McDermott, Joshua Lew, BA 
Mclachlan, Liana, BS 
Menzdorf, Malyssa Rosario, BS 
Miner, Sierra E, BA 
Morales, Esli Sarai, BA 
Morris, Alexia, BS 
Nelson, KayDee Pauline Elison, BS 
Nielson, Marcus Dwayne, BS 
Oakeson, Kyle C, BS 
Orton, MaryAnn, BS 
Ott, Sarah Blanche, BS 
Pack, Kendall Garrison, BS 
Pedersen, Sara Lynn, BA 
Phillipps, Sarah Ann, BS 
Poole, Kuniko Ann, BS 
Pugh, Benjamin James, BA 
Reale, Caroline Frances, BS 
Reed, Keaton Thomas, BA 
Reed, Krista Kay, BS 
Reeder, Ashlee Elizabeth, BS 
Rich, Mikayla Shay, BS 
Schneider, Elsa Christine, BA 
Schulthies, Michela, BA 
Shaw, Carver James, BS 
Sitton, Christina Marie, BA 
Squyres, Marie Allison, BS 
Staker, Chelsie Iona, BA 
Stenner, Samantha Marie, BS 
Suazo, Brittani Lauren, BS 
Taylor, Sandra Lea, BS 
Thomas, Sarah Marie, BA 
Torgerson, Jennifer Lyn, BS 
Troughton, Hannah Elizabeth, BS 
VanDyke, Charise, BS 
Wang, Hsin Fang, BA 
Wasden, Joseph Kenton, BS 
Watson, Mitchell Rue, BS 
Welliver, Amele Paige, BA 
Williams, David Royal, BS 
Young, Kathryn Marie, BS 
Young, Kevin, BA 
General Studies 
Hansen, Robert Wayne, BS 
History 
Abbott, Samuel Oliver, BA 
Allen, Melissa Ann, BA 
Allen, Michael Daniel, BA 
Atkin, Bart Cleve, BA 
Bangerter, Braden Steven, BA 
Bangerter, Kathryn L, BS 
Berg, Heidi Jean, BS 
Bertschinger, Courtney Bailey, BA 
Billings, Kari, BS 
Bistline, Anna Marie, BA 
Bobo, LX J, BA 
Boxx, Jacob Alan, BA 
Brockman, Rouchelle, BA 
Brower, Taylor Martell, BS 
Brundage, Joshua Roy, BA 
Burton, Nathan Reed, BA 
Carr, Rachelle D, BS 
Casarerri, Olga Anna, BA 
Chlarson, Kamille Marie, BA 
Clark, Daniel K, BA 
Curtis, Alina, BA 
Dubach, Demi Jean, BS 
Dupont, Athena C, BA 
Erickson, Rob K, BA 
Eskeets, Amanda Rose, BS 
Evans, Marianne Bristow, BS 
Faraone, Kaitlyn Jean, BA 
Fife, Matthew Tyler, BA 
Frank, Darrin N, BA 
Frenzel, Anthony Mark, BA 
Furniss, Isaac Dane, BA 
Garrett, Michelle, BA 
Gines, Katelin Brittany, BA 
Gordon, Bethany, BA 
Grant, Kaitlin Nicole, BA 
Graves, Jeremiah Austin, BS 
Hall, Trisha Ann, BS 
Hendricks, Nicholas Randall, BS 
Honesty, Frances Ivy Marie, BA 
Howell, Ryan Andrew, BA 
Hulihan, Kelsy Renee, BA 
Jepson, Betty Jean, BS 
Kelley, Alexander James, BA 
Kerkmann, Hailey Brierley, BA 
Keyes, Jacob Dale, BA 
King, Dylan Ross, BS 
Knight, Heather Elizabeth, BA 
Laughter, Annette Louise, BS 
Liin, Amber Irene, BS 
Littler, Kimberly Renae, BA 
Lloyd, Shay Lynn, BS 
Long, Daedree Camille, BA 
Magula, Christine E, BA 
Mason, Ashli P, BS 
Mathews, Cynthia Joyce, BS 
Morris, Whitney Nicole, BS 
Murray, Dane Stuart, BS 
Murray, Tess M, BS 
Nielson, Meaghan Justine, BA 
Olson, Joseph Terry, BS 
Owens, Andrew Kent, BS 
Parkinson, Kiara A, BA 
Pelzig, Michelle Lorraine, BS 
Petersen, Jessica Kate, BS 
Plogh, Michele Marie, BS 
Poche, Drew, BS 
Porter, Marlee Ann, BA 
Rawlings, Andrew Todd, BS 
Reid, Elizabeth Cathleen, BA 
Rowberry, Christopher M, BA 
Sears, Jase B, BS 
Seymour, Scott Douglas, BA 
Smith, Desirae Michelle, BS 
Sparks, Sari Jean, BS 
Srock, Nikyla Maria, BS 
Stocking, Brian Matthew, BS 
Summers, Anthony Kaye, BA 
Swainston, Angela Geneal, BA 
Taylor, Michael Patrick, BA 
Thompson, Andrea Dawn, BA 
Tolman, Jaren Joseph, BS 
Truex, Jordan, BS 
Wade, Ross Mac, BS 
Walden, Beth E, BS 
Walker, Zackary E, BA 
Wallis, Aurora Elaine, BA 
Watkins, Rebecca Lynne, BS 
Worthy, Tyler James, BA 
Wosnik, Peter Josef, BA 
Yates, Cory Michael, BA 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Abella, Monica, BS 
Ambrose, Michael Allan, BS 
Andersen, Joel Robert, BS 
Anderson, Kristen Anne, BA 
Ashland, April Dawn, BS 
Baird, Casey Ray, BA 
Baker, Matthew Eldon, BA 
Beus, Daniel Michael, BS 
Bingham, Matthew George, BA 
Bradshaw, Tara, BS 
Brusatto, Gabriella Maria, BS 
Bustamante, Rachel Ruth, BS 
Chamberlain, Darcie, BS 
Coombs, Micah Wayne, BA 
Cornelius, Daniel Peter, BS 
Costello, Georgia, BS 
Cunningham, Ryan James, BS 
Davis, Emily Beth, BS 
Davis, William, BS 
Decker, Brennen Reed, BA 
Dennis, Alan B, BS 
Drake, Rhiannon Lanette, BS 
Falk, Alexa Shea, BS 
Falk, Natalee Marie, BS 
Filimoeatu, Bojay Bruce, BS 
Fillerup, Carolyn, BS 
Furse, Krystal Thorpe, BS 
Gentry, TeRia B, BS 
Godfrey, Tyler Benjamin, BS 
Goold, Jay J, BS 
Gray, Derek A, BS 
Hitchcock, Joshua Kenneth, BS 
Hobbs, Alexander D, BS 
Hobbs, Loraine Joyce Berner, BA 
Jacobs, Chuck James, BS 
James, Sydney, BS 
Jones, Chelsea Maureen, BS 
Jones, Macarthur Shaw, BS 
Konzelman-Copp, Ryanne Amanda, BS 
Lee, Andrea M, BS 
Lee, Jacob L, BS 
Lowrey, Chad Thomas, BS 
MacDonald, Brendan Blake, BS 
Marquez, Lindsey Alison, BS 
Martin, Sean Paul, BS 
McCurdy, Ashley Marie, BS 
McDonald, Joshua Keith, BS 
Montoya, Amelia Maria, BS 
Morgan, Cathleen Pauline, BS 
Moulton, LaNae Clements, BS 
Olsen, Danielle Elise, BS 
Parker, Cameron D, BS 
Pickert, Jennifer, BS 
Pierce, Garland Lamont, BS 
Robenson, Jumanne Saliem, BS 
Sealy, Shea L, BA 
Shed, Valerie A, BS 
Singer, Bradley John, BA 
Smith, Glen Heber, BS 
Smith, Zachary Bruce, BS 
Snow, Heather Elizabeth, BS 
Sorensen, Sham, BS 
Stockdale, Brent Dee, BS 
Stone, Joseph Albert, BS 
Strate, Janene A, BS 
Taylor, Marci Ann, BS 
Teran, Rachel K, BS 
Thomsen, Christine Melissa, BS 
Vandyke, Ben, BS 
Webb, Cameron J, BS 
White, Joshua David, BS 
Williams, Julia J, BS 
Wilson, Barbara Annie, BS 
Woodbury, Tyler Weston, BS 
International Studies 
Checkerrs, Melinda Marie, BA 
De La Rosa Gonzalez, Luribel, BA 
Ellsworth, Christopher Shill, BA 
Elton, Jared Samuel, BA 
Enrico, Timothy J, BA 
Guadarrama, Anna Maria, BA 
Hansen, Megan Elizabeth, BA 
Hurst, Megan, BA 
Johnson, Joseph Ray, BA 
Krogue, Justin Dean, BA 
Lembke, Chante Birch, BA 
LeYan, Carly Kim, BA 
Marapodi, Megan Marie, BA 
Marler, Britney Michelle, BA 
Mojazza, Doniell P, BA 
Norton, Kellie A, BA 
Rosario Sanchez, Raquel Maria, BA 
Russak, Rachel, BA 
Stassel, Christie Neale, BA 
Thompson, Shanda, BA 
Journalism and Communication 
Alvey, Tara Alyse, BS 
Anderson, Caitlin Justine, BS 
Bair, Colby, BS 
Baird, Julee, BS 
Ballard, Jared William, BS 
Berryhill, Jacqueline Kay, BS 
Black, Jenna Marie, BS 
Blatchford, Stephanie Lynn, BS 
Bosch, Zachary Paul, BS 
Brand, Karlie, BA 
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Broschinsky, Thomas P, BS 
Cline, Cassidee Joell, BA 
Crass, Steven Harold, BS 
Duncan, Katherine Jean, BS 
Dunford, Jaron Eric, BS 
Ecung, Justin Garfield, BS 
Erwin, Ashley Marie Noelani, BS 
Figgat, Mitch Tyler, BA 
Foote, Sarah Ann, BS 
Forsberg, Savannah, BS 
Fry, Rachel Kenley, BS 
Goates, Robert Scott, BA 
Gould, Lauren May, BS 
Grange, David Driggs, BS 
Gregson, Samantha Nishell, BS 
Hadley, Brandon Lewis, BS 
Haggerty, Lisa Marie, BS 
Hansen, Rachael Diane, BS 
Hanson, Heather Brooke, BS 
Harris, Amanda, BS 
Harrison, Jeremiah Thede, BS 
Hatch, Sarah Ann, BS 
Hathaway, Christian James, BS 
Hayes, Danielle M, BS 
Holliday, Rebecca Jane, BS 
Humpherys, Ryan, BS 
Johnson, Emily Pannell, BS 
Kalkman, Carol C, BA 
Keller, Kelsey Marie, BS 
Kent, Ryan Neil, BS 
Krusi, Katie Sue, BS 
Landeen, Emily Katrina, BS 
Lawlor, Kenzie, BS 
Lee, Christopher Warde, BS 
Lichfield Stocking, Mary Christenca, BS 
Liechty, Karlie A, BS 
Long, Rose Canyon, BA 
Love, Mackenzie Lucille, BS 
Moffitt, Caitlin Noel, BS 
Moran, Danica Nicole, BS 
Mortensen, Tyler Kimball, BS 
Muradyan, Yeva, BA 
Murdock, Joshua W, BS 
Murray, Nicole Michelle, BS 
Nedakovic, Romina, BS 
Neumann, David Paul, BS 
Nicholas, Dale Arden, BS 
Parker, Dannielle Patricia, BS 
Petersen, Brianna Sue, BS 
Phillips, Steven Michael, BS 
Quire, Deidra Ann, BS 
Reader, Kandace, BS 
Reese, Alex Jordan, BA 
Rindlisbacher, Braden C, BS 
Rindlisbacher, Kara Taylor, BS 
Robinson, Courtney Nichole, BS 
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Rouse DuHadway, Katherine Lynne, BA 
Sagers, Natalie Lyn, BS 
Siddoway, Paul Lewis, BA 
Smedley, Katie, BS 
Speirs, Kennedy L, BS 
Spencer, Jacob Russell, BS 
Spencer, Taylor B, BA 
Stack, Stefanie, BS 
Stice, Mathew John, BS 
Stubbs, Kyle Scott, BS 
Taylor, Amanda Leigh, BS 
Van Dyke, Drew Scott, BS 
Waldon, Benjamin J, BA 
Wells, Kelton K, BS 
Wynn, Dustin Russell, BA 
Young, Adam M, BA 
Languages, Philosophy and 
Communication Studies 
Adamson, Stephanie, BS 
Anderson, Bentley J, BA 
Anderson, Chelsea Fae, BA 
Aparicio, Tabetha Marie, BA 
Archibald, Ryan Paul, BS 
Berry, Michelle Fae, BS 
Cancelosi, Kali Marae, BS 
Christensen, Cali Anne, BA 
Christofferson, Derek L, BA 
Chugg, Stephen Matthew, BA 
Clements, Aaron J, BA 
Condie, Sara, BS 
Cooks, Elizabeth Faye, BA 
Cozzens, Jackson S, BA 
Creech, Walter Herbert, BA 
Cropper, Kyle Davis, BA 
Cummings, Evan Bernard, BS 
Dahl, Spencer Ashton, BA 
Daines, Dallas Moroni, BA 
Davis, Jeffery Keith, BA 
Deem, Brooke M, BA 
Elton, Eric S, BA 
Ethington, Ted C, BA 
Fuelling, Mathias James, BA 
Gibbs, Jonathan Erik, BS 
Graves, Jeremiah Austin, BS 
Gregory, Douglas Paul, BA 
Griffiths, Catherine Marie, BA 
Guadarrama, Anna Maria, BA 
Haggan, Lacey Shantell, BS 
Hall, April Diane, BA 
Hamblin, Tammy Jean, BA 
Hannah, Robert J, BA 
Hannon, Zachery A, BA 
Hastings, Derek Layne, BA 
Heaps, Morgan T, BA 
Hernandez Lopez, Rene Alberto, BA 
Heywood, Klydi Brower, BS 
Housley, Blain C, BA 
Hunsaker, Jacob Christian, BA 
Hunter, Cameron Oren, BA 
Jensen, Shalissa, BA 
Kabalan, Kristofer M, BA 
Kalkman, Carol Camille, BA 
Kettenring, Spencer Robert, BS 
Kingsford, Abigail Noel, BS 
Knudsen, Trevor Dee, BA 
Linford, Michael Max, BS 
Liston, Kiley Marie, BA 
Llewellyn, Robert Reece, BA 
Lloyd, Tyson Andrew, BA 
Luthi, Zachary Kent, BA 
Lyon, Melissa Marie, BS 
McDermott, Brian Casey, BA 
Mealy, Daniel Richard, BA 
Metcalf, Alisa Kelly, BA 
Millson, Hannah, BA 
Morgan, Christopher M, BS 
Morton, Tiffany, BS 
Norris, Adam S, BA 
Nunez, Rosa Zamora, BA 
Nyman, Nikalas Greg, BA 
Olsen, Emily Shirlene, BS 
Orr, Brian Colburn, BS 
Orton, Nathan Paul, BA 
Owens, Andrew Kent, BS 
Peck, Loren Kent, BA 
Pickett, Brent Blake, BA 
Porter, Chloee Paige, BS 
Puertas, Howard Benjamin, BA 
Robbins, S Allen, BA 
Roundy, Toby Tyler, BA 
Rupp, Crystal, BA 
Russell, Jason Scott, BS 
Seymour, Scott Douglas, BA 
Shumway, Brandon Kay, BA 
Speckhard, Elizabeth Ann, BS 
Straight, Bryan, BS 
Takacs, Amanda Marie, BA 
Tate, Daniel Firmage, BA 
Thorley, Ian Coscley, BA 
Van Wagenen, Brittani Lee, BS 
Van Wagoner, Dalen J, BA 
Vaterlaus, Clare Louise, BS 
Volk, Matthew B, BA 
Webb, Braden James, BA 
Wiglama, Jacob Felson, BA 
Wilkey, Benjamin David, BS 
Williams, Eric G, BA 
Winegar, April Michelle, BA 
Winsor, Skylar Marie, BA 
Workman, James T, BA 
Liberal Arts 
Adams, Sarah R, BA 
Anderson, Bryte Andrea, BA 
Anderson, Sheri A, BA 
Bostock, Anthony Drew, BA 
Burbank, Brant Douglas, BA 
Cairns, Jace William, BA 
Casillas, Chase Longino, BA 
Comendant-Thayer, Maren Kristine, BA 
Croft, Roger L, BA 
Cummings, Chad C, BA 
Dupre, Adam N, BA 
Franco Estrada, Lili, BA 
Gee, Rebecca Louise, BA 
George, Brett Michael, BA 
Griffiths, Jessica A, BA 
Guadarrama, Jose Antonio, BA 
Herrero, Jimena Florencia, BA 
Homer, Steven Brady, BA 
Hoopes, Jesse Don, BA 
Hunt, Jordan Carl, BA 
Jepson, Kimberly Lois, BA 
Johnson, Corey Glen, BA 
Lauto'O, Uanona Laleaga, BA 
Lombard, Lindsey Lea, BA 
Mortensen, Jennifer B, BA 
Nielsen, Corey David, BA 
Nielsen, Sylvia Ann, BA 
Ostler, Gregory John, BA 
Paller, Chelsea Whitlock, BA 
Pearson, Heather Ann, BA 
Peterson, Noraina, BA 
Ramirez, Sandra, BA 
Shumway, Tiffany, BA 
Steinkopf, Brooke Noelle, BA 
Stewart, Elizabeth Nicholls, BA 
Te, Samnang, BA 
Thompson, Sidney Steven, BA 
Political Science 
Adams, Camille, BS 
Allen, Ryan Kevin, BS 
Andersen, Krishelle Ann, BS 
Anghalatyan, Ani, BA 
Barber, Timothy James, BS 
Binks, Ian Paul, BS 
Blume, Joshua David, BA 
Burton, Nathan Reed, BS 
Cabrera, Jorge, BS 
Cannon, Andrea Lynne, BA 
Christensen, Cali Anne, BA 
Clark, Robert W, BA 
Cutler, Lia, BA 
D'Addabbo, Joshua Raymond, BS 
Darley, BriAnn Hope, BS 
Decker, Andrea Louise, BS 
Dickson, Lacee Jane, BS 
Dixon, Brody Jon, BS 
Dupont, Athena C, BA 
Elison, Jeffrey Nyle, BS 
Ellett, Royce Ronda!, BS 
Enrico, Timothy J, BA 
Fawcett, Spencer Lee, BA 
Fawcett, Trent Joseph, BA 
Feliz Ignacio, Virgilio Antonio, BA 
Ferris, George Andrew, BS 
Fjeldsted, Hannah Christine, BS 
Frank, Kirsten Nicole, BS 
Grant, Kaitlin Nicole, BA 
Guadarrama, Anna Maria, BA 
Hansen, Megan Elizabeth, BA 
Hurst, Megan, BA 
Hutchinson, Benjamin S, BS 
Israelsen, Jade, BA 
Jepson, Robert Martin, BA 
Johnson, Emily Pannell, BS 
Johnson, Joseph Ray, BA 
Jorgensen, Kaela Carmae, BA 
Kim, Jeng G, BA 
Knight, Joseph Ray, BA 
Marapodi, Megan Marie, BA 
McAllister, Brett Aaron, BS 
Metcalf, Heidi L, BS 
Miller, Nastassia Sherie, BS 
Miller, Tyson Michael, BA 
Mojazza, Doniell P, BA 
Monson, Mark Allen, BA 
Moore, Erin, BS 
Morris, Edward Hayato, BS 
Morris, Kelli Kae, BS 
Morrison, Carlie Jean, BS 
Muradyan, Karapet, BA 
Murray, Jacob Michael, BS 
Newman, Jaron Thomas, BA 
Norton, Kellie A, BA 
Ogilvie, Jonathan D, BS 
Pelagio, Raul, BA 
Petersen, Ricky Brad, BS 
Peterson, Alexandra Sage, BS 
Rampersad, Jordan Michael, BA 
Reeder, Samuel Larry, BA 
Roberts, Jonathan Taylor, BS 
Rouse DuHadway, Katherine Lynne, BA 
Rushton, Michael Herman, BS 
Russak, Rachel, BA 
Stassel, Christie Neale, BA 
Stodart, Wayman Michael, BS 
Stubbs, Kyle Scott, BS 
Taylor, Amanda Leigh, BS 
Taylor, Michael Patrick, BA 
Tervort, Lacey Rae, BS 
Thompson, Andrea Dawn, BA 
Tippets, Natalie JoAnn, BS 
Tolman, Jared Joseph, BS 
Vandemerwe, Savannah Jill, BA 
West, Jaclyn, BS 
Westerberg, Matthew Terry, BS 
Williams, Jenna Leigh, BS 
Winslow, Scott J, BA 
Woodward, Justin Robert, BS 
Zilles, Michael Douglas, BA 
Sociology, Social Work and 
Anthropology 
Alston, Terrence, BS 
Atwood, Amberlee Deanne, BS 
Bastian, Bradley Dwight, BS 
Bennett, Tyler Blake, BS 
Berrett, Adrienne M, BS 
Bialkowski, Daniel C, BS 
Blackmountain, Felicia J, AS 
Bloxham, Megan, BS 
Booth, Nicole Linnae, BS 
Bowdidge, Katie Lee, BS 
Boyce, Aubree Lee, BS 
Bushnell, Miranda, BS 
Caldwell Ferris, Symone RosaMaria, BS 
Calvimonte, James Daniel, BA 
Camargo, Kristine Anne, BS 
Campbell, Kaylee, BS 
Carter, Natalie, BS 
Castleton, Jamie Bradbury, BS 
Chandler, Jessika, BS 
Chaplin, Danielle LeRea, BS 
Christensen, Kelsey Lynn, BA 
Cody, Sara, BS 
Conrad, Katelyn Elizabeth, BA 
Cook, Danielle Cash, BA 
Cox, Jency Ann, BS 
Crockett, Jody Don, BA 
Datwyler, Erin Nicole, BA 
Day, Adrienne Erin, BS 
Diaz, Jasmin Nataly, BA 
Dougherty, Colin Price, BS 
Eberling, Katie M, BS 
Elliott, Karie Jane, BS 
Ellsworth, Cydney Kaye, BS 
Elwood, Nathan Richard, BA 
Esplin, Rebecca, BS 
Evans, Curtis J, AS 
Fretwell, Linda J, BS 
Gamez, Annie, BA 
Graff, Travis Johnathon, BS 
Hall, Tori, BS 
Hall, Tyson Robert, BA 
Halling, Chelsea, BA 
Hansen, Dallen Stanley, BA 
Hawkins, Susan Elizabeth, BS 
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Hirz, Ashley Jean, BS 
Hoffman, Britney K, BS 
Hole, Rachel Bech, BA 
Hole, Terrakay, BS 
Hooper, Trena M, BS 
Huffaker, Jarod Dale, BS 
Huntsman, Scepfan Von, BS 
Huppi, Samuel Paul, BS 
Israelsen, Shawn Robert, BA 
Jardine, Nichole Lyn, BS 
Jensen, Caitlin Brooke, BS 
Jeppson, Jordan Kaye, BS 
Johansen, Shaydon Michael, BS 
Johnson, Kelley Ann, BS 
Johnson, Tyler Craig, BS 
Jones, Emily, BS 
Jones, Jason Scott, BA 
Kjar, Stephanie, BS 
Krebs, Ashleigh Lyn, BA 
Lance, David M, BS 
Larios, Maria Areli, BA 
Liljenquist, Carson K, AS 
Mackay, Aubrey, BS 
Markland, Lacie Lynn, BS 
Marroquin, Jorge Ulices, BA 
Marshall, Amy, BS 
Marcin, Allyson Blair, BS 
Mcfarlane, Maegan Kali, BS 
Melick, Charles Alvin, BS 
Meno, Kelsey Briana, BS 
Meppen, Meredith Jane, BS 
Merrell, Eric Chad, BS 
Miller, Amanda Justine, BS 
Miller, Joan Elyia, BS 
Moore, Descinie Shae, BS 
Morrill, DezMarie, BS 
Munyan, Spencer Samuel, BS 
Nash, Haley Parris, BA 
Nelson, Brad Joseph, BS 
Nunez, Rosa Zamora, BA 
O'Regan, Cheryl Ann, BS 
Parker, Jace Reed, BS 
Passey, Kendell Rayo, BS 
Paulsen, Holly Pearce, BS 
Pehrson, Megan Ellen, BA 
Penman, Dustin Russell, BA 
Porter, Amy Lynn, BA 
Quimby, Heidi Lynne, BS 
Reilly, Aubrey Mackay, BS 
Roberts, Jonathan Taylor, BS 
Robertson, Shylo S, BS 
Rouse, Adrienne Alana, BA 
Ruben, Lindsey Susan, BS 
Saccomano, Meranda Eileen, BS 
Salls, Robyn Michelle, BS 
Santistevan, KC Dallas, BA 
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Scuderi, Breanna Kirstie, BS 
Seay, Robert Lane, BS 
Sharp, Kari Lyn, BS 
Simmons, Logan Dallas, BA 
Smith, Chelsea Laura, BS 
Takacs, Amanda Marie, BA 
Thornock, Jeremy M, BS 
Toledo, Skyler Devro, BS 
Torres, lsael, BS 
Turner, Eric Ryan, BS 
Vaughan, Donald Steven, BS 
Webb Dallin F BA 
Webb Rachelle Judith BS 
Weekes Selau Audora BS 
Welker Martin Hughes BS 
Weller Bethany L BS 
Westergard Allysa Brooke BS 
Wigington Brian M BA 
Willis Brittany Ann BS 
Wilmoth Shane BS 
Wood Lori B BS 
Woolston Valerie BS 
Young Jared Craig BS 
Zalar Shelbi Marie BS 
S.J. AND JESSIE E. QUINNEY 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES 
Chris Luecke, Dean 
Environment and Society 
Anderson, Travis Corey, BS 
Campbell, Caitlin Ruch, BS 
Davis, McCall S, BS 
England, David Michael, BS 
Frost, Scott M, BS 
Gencillon, Robert Joel, BS 
Haycock, Jenna Jane, BS 
Hogan, Haley Janae, BS 
Howell, Kenneth, BS 
Jensen, Martha Louise, BS 
Kelley, Braden Lee, BS 
Kohler, Hesper Diantha, BS 
Larsen, Niko! Marie, BS 
Long, Rose Canyon, BS 
Mathews, Jessica, BS 
Mcpherron, Nathan Gerard, BS 
Mitton, Michele R, BS 
Nelson, Stephanie Linn, BS 
Nudd, John Kevin, BS 
Olsen, Regan Weiler, BS 
Peel, Gary Paul, BS 
Peterson, Dennis James, BS 
Poirier, Matthew Wallace, BS 
Powell, Samuel T, BS 
Ruzicka, David, BS 
Stapp, Jared Richard, BS 
Taylor, Tara Summer, BS 
Thomas, Blake Hunter, BS 
Tuvshinjargal, Uelun, BS 
Vernon, Andrew S, BS 
General Studies 
Anderson, Nicholas W, BS 
Retter, Alexander William, BS 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Bytheway, Paul E, BS 
Ellsworth, Erika Leigh, BS 
Shattuck, Jessica Carole, BS 
Spuhler, Jonathon, BS 
Williams, Eden R, BS 
Watershed Sciences 
Anderson, Brian Joseph, BS 
Broderius, Chance Ronald, BS 
Fisher, Katherine Susan, BS 
Francis, Seneca, BS 
Fuller, Jason Mark, BS 
Gordon, Weston C, BS 
Pappas IV, George A, BS 
Wesron, Marc R, BS 
Wild.land Resources 
Barlow, Daniel Scott, BS 
Bastian, Brandon Spencer, BS 
Bollman, Brittany Rae, BS 
Boyd, Lisa M, BS 
Brown, Kyle Rodney, BS 
Cox, An1anda Jo, BS 
Darger, April Melissa, BS 
Davis, Michael Ray, BS 
DeMarco, Chelsea, BS 
Duncan, Brittany Lynn, BS 
Fawson, George Clark, BS 
Graham, Ashley Irene, BS 
Grange, Colton Lon, BS 
Grant, Michael James, BS 
Handy, Clayton Donald, BS 
Hasler, Kaitlin Alice, BS 
Hobbs, Ashley Rae, BS 
Hull, Jeremiah Keller, BS 
Kaczmarczyk, Nicholas David, BS 
Keogh, Jacob Cole Asher, BS 
Kitchen, Lara Jean, BS 
Kitchen, Shane Ryan, BS 
Latham Jared Shane BS 
Linnell Jordan Kaneokai BS 
Miller Eric Douglas BS 
Palmer Kimberly Elizabeth BS 
Peterson Trevor M BS 
Robinson Jack Andrew BS 
Smith Taylor Nicole BS 
Snyder Bryana Dawn BS 
Tatton Kelsey Joan BS 
Willey Anisha M BS 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
James A. MacMahon, Dean 
Biology 
Andersen, Mason Lee, BS 
Anderson, Steven B, BS 
Anderson, Thomas H, BA 
Barlow, Rendon Holmes, BS 
Bennett, Melissa, MS 
Bingham, Clayton Scott, BS 
Binks, Bailee Jessica, BS 
Brklacich, Braden Russ, BS 
Brown, Keldon L., Cert 
Burris, Crystal Anne, BS 
Cebrowski, Danele R, BS 
Chadaz, Tasha D, BS 
Chapman, Sarah RaChelle, BS 
Christensen, Chelsea Anna, BS 
Coleman, Lee Michael, BS 
Cope, Kevin Richard, BS 
Creager, Malaura, BS 
Crossley, Tyler T, BS 
Dalgai, Sheena J, Cert 
Delbecq, Amy Kristine, BS 
Derr, Nolan Walter, BS 
Dien, Daniel, BS 
Dominguez, Arlette Paola, BS 
Freestone, Morgan Nicole, BS 
Freestone, Selina Marie, BS 
Gammill, Joshua N, BS 
Goller, Maria, BS 
Grisham, Mary Christina, Cert 
Hawks, Brianna, BS 
Hemsley, Loriann B, MS 
Hyde, Jared Brian, BS 
Kamerarh, Joshua Daniel, BS 
Kamerarh, Taylor Lauren, BS 
Karren, Brian L, BS 
Kearl, Colby Russell, BA 
Kelley, Alex J, BS 
Ketchum, Valencia Elva, Cert 
Ketterer, Corinne Yvonne, MS 
Kim, Lei Alexis Lopez, BS 
Knight, Spencer Wayment, BA 
Landgren, Tyler Robert, BS 
Larsen, Christopher Corey, BS 
Leavitt, Jill Weston, BS 
Lehman, Thiel A, BS 
Lindsay, Melissa June, BS 
Livingston, Joseph R, BS 
Long, Megan Holly, MS 
Mackay, Taylor M, BS 
Morrissey, Kathleen Jane, BS 
Murdock, Skyler W, BS 
Murray, Druanne, BS 
Naylor, Kyle Lynn, BS 
Nelson, Kyle R, BS 
Netzley, Karie Camp, BS 
Noyes, Brianne Denise, BS 
Oblad, John Alexander, BS 
Ormsby, Jeremy Roger, BS 
Page, Lauren Shelby, BS 
Paxton, Megan Nichole, BS 
Peless, Lauren M, BS 
Penrod, Aleshia, MS 
Peterson, Jason T, BS 
Peterson, Vanessa Leigh, BS 
Phelps, Thomas A, BS 
Pugmire, Spencer K, BS 
Rakes, Kylie Marie, BS 
Rasmussen, Adam Kimball, BS 
Rasmussen, Camille Anne, BS 
Reed, Merissa Ann, BS 
Rogers, Chelan Elise, BS 
Rowe, Taryn Jean, BS 
Russell, Kevin Allen, BS 
Schaub, Marra Elizabeth, BS 
Schmutz, Daniel Jeffrey, BS 
Sehesredt, Amy S., Cert 
Sharp, Michael L, BS 
Shaw, Jessica Kiley, BS 
Sinfield, Andrea, BS 
Smith, Cheryl Leeanne, BS 
Snow, Brooks A, MS 
Speas, Jeremy K, BS 
Starley, Spencer Joseph, BS 
Thayne, Marci Leigh, MS 
Tourjee, Travis James, BS 
Tyler, Karen Jonell, BS 
Walsh, Christopher A, BS 
Willmore, James T, BA 
Wilson, Ashlin Rae, BS 
Chemistry and Biochemistry 
Allsop, Brandon Cory, BS 
Ballam, Nathaniel R, BS 
Bassett, Philip D, BS 
Bennett, Dwight William, BS 
Burler, Russell Wallace, BS 
Crockett, Keaton A, BS 
Daly, Cary Michael, BS 
Elton, Eric S, BS 
Ghaffari, Kamran Hunter, BS 
Hawkes, Kevin W, BS 
Jensen, Amberly Evans, BS 
Kagawa, Alexander James, BS 
Lehman, Thiel A, BS 
Measom, Emily Jayne, BA 
Mendenhall, Kristi Brook, BS 
Mortensen, Jeron K, BS 
Nash, Nathaniel Norman, BS 
Olson, Erica, BS 
Park, Marshall Benjamin, BS 
Rexhepaj, Megi, BS 
Sanders, Brian Joshua, BS 
Slick, Jeorcinda C, BS 
Smith, Drake John, BS 
Sorensen, Samantha J, BS 
Spinner, Jesse W, BS 
Stewart, Aure Judd, BS 
Warnock, Jill Elyse, BS 
Geology 
Giles, Nathan S, BS 
Jones, Crystal Ann, BS 
Knudsen, Aaron Michael, BS 
Merkley, Brett J, BS 
Morris, Layne D, BS 
Young, Brennan W., BS 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Drake, Laura Hatch, BS 
Moore, Blake Matthew, BS 
Mathematics and Statistics 
Allred, Benjamin Haws, BS 
Allred, Breanna Kae, BS 
Andersen, Melissa Kirsten, BS 
Arthur, Robert Eric, BS 
Bagley, Jason D, BS 
Barker, David William, BS 
Barlow, Kayla McKell, BS 
Bennion, Kenneth M, BS 
Bradshaw, Zachary David, BS 
Buhler, Michael D, BS 
Cardon, Cristina Marie, BS 
Carlsen, Michelle, BS 
Daniels, Allyson Crane, BS 
Duckett, Michelle, BS 
England, Taryn Michelle, BS 
Ewing, Erika Nicole, BS 
Fawcett, Trent Joseph, BS 
Ferrer, Joshua Joseph, BS 
Francis, Michelle, BS 
Franklin, Rocio, BS 
Gornik, Azya Rhodes, BS 
Hardy, Jameson Charles, BS 
Hidalgo, Jeremy Craig, BS 
Hilton, Ruth Elizabeth, BS 
Hunt, Sharlie Maurine, BS 
Isaacson, Michael S, BS 
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Jenson, Lindy J, BS 
Johansen, Linda A, BS 
Johnson, Taylor Marie, BS 
Kidd, John Cameron, BS 
Kidd Ochoa, Octavio Alberto, BS 
Lamb, Amanda, BS 
Larson, Hailey E, BS 
Leavitt, Joshua Arthur, BS 
Lister, Kaisha Marie, BS 
Long, Dayna Marie, BS 
Montag, Celest Jalynn, BS 
Mousley, Sarah Camille, BS 
Nelson, Jenna, BS 
Nichols, Amhonie S, BS 
Nilson, Cherie B, BS 
Norman, Kyle Gordon, BS 
Perry, Bradley W, BS 
Petersen, Barton Andrew, BS 
Petrosyan, Vahan, BS 
Preece, Lauren Juline, BS 
Ross, Marrie Bailey, BS 
Smith, Eric Boyd, BS 
Snyder, Michael A, BS 
Sorensen, Kristina Marie, BS 
Tate, David Lynn, BS 
Thompson, Stephanie, BS 
Wallace, Charles W, BS 
Whitlock, Neal Charles, BS 
Physics 
Barker, David William, BS 
Bennion, Kenneth M, BS 
Bostrom, Brett Aaron, BS 
Butterfield, Zachary Thomas, BS 
Enlow, Thomas Grant, BS 
Griffith, Chandler Duke, BS 
Heaton, Landry Everett BS 
Jackson Benjamin A BS 
Jensen Amberly Evans BS 
Jensen Joseph Benjamin BS 
Jensen Linsey Johnson BS 
Knight Jacob R BS 
McCormack Joseph Aryle BS 
Stodart Wayman Michael BS 
Ward Rachel Jessica BS 
Drake Laura Hatch BS 
Hall Nicholas Clark BS 
Petersen Tyson Don BA 
PROVOST'S OFFICE 
Raymond T Coward, Provost 
General Studies 
Alcaraz, Melissa, AS 
Alhuwish, Bassam Ibrahim, AS 
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Allen, April Beth, AS 
Allen, Jayme Gelwix, AS 
Allen, Nichelle Lora, AS 
Alp, Mufitcan, AS 
Anderson, Aaron W, AS 
Anderson, Jessica Ellen, AS 
Anderson, Joshua Rex, AS 
Angeli, Misty Anne, AS 
Aoki, Stevie Leigh, AS 
Armstrong, Rachel D, AS 
Arnold, Chalet Kristine, AS 
Ashurst, Vonda Murray, AS 
Atene, Danielle, AS 
Atwood, Aaron B, AS 
Babbitt, Brandi Louise, AS 
Bainbridge, William Walter, AS 
Baird, Jessica Lynn, AS 
Ball, Emily, AS 
Ball, Emma Le, AS 
Balling, Tiffani Renae, AS 
Balls, Deena Rae, AS 
Balls, Misty Dawn, AS 
Barrett, Carol Ann, AS 
Barton, Jessica, AS 
Barton, Kalynn Birch, AS 
Bastian, Nathan Garn, AS 
Baum, Jerold Brent, AS 
Bean, Tyler J, AS 
Beazer, Jessica Mae, AS 
Becenti, Shanai, AS 
Beckstead, Brooke Nicole, AS 
Bell, Krystle Natasha, AS 
Ben, Arianna C, AS 
Bennett, Sarah Ellen, AS 
Bennion, Mataya Lea, AS 
Benson, Alexis L, AS 
Bento, Amanda, AS 
Bills, Matthew A, AS 
Bingham, David James, AS 
Bishop, Bret Cory, AS 
Black, Adam N, AS 
Black, Daphnie Jean, AS 
Black, Evan Charles, AS 
Boekweg, Chance A, AS 
Boman, Emma Louisa, AS 
Bonham, Alec E, AS 
Bonnett, Jason, AS 
Bowers, Catherine Ruth, AS 
Boyle, Alexandria D, AS 
Braithwaite, Kristina Louise, AS 
Brand, Cheryl Lynne, AS 
Brand, Kimberly Lynne, AS 
Brockbrader, Mikel David, AS 
Bronson, Kristen Leigh, AS 
Brooks, Sariah L, AS 
Brotherson, Erin, AS 
Brown, Alyssa Starr, AS 
Brown, Gregory Kenneth, AS 
Brown, Heather Patricia, AS 
Brown, Justin Thomas, AS 
Brown, Kassandra J, AS 
Brown, Phillip A, AS 
Bru, Ashlee Jean, AS 
Bullock, Vail Shanae, AS 
Bunn, Sabre Brittany, AS 
Burnett, Mindy Cook, AS 
Burton, Brittni, AS 
Burton, Jeremy Philip, AS 
Busenbark, Jason Allen, AS 
Byington, Brock, AS 
Cagle-Cox, Adesa Gay, AS 
Caldwell, Ryan Christopher, AS 
Call, Breanna, AS 
Call, Brett Stander, AS 
Call, Kylie, AS 
Call, Summer Corinne, AS 
Callor, Sara Maquelle, AS 
Cambra, Joshua Darwin, AS 
Campbell, Steven M, AS 
Carling, Cory Paul, AS 
Carlson, Tina Rebecca, AS 
Carty, Joseph Richard, AS 
Cashion, Aubrey A, AS 
Cerroni, Toni Lee, AS 
Cheung, Yau Ming, AS 
Childs, Alexis Marie, AS 
Choi, Nakhoon, AS 
Christensen, Jennifer Lynne, AS 
Christensen, Joshua Derek, AS 
Christensen, Lisa Rebecca, AS 
Christensen, Matthew Coleman, AS 
Christensen, Steven Brian, AS 
Christensen, Taylor Stephen Bennion, AA 
Christopher, Daynna Allison, AS 
Claleson, Jessica L, AS 
Clark, Amanda Carol, AS 
Clark, Elizabeth Amber, AS 
Clark, Emily Marguerite, AS 
Clark, Haley Ramona, AS 
Clawson, Camille, AS 
Clayton, Emily, AS 
Clelland, Megan, AS 
Cloward, Casey L, AS 
Coburn, Callie Nichole, AS 
Coleman, Tiffani Ann, AS 
Coles, Katie Marie, AS 
Colton, Kaira Lyn, AS 
Conetah, Jeremy Michael, AS 
Conti, Kevin M, AS 
Contos, Benjamin T, AS 
Cook, Dustin L., AS 
Cook, Jessica L., AS 
Cooper, Alicia Mae, AS 
Cornwall, Nicole, AS 
Couch, Mandi Dawn, AS 
Cowan, Stephanie, AS 
Cozzens, Emily Gail, AS 
Crank, Gabrielle Marylon, AS 
Croft, Denise Noelle, AS 
Cummings, Joshua James, AS 
Cunningham, Briana Nichole, AS 
Cutler, Matthew Wayne, AS 
Dagley, Kelsi Deanne, AS 
Dalgai, Sheena J, AS 
Dallin, Jamie Lyn, AS 
Dalton, Emily Elizabeth, AS 
Dalton, Hillary, AS 
Dangerfield, Megan, AS 
Daniels, Kelsie Lynn, AS 
Daniels, Lori, AS 
Davila, Marcos Anthony, AS 
Davis, Derek Byron, AS 
De Somer, Alena R, AS 
Denison, Spencer J, AS 
DeSanriago, James Ismael, AS 
DeWitt, Crisci, AS 
Dimick, Garrett Thomas, AS 
Dryden, John Christian, AS 
Duarte, Shari Mitzi, AS 
Dunn, Kathleen, AS 
Durfee, Reyanna Lee, AS 
Durrant, Cameron Michael, AS 
Durrant, Karie L, AS 
Durtschi, Ashley, AS 
Edrington, Bethany Carina, AS 
Eggleston, Shannon Marie, AS 
Eilertson, Leah, AS 
Ellison, Spencer Jennings, AS 
Errel, Wilson Louis, AS 
Evans, Jordan Daniel, AS 
Ewan, Mitchell, AS 
Fawson, Lucas Elias, AS 
Fellmech, Holly Jolynn, AS 
Fenton, Hannah Bliar, AS 
Fielding, Jeremy, A 
Fisher, Stacey Michelle, AS 
Fivas, Brayden G, AS 
Flake, Jennie Michelle, AS 
Folau, William Joe, AS 
Fore, Kathrin, AS 
Forsyth, Stephen C, AS 
Fowler, Christopher Brian, AS 
Fowler, Sage M, AS 
Fraley, Emily Marie, AS 
Francisco, Melis a Fern, AS 
Freeman, Katherine, AS 
Frost, Ashlee Lynn, AS 
Frost, Lindy, AS 
Furniss, Collin Barlow, AS 
Galbraith, Craig McDermott, AS 
Garbanari, Jodi L, AS 
Garner, Teah Jayne, AS 
Gatchell, Aspen Faye, AS 
Gillespie, Austin A, AS 
Gledhill, icole Lee, AS 
Glover, Jarred L, AS 
Godfrey, Hailee Jo, AS 
Godfrey, Kelsea Elizabeth, AS 
Godfrey, Richard Andrew, AS 
Goff, Braxton Shay, AS 
Goodrich, Slade Arthur, AS 
Gourley, ichole Coriell, AS 
Grange, MacKenzi Nikole, AS 
Graves, JoNeale, AS 
Gregory, Jamie Dawn, AS 
Griffeth, Jessica, AS 
Grisham, Mary Christina, AS 
Gurr, Heather Lynn, AS 
Guymon, Shannon Elizabeth, AS 
Haggan, Lacey Shantell, AS 
Hancock, Ashley Kae, AS 
Hanny, Madison Mccall, AS 
Hansen, Jesse Gene, AS 
Hansen, Michael David, AS 
Harmison, Joshua Kevin, AS 
Harmon, Chad 1~ AS 
Harmon, Logan Matthew, AS 
Harvel, Mallorie James, AS 
Harward, Natasha, AS 
Hathaway, Adrienne, AS 
Hathaway, Delanie, AS 
Haws, Amber Kaylene, AS 
Heiner, Shaylyn, AS 
Hellberg, Samantha Dione, AS 
Helscen, Angela Christy, AS 
Hernandez, Marcee L, AS 
Hess, Danielle A hley, AS 
Hess, James Bradlee, AS 
Hibbens, MingHua Shehan, AS 
Hill, Spencer L, AS 
Himes, Jason Bret, AS 
Hirschi, Brooke, AS 
Hobbs, Christian Troy, AS 
Hohman, Spencer Robert, AS 
Holdeman, Krista Lee, AS 
Holt, Lacie J, AS 
Hooley, Chalet C, AS 
Hopkins, Megan E, AS 
Horrocks, Taylor Rae, AS 
Howard, Landon D, AS 
Howell, Sarah Elaine, AS 
Huff, Aaron J, AS 
Huffman, Erika, AS 
Hugie, Kenneth Calvin, AS 
Humpherys, Kellen Mark, AS 
Hunsaker, Colin Score, AS 
Hunt, Brandon P, AS 
Hunt, Logan A, AS 
Hutchinson, Janalee, AS 
Hutchinson, Janice Lynn, AS 
Jack, Kacrien, AS 
Jaco, Nelson Alexander, AS 
Jaggi, Nicole, AS 
Jeffords, Austin Keetch, AS 
Jeffords, Jamie Lynn, AS 
Jenkins, Chelsie Leishman, AS 
Jenkins, Jamie Marie, AS 
Jennings, Shannon Rose, AS 
Jensen, Dustin P, AA 
Jensen, Trena, AS 
Jenson, Kendra M, AS 
Jepson, Beery Jean, AS 
Jessen, Abigail La Wren, AS 
Jim, Rueshane S, AS 
Johnson, Alexandra, AS 
Johnson, Anne Mariah, AS 
Johnson, Hillary Agnes, AS 
Johnson, Melanie, A 
Johnson, Patricia Collette, AS 
Johnson, Rachael Lynn, AS 
Johnson, Shantel A, A 
Johnson, Thomas Brodie, AS 
Jones, Jack Dewayne, AS 
Jones, Kelcey, AS 
Jones, Samantha Cecila, AS 
Jones, Tammy Marie, A 
Jorgensen, Skyler William, AS 
Judd, Amber, AS 
Jungert, amuel Gilbert, AS 
Kap, Morgan Alissa, AS 
Karegeannes, Kyra Jean, AS 
Kauffman, Heather Marie, AS 
Keith, Macy Marin, AS 
Kelly, Herschel Pedersen, AS 
Kelly, Megan Leigh, AS 
Ketchum, Valencia Elva, AS 
Kidman, Penny, AS 
Kilgore, Shani Lorraine, AS 
Klipperr, Britney Lynn, AS 
Knighton, Loriann Alicia, AS 
Knowles, Bech, AS 
Knutson, Glendon Scott, AS 
Konakis, Eric Nicholas, AS 
Kress, Casey Darren, AS 
Labar, Bryan Mitchell, AS 
Lam, Man, AS 
Lamborn, Courtney Lyn, AS 
Larsen, Alesa, AS 
Larsen, Dara Rachelle, AS 
Larsen, Deborah L, AS 
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Larsen, McCord Eyre, AS 
Le, Quan, AS 
Leavitt, Cheri Lynn, AS 
Lee, Kristen Michelle, AS 
Lee, Rachelle Diane, AS 
Lee, Teresa Ann, AS 
Leigh Cazares, Erika Gene, AS 
Lemon, Meghan Elaine, AS 
Letts, Sydney Elizabeth, AS 
Leung, Chun Kit, AS 
Lewis, Benjamin H, AS 
Li, Kam,AS 
Lindsay, Joseph An1oroso, AS 
Lindsey, Trent P, AS 
Littlefield, Statton Shane, AS 
Lloyd, Abigail Lee, AS 
Lofland, Boedi Shawn, AS 
Lopez, Jesse Richard, AS 
Lund, Andrea Lane, AS 
Lundskog, Austin Gene, AS 
Lunt, Mckenzy, AS 
Lyman, Ashlee Lorraine, AS 
Lyman, Sharon, AS 
Maestas, Shylo G., AS 
Mahaffey, Nancy, AS 
Mair, Jason Dee, AS 
Mak, King Ting, AS 
Malouf, Robert W, AS 
Mangum, Kaylee Jo, AS 
Mansfield, Majen, AS 
Manwill, Ryan David, AS 
Martin, Brady Daniel, AS 
Martinez, Carlos A, AS 
Martinez, Corrine, AS 
Mast, Laura Campbell, AS 
Mathews, Thomas Tyler, AS 
Maxfield, Stacie Marie, AS 
Mayombe, Lutonadio M, AS 
McAllister, Cherise Lynne, AS 
McBride, Courtney Mills, AS 
McClellan, Emilee Jane, AS 
McClure, Misty Dawn, AS 
McEntire, Shawn Michael, AS 
McQueen, Denery Lyn, AS 
Mcwilliams, Mickie Tyne, AS 
Medlin, Katrin Leeana, AS 
Mekonnen, Henok, AS 
Memmott, Michael Kyle, AS 
Middleton, Heatherly Ann, AS 
Millburn, Madeline San1antha, AS 
Miller, Bethany H, AS 
Miller, Lindsay Marie, AS 
Miller, Madisen, AS 
Milligan, Lauren, AS 
Milner, Courtney L, AS 
Mitzel, Stephanie Kay, AS 
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Mohler, Brian Christopher, AS 
Molina, Sandra Nicia, AS 
Molinar, Jessica Iver, AS 
Mon jar, Michaeline Olivia, AS 
Monsen, Stephanie, AS 
Montella, Kimberly, AS 
Moon, Michelle, AS 
Moore, Jenna Nicole, AS 
Moreno, Jacob A, AS 
Morgan, Whitney, AS 
Morley, Elizabeth Anne, AS 
Morris, Richard Nexander, AS 
Moser, Yuri, AS 
Moss, Saedee Ann, AS 
Mott, Hollie C, AS 
Muhlestein, Jessica Marie, AS 
Murphy, Gregory Lincoln, AS 
Murray, Kendra, AS 
Musacchia, David B, AS 
Myers, Meagan Rose, AS 
Myrick, Rochelle Ruby, AS 
Nebeker, Lana Jo, AS 
Nelsen, Jeffery Patrick, AS 
Nelsen, Regan Joseph, AS 
Nelson, Jace Christian, AS 
Nelson, Janea Vicki, AS 
Nelson, Lindsay Mecham, AS 
Nelson, Misti, AS 
Nelson, Mykenzie, AS 
Neville, Nison Danielle, AS 
Newman, Araleigh M, AS 
Nez, Clayton, AS 
Nguyen, Cavin, AS 
Nichols, Sharon, AS 
Nielson, Larry Vern, AS 
Nielson, Lindsey A, AS 
Norris, Brooke Lee, AS 
Nyman, Cameron T, AS 
Oka, Nyson K, AS 
Oldroyd, Aubrie R, AS 
Orr, Jenni Lyn, AS 
Page, Nichole J, AS 
Pak, Tsui King, AS 
Palmer, Brittany, AS 
Palmer, Dallon P, AS 
Palmer, Matthew T, AS 
Pancheri, Kiya Rae, AS 
Parsons, Matthew Daniel, AS 
Paulk, Terri Dawn, AS 
Pearson, Chirelle Aubree, AS 
Pender, Ashlie Dawn, AS 
Pepers, Kirstie Danielle, AS 
Perez, Saelee Jo, AS 
Perkes, Melyssa Lee, AS 
Perkins, Katrina Anne, AS 
Perkins, Tre Stockton, AS 
Petersen, Adam D, AS 
Petersen, Hayden Robert, AS 
Peterson, Jennifer, AS 
Peterson, Jessica Ruth, AS 
Pollard, Jenna Nicole, AS 
Pond, Nicole Marie, AS 
Porter, Katelyn Beth, AS 
Potter, Janessa Ann, AS 
Potter, Shantel, AS 
Powers, Donald Caleb, AS 
Price, Jon Eugene, AS 
Price, Wesley W, AS 
Prince, Joseph Ashton, AS 
Rains, Anne R, AS 
Ramirez, Martin A, AS 
Ransom, Taylor Jay, AS 
Rasmussen, Mary Katherine, AS 
Raymond, Landon Clayton, AS 
Redden, Zakery Thomas, AS 
Redhouse, Brittany, AS 
Reid, Holli Marie, AS 
Rencher, Amber Jo, AS 
Renouard, Chantee, AS 
Rhodes, Emilie June, AS 
Richard, Roosevelt, AS 
Richards, John Robert, AS 
Richmond, Dylan Roy, AS 
Roberts, Abigail, AS 
Robercs, Madeline Page, AS 
Robercs, Melanie C, AS 
Robercs, Straton Brandon, AS 
Robinson, Randi A, AS 
Romano, Georgio Michael, AS 
Romriell, Jennifer Renee, AS 
Rose, Lorraine, AS 
Rosenberg, Adreanne Jade, AS 
Rothman, April S, AS 
Runge, Bozena Anna, AS 
Sablan, Estefania L, AS 
Sagers, Natalie Lyn, AS 
Samuelson, Jeffrey David, AS 
Sanchez, Israel, AS 
Sandberg, Benjamin Grant, AS 
Sanders, Jacob N, AS 
Sanford, Kristan R, AS 
Schall, Brooke, AS 
Scott, Bryan Christopher, AS 
Scott, Jacob U, AS 
Scott, Kristy Janelle, AS 
Scovel, Caitlin Marie, AS 
Sealy, Tenille, AS 
Seegmiller, Emily, AS 
Seegmiller, Heather L, AS 
Sellers, Elise Amelia, AS 
Sellers, Jamison Brett, AS 
Shannon, David Samuel, AS 
Sheets, Preston John, AS 
Shue, Kyle G, AS 
Slavens, William AJ, AS 
Smith, Saylee Shon, AS 
Smith, Britney, AS 
Smith, Jessica Mangum, AS 
Smith, Joanna Margret, AS 
Smith, Shelby, AS 
Sonderegger, Amanda Helen, AS 
Sorensen, Jasmine, AS 
Sorensen, Kylee Eliza, AS 
South, Kylene, AS 
Spigarelli, Amanda L, AS 
Spottedelk, Spencer, AS 
Stacy, Rachel Heather, AS 
Staples, Michelle Pearl, AS 
Staves, Rebecca Jane Tracy, AS 
Stephenson, Morgan, AS 
Stoddard, Alex E, AS 
Stokes, Mykelle Bruk, AS 
Stone, Sarianne, AS 
Strong, Lacey D, AS 
Swallom, Jaclyn L, AS 
Sweeten, Jamie, AS 
Talker, Dinah, AS 
Tandoh, Godwill, AS 
Tangreen, Angelica Juliet, AS 
Tanner, Jonathan Glen, AS 
Tanner, Kami, AS 
Taylor, Jasmine, AS 
Terna, Lydia J, AS 
Thayn, Dexter, AS 
Thomas, Candace M, AS 
Thompson, Alysha Spuhler, AS 
Titus, Amy Lynn, AS 
Tolman, Tiffany Angela, AS 
Torgensen, Katie J, AS 
Trickier, Christina Rose, AS 
Trowbridge, Kimberly, AS 
Tsui, Suet Yi, AS 
Tucker, Robin M, AS 
Tuttle, Brandon Lee, AS 
Tye, Annika Laura, AS 
Uharriet, Emily Claire, AS 
Ulrich, Karlee Rae, AS 
Unsworth, Lisa, AS 
Ventura, Briana M, AS 
Vest, Kailey Ann, AS 
Villafuerte, Seleste Elaine, AS 
Wagstaff, Aaron Morten, AS 
Waite, Amanda, AS 
Waldron, Bryce Douglas, AS 
Walker, Andrea, AS 
Walker, Loraleen, AS 
Walters, Christine Marie, AS 
Ward, Bradley David, AS 
Ward, Morgan J, AS 
Wardell, Kelly Bill, AS 
Wardle, Jasmine, AS 
Warner, Dera, AS 
Warren, Dixie E, AS 
Watkins, Chelsey Brinkerhoff, AS 
Watts, Elizabeth Alice, AS 
Weber, Caitlin Eileen, AS 
Wells, Rahel T, AS 
Westlund, Amber, AS 
Weyerman, Jessica Jean, AS 
White, JoAnna Marie, AS 
White, Kyle Thomas, AS 
Whittington, Erika Lynn, AS 
Wilcox, Austin Jan, AS 
Wilde, David Tyre!, AS 
Williams, Erin, AS 
Williams, Holly, AS 
Williams, Malissa Sue Lynn, AS 
Willson, Eric Lee, AS 
Wilson, Abbey Christine, AS 
Wilson, Emily Kay, AS 
Wilson, Shelby Nicole, AS 
Winkler, Katie Profaizer, AS 
Winn, Amanda, AS 
Winsor Ashlie AS 
Winterton Deric Thomas AS 
Woodruff Wilkins Lee AS 
Wygant Alan Q AS 
Yamaguchi Kristina R AS 
Yardley Klynt B AS 
Yates Kimberly E AS 
Yeates Tymer Mel AS 
Yoo Ari AS 
Yorgason Richard Winder AS 
Zager Mindee Lois AS 
Zebe Devyn S AS 
Zhu Christopher Han AS 
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The following graduating students have joined with their classmates in support of Utah State University. The individuals listed under 
each student's name are those whom these students wish to thank for their help and encouragement. 




Hassan Mohammed Alshakhs 
Mohammed & Adnan Alshakhs 
Mason Lee Andersen 
Monique Andersen 
Travis Corey Anderson 
Danielle M. Ashcraft 
Jason D. Bagley* 





Ashley Candace Barnhill* 
Adrienne M. Berrett* 
My husband Jason for his 
support and great example 
Amber Blaylock* 
Vicki & Randy Blaylock 
Angel Talbot 
Riata Blazzard 
Scott & Lisa Mitchell 
Carolyn A. Brittain 
William & Loretta Brittain 
Rachel Ruth Bustamante* 
Henry Digby, Helen O'Neal, 
Pat Forbes & Rhoda Maciel 
Benjamin Curtis Byers 




Crystal Kay Call 
Karen Ann Caparelli* 
Thank you USU. I'm livin' the dream! 
Katie N. Carter 
Scott W. Carter 
Angie D. Cefalo 
Randall & Debra Cefalo 
Becky Meagan Checketts 
MJ Checkerrs & Dr. Allgood 
Angel Dawn Chong 
Celeste Chong 
Spencer David Cline* 
Andy Anderson, Major Badell 
& Marlene Israelsen 
Sara Condie* 
Tate Atkin 
Ken & Charlene Condie 
Jamilyn Corbridge* 
Darrell & Sandy Corbridge 
Howard Lee Cordingley* 
Anna Cecelia Craner* 
Sylvia Read 
Jessica Shumway 
Chelynn Britton Day* 
Jordan & Jill Day 
Amanda Denea Dean 
Dorothy Spencer 
Jerilyne Tyrrel Deans 
Charlotte Patricia Tyrrel 
Andrea Louise Decker 
William Decker 
Brody Jon Dixon* 
Ken & Kim Dixon 
Benjamin R. Driggs* 
Sara Lundskog 
Ralph & Ruth Driggs 
Scott Ellsworth* 
Wendy Ellsworth 
Delos & Alba Ellsworth 
Joshua P. Erickson* 
Addie Erickson 
A. Steven Espinoza* 
Peter & Ora George 
Biggest Fan & Motivator, Clover 
Daniel Josue Fonseca* 
Veronica Garza* 
TeRia B. Gentry 
Professor Fred Carter 
Colin D. George* 
Shannon George 
Jessica L. Gifford 
Gina Gifford 
BreeAnn Gunnell Gnehm 
Deven; Nolan & Pam Gunnell 
Spencer D. Golze 
Or. Heng Ban 
Monie Gonzalez 
Cristian Trejo 
Cameron F. Grant* 
My Grandpa, Joseph Jackson 
My Supportive Parents 
Douglas Paul Gregory 
Kyndall Gregory 
Jose "Antonio" Guadarram 
Olga Estrada & Robin Parent 
Dallen Stanley Hansen* 
Dean John Allen 
Dr. Peggy Perrzelka 
Jared Wayne Hardinger* 
Tara Hardinger 
Katherine Chudoba 
Kassi Lynn Hargrove 
Mom & Dad 
Kimberly A. Harris 
Ricky Harris 
Sara Hegsted 
Dan & Dede Hegsted 
Rene Alberto Hernandez 
Rene E & Rosa H Hernandez 
Rachel B. Holt 
Shannon Browne 




Dr. Wynn R. Walker 
Benson Pratt Hoopes 
All my family and friends 
Michelle Howa* 
Levi Howa 
Kayla & Ashton Pedersen 
Jordan Carl Hunt* 
My Parents and siblings 
Shawn R. Israelsen* 
Hannah Israelsen 
Dr. Shannon Browne 
LaDonya Lhasse Jackson* 
Ross & Kay Peterson 
Kamal Rashid 
Marita Danielle Jackson* 
My Mom and Alan Hashimoto 
for always supporting me 
Katie K. Jenson 
Sandy & Wendie Turner 
Robert M. Jepson* 
Jeannie Johnson, Damon Cann 
& Neil Abercrombie 
Clint Preal Johnson 
Inez & Bert Beeston 
Maren Johnson* 
Darrell Milo Andersen 
Hollis & Grete Johnson 
Melissa June Lindsay* 
Mark Lindsay 
Darlene Ann Keller 
Nicole Kerkman 
Bernell & Michelle Kerkman 
Hesper D. Kohler* 
Mark Brunson 
Lisa and Greg Kohler 
Jacqueline E. Lauritzen* 
Ben, Autumn, Sarah 
& Miriam Lauritzen 
Donna Minch & Michael Caron 
Patrick Wesley Law 
Dall in & Janice Law 




Andrew Taggart Lewis* 
Scott J. Loffey 
Erin Lofley 
Valerie Long* 
Mike, Dustin, Daryan 
& Delaney Long 
Andrea Lopez* 
The Lopez family 
The Golden Girls 
Robert Adams Lowe 
Gordon & Janice Lowe 
Dan & Connie Baker 
Alexander Otto Lw1d 
Shanalee Stubbs Madsen 
James Karl Madsen 
Brianna Alysse Martinez 
Winona Rose Marx* 
Ronald and Tabitha Marx 
Lacey M. Mcneill 







Carlie J. Morrison 
Jeannie Johnson 
Moroni James Morrison 
Sam Sturman 
Kathleen Jane Morrissey 
Dr. Andy Anderson 
Dr. Dennis L. Welker 
Sarah C. Mousley* 








Regan Weiler Olsen 
Richard N. Orcutt* 
Aniy L. Otterby* 
Rosemarie Anne Palomino* 
Dad & Mom 
Jeffrey David Parker 
Steven Tyrone Colbert 
Mercedes M Peterson 
Debra, Kailee, Kristopher, 
& Karmella Green 
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Jesse M. Pope* 
Family and engineering faculty 
Nichelle A. Probst 
Mom&Dad 
Spencer K. Pugmire 
Norine Pugmire 
Katherine R. Pulley 
Dr. Gordon & Dr. Heath 
Teancum Earl Quist* 
Darrell Quist 
Michaele Groutage 
David C. Reeve 
Ed & Jan Reeve 
Kamie Rhodes* 
Jennie Rebecca Rudder* 
Ted and Beckie Rudder 
Mark Allen Schroeter* 
Destiny & Charles Schroeter, Sr. 
Nancy Barendt 
Amber Lynne Shaffer 
Shannon Peterson 
Elizabeth Skabelund* 
Brad & Claudia Mortensen 
Matthew Skabelund 
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Heather Lynn Smith* 
Kathryn LaRea Strebe 
Angela Strebe 
Angela G. Swainston 
Dr. Leonard Rosenband 
Daniel Firmage Tate 
Gary Amano 
Carrie Lisa Taylor* 
Ashley R. Tolman 
Wynne Tsing 
Uelun Tuvshinjargal 
All Professors & Advisors 
Claire Elizabeth Utley 
Brooks & Pamela Utley 
Andrew A. Wallace* 
Dr. Grossi, Lisa Allen, 
Dr. Whitesides & Fee Busby 
Braden Dee Wamsley 
Aubrianne, Brent & Sue 
Dannaea Lyn Ward* 
Berk & Shauna Ward 
Jon M. Huntsman 
Ryan H. Warren 
All My CEE Professors 
Mary Shepherd Weir* 
Mr. & Mrs. Johnny K. Shepherd 
Mr. Simon C. Weir 
Matt Westerberg* 
Joshua Blume 
Ms. Lesa Lynn Wilson* 
Supportive family, friends 
& coworkers 
April Michelle Winegar 
Phillis Wolfe 
Tyler Weston Woodbury* 
Alan Hashimoto 
Preston Parker 
Emma Rae Wright 
Dr. Barbara DeBoer 
Jiaqi Xu 
Sijn Ruan 
UTAH STATE BOARD OF REGENTS 
Bonnie Jean Beesley, Chair, Salt Lake City 
Daniel W. Campbell, Vice Chair, Provo 
Nina R. Barnes, Cedar City 
Leslie Castle, Salt Lake City 
Keith M. Buswell, Pleasant View 
Wilford W. Clyde, Springville 
France A. Davis, Salt Lake City 
James T. Evans, Orem 
Marlin K. Jensen, Huntsville 
Nolan E. Karras, Roy 
Thomas 0. Leavitt, St. George 
UTAH STATE BOARD OFTRUSTEES 
Ronald W Jibson, Chair, North Sale Lake 
Scott R. Watterson, Vice Chair, Logan 
Jody K. Burnett, Salt Lake City 
Doug Fiefia, Logan 
Robert L. Foley, Vernal 
Mark K. Holland, North Salt Lake 
Susan D. Johnson, Clearfield 
J. Scott Nixon, Salt Lake City 
Frank Peczuh, Jr., Price 
Suzanne Pierce-Moore, Park City 
Sydney M. Peterson, Secretary to the USU Board ofTrusrees 
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE 
Sydney M. Peterson, Chief of Staff, Chair 
Robert S. Marquardt, Salt Lake City 
Erik Mikkelsen, Logan 
Jed H. Pitcher, Bountiful 
Robert W. Prince, St. George 
Harris H. Simmons, Salt Lake City 
Marlon 0. Snow, Orem 
Mark R. Stoddard, Nephi 
Teresa L. Theurer, Logan 
John H. Zenger, Midway 
David L. Buhler, Commissioner of Higher Education 
Maren Cartwright, Public Relations Specialist, Public Relations and Marketing 
Teresa Denton, Senior Staff Assistant, President's Office 
Renee Galliher, President, Faculty Senate 
Cecile Gilmer, Director of Alumni Events, Alumni Relations 
Lynnette Harris, Editor, Agricultural Experiment Station 
Andi McCabe, Assistant to rhe Provost, Provost's Office 
Mark R. Mclellan, Vice President for Research and Dean of the School of Graduate Studies 
Joan Rudd, Staff Assistant, School of Graduate Studies 
Marci Smith, Scaff Assistant, Registrar's Office 
Risa Smith, Manager, USU Bookstore 
Roland Squire, Registrar 
Shane Thomas, Team Coordinator, Media Production 
COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT REPRESENTATIVES 
Lisa Allen, College of Agriculture 
Mykel Beorchia, S.J. & Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural Resources 
Terri Gass, Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 
JanaLee Johnson, College of Science 
Carolyn Krebs, College of Engineering 
Kimberly Larson, Jon M. Huntsman School of Business 
Elaine Olson, Caine College of the Arts 
Scott Robinette, College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
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